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• ·1 nspired by the classic literary works of 
J.R.R. Tolkien, The Lord qf the Ri11gs: 
The Fellowship ef the Ring ga1nes 

for Xbox and PlayStation2 take you 
on Frodo Baggins's improbable 
quest. As protector of the One Ring, 
Frodo, along with the other eight 
members of the Fellowship, must 
deliver the Ring to Mordor, the only 
place where it can be destroyed. You play the 

• game as Frodo, Aragorn, or Gandalf; each 
character has his own strengths and 
weaknesses, which we cover extensively 
throughout this guide. Although The Lord qf 
the Rings: The Fellowship cif the Rhtg is based on 
one-third of the Tolkien trilogy, it is an 
all-consuming journey. Whether you play 

the Xbox or PlayStation2 
gan1e, you will relish 
every n1oment. 

fhe PC ersion of 
the game is it ntkal 
to the P<i12 v rslon. 



)( bgx(PS2 lNcroOuccioN 

ow to Use This Guide 
his strategy guide contains complete detailed walkthroughs for all versions of The Lord of the Ri11gs: The 
cllo1/lship of tl1e Ri11g. Additionally, we include background sections covering the gameplay, characters, and 
nvironments you encounter. Below is a brief overview of upcoming sections. 

The Fellowship: Here we introduce the nine members of the Fellowship, and provide in ight into their 
ecial abilities, personalities, and weaknesses. We also include complete Weapons and Ammunition Tables 
r Frodo and Aragorn, and a seperate Magic Table for Gandalf. 

Exploring Middle-earth: You visit many strange places in The Lord of the Rings: The Felloi/lship of the Ring, 
nd we give you a heads-up on the terrain, objects, and secret areas you will find. 

Combat Strategie :There are three types of combat in the game: melee (hand-to-hand), ranged (bow, 
cks, and other projectiles), and magic (energy blasts of all kinds). This section show you how and when 
u e each attack, with strategie on managing and replenishing Gandalfs exhaustible spirit. 

• The Ring can be useful for escaping grave danger, but using it takes a toll on Frodo. No matter 
how tempting the Ring is, remember that you never have to use it to win the game. We describe 

the Ring's powers and show you how to keep Frodo from succumbing to its terrible curse. 

PlayStation2 Walkthrough: Like the 
re\'ious section, this walkthrough is exhau tive, 
ith every trail mapped for your questing 
leasure. The PlayStation2 version of the game 

1 more combat-oriented, so we include special 
ps for using each character's offensive and 
efensive capabilitie . 

• Xbox Walkthrough: From beginning to 
end, the walkthrough section is your best 
friend. We keep you on the path-which is no 
easy task in the Old Forest-and warn you of 
enemies lurking in the distance. Our strategies 
include combat tactics, shortcuts, tips for using 
cover and stealth, and other secrets to help you 
defeat overwhelming odds (not to mention 
hundreds of Ores) . 
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Ghe Felbwshp 
I 1 roducti·on 
Jn Tiie Lord of the Ri11gs:171e Fellowship of the Rill.'s for Xbox and PS2, you control Frodo,Aragorn, or Gandalf, depending on 
where you are in the game. Other members of the Fellowship fight alongside the user-controlled character in various levels of 
PlayStation2 game.You cannot control these characters directly, but they are fierce fighters, and you can use them strategically t 

pick and choose your character's battles. These strategies are explained in the walkthroughs, and in the Combat Strategies sectic 
This section includes a detailed weapons and ammunition table for all user-controlled characters. The Damage and Range 

values are for comparison bet\veen tl1e weapons and ammunition (tables are sorted 
from strongest to weakest). Some of the weapons and ammunition are not available 
in tl1e PlayStation2 version (these exceptions are noted). or the GBA version, you control all 

the Fellowship character . 

Cl1aracter Profiles 

~~~ 

L.:;:==:1 

Frodo Baggi ns 
"There is a seed <!f courage hidden hi tlw hear1 of the 111ost ti111id Hobbit." 

Frodo is an energetic and clever Hobbit. An orphan, his Uncle Bilbo adopted him and brought him to live wi 
him . Other Hobbits found Bilbo odd for befriending a Wizard and traveling with Dwarves to defeat a Dragon 
Not Frodo, who dreamed of traveling to wild lands on his own great adventure. 

"Not all those who wa11dcr are lost." 

Aragorn, called Strider, serves as a Ranger. He roams the land from the Shire in the Nortl1 to Gondor in the 
South and beyond to defend the Free Peoples of Middle-earth. He is seasoned by war, but not hardened by it. 
He is an old friend of Gandalf the Wizard, and has pledged his life to protect Frodo, the Ring-bearer. 

Gandalf the Grey 
"Do 11ot meddle iii the affeirs ofJVizards,for they are s11btle a11d q11ick to a11ger." 

Gandalf is a Wizard of tremendous power and wisdom. He is one of five Wizards sent to M.iddle-earth to help 
the Free Peoples resist Sauron's evil. He has traveled the far corners of the world, earning the admiration of th 
wise and the suspicion of many others. He sees potential for greatness in the most unlikely people. 

"J\fy axe is restless in my hand. Give 111c a row <!.f Ore-necks and room to s111i11g." 

Gimli is a brave Dwarf witb a brusque temper and a big heart. His father is Gl6in, one of 13 Dwarves that 
traveled with Bilbo on the Quest to the Lonely Mountain. He speaks his mind boldly and witl10ut fear. Gimb 
wise in the ways of stone and earth, and is a fighter with few eqllals. 

"Choose an otter for s111i111111iug, a11dfor ninning lig/1t over <~rass and leef, or s11ow, a11 E!f" 

Legolas Greenleaf is a swift, agile woodland Elf. He is decisive and honorable, but holds a grudge against the 
Dwarves. Son of King Thranduil of Mirkwood, Legolas journeys to Rivendell as a representative of tl1e Silvan 
Elves. He 1s a master in the act of war and the art of peace. 

·r 
"By 011r ,,,afo11r the 111i/d folk of the East are still restrai11ed, a11d the terror of Morgul kept at bay." 

Boromir is a strong, valiant warrior, hardened by years of defending Gondor against the forces of Mordor. He 
the son of the Steward of Condor, who rules while the kingdom has no rightful king. Boromir i a proud mar 
eager to find weapons to use against Sauron. 
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Ghe F ellowshp 
wise "San1" Gamgee 

"Dt111'r rmsr your head, Sa11111'iSt', ir is 1101 the {lest part of y,111." 

Sam is a plain poken Hobbit, who can be stubborn and ten;ic1ous. While not tht: best-educated Hobbit, he has deep 
msights into people. He can think with his heart, and that never fails him. Ra.ised to tend the gardens of the Slure, he 

is curious about the world. His good n:iture and common sense are valuable ;met'> to Frodo on the perilous joumey. 

enadoc " erry' Brandybuck 
"I fr are lwrri/ily <!fraid-b11t 111c are cm11i11J! ll'ith yo11: orfo/11111•11(1! yo11 like /1m111ds." 

Merry is a confident and cheerful Hobbit. The son of thl· M;mer of Buckland, he has an easy grace and charm. A 
natural leader, Merry loves carefully planning pranks and cooking up conspiracies with his friends. He i a 
reasonably good Kholar, and knows much about plact·s bl'yond the Shire. 

Peregrin "Pippin" Took 
"Fool rf a Tc.1ok!" 

Pippm is a nimble young Hobbit \\'ho tends to bt: somewlm fooli'>h and impulsiw in h.is acrions. Still 111 his tweens, he 1s 
na·ive and prone to complam. However, Im sense ofhu111or and playfol narure make up for many faults. As the son of the 
Tham. the military conunander of the Shire. Pippm was born to privilege and comfort. He 1s one of Frodo\ closest fr1t'nds. 

eapons Tables 

Notes 
alking Stick 3 Frodo 
rch 5 Aragorn 
tty's Walking Stick 5 Frodo 
sternesse Dagger 7 Frodo 
ng Sword 7 Aragorn 
ng 9 Frodo 

lamdring 11 Gandalf 
duril 11 Aragorn 

Damage ')"e c · cter Notes 
1 150 Frodo 
2 150 Fro do Xbox only 
5 400 Frodo Xbox only 
7 150 Frodo Xbox only 
8 80 Frodo Xbox only 
10 220 Aragorn 
20 250 Aragorn Xbox only 
30 200 Aragorn Xbox only 
35 Aragorn Xbox only 

andalf's Magic --
II ge Range Notes 

NIA 7 
10 100 Xbox only 
20 100 PS2: Attract 
30 500 
50 120 

hain Lightning 75 500 
Beam of Light 150 500 Xbox only 7 



Epyk~riNg ffii60le-eo..rch 
Stealth 
Movement 
Xbox 

In the Xbox version, Frodo can move 
stealthiJy by walking slowly on his 
nptoes. A tealth icon displays how 
successful he is at avoiding detection. 
When 1t glows green, Frodo is sneaking 
without the enemy knowing he is near. 
A yellow light indicates that the enemy 
hears something. but do~ not see 
Frodo. A red light means the enemy sees 
Frodo and is on the attack. 

The PlaySt:..1tion2 version has a similar 
Stealth inrucator, but it is active for alJ 
three characters. A gold indicator 
displays a white mner circle when the 
character avoids detection. When the 
inner circle turns yellow, an enemy is 
on the alert, but without visual confir
maaon of the character. Finally, a red 
circle indicates fulJ alert-the enemy is 
zeromg 111. 

As you t'xplort' the outu reacl1es of a 
level, your cl1aracter may run into an 
in1•isible wall, keeping l1im from walkirlg 
off a cliff or ovtr an object. Do not 
ass11me tht' game protects yo11r character 
iti this fashion all tht timt. If your 
clraracter $leps into a lrole, even a small 

_ 011e, it corlld mean death. Tlrese area.s are 
ntJted itr tire u•alktlrro11glts for botl1 
vnsio11s. 

Distract and 
Move-PS2 

The PlayStation2 version of Tlie Lard q( 
the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring offers 
another way to move through dangerou 
territory. Use the walkthrough for 
strategies that involve throwing rocks to 
rustract the enemy. When avoiding the 
Black Riders in Hobbiton, this is the 
011/y way to get Frodo safely to the 
bridge and on his way to Bywater. Use 
the aiming crosshairs to get more height 
to your throws. This a!Jows you to loft 
the rocks away from your current 
position. Move when the enemy 
relocates. After a few seconds, he 
resumes a normal patrol path. 

Collectible Items 

Important health power-ups such as 
mushrooms, cram, and lembas lie 
scattered around the landscape in b 
versions of the game. Pay attenaon t 

boulders, trees, talJ grasses, and small 
structures. A few important differenc 
between the two games are listed h 

Push, pull, and jump to find mo 
power-ups. You can move large 
boxes by pushing or pulling the 
out of the way, revealing hidden 
items. For some items Frodo mu 
grab onto a ledge and pull hims 
to a higher level. Look for flat e 
where Frodo can hang and clim 
up, or where he can shimmy to 
side or the other. 



box Only 6'...PlavStation2 Ontv 

A smashed spider cone 
reveals athelas leaf. 

Power-ups are inside boxes, 
barrels, and pottery. In the Old 
Forest, power-ups are inside 
spider cones and tree stumps. 
When in doubt, smash almost 
everything so you don't miss any 
surprises. You may also need to 
smash your way through brush 
or tall reeds to reach a power-up, 
so don't stop swinging that 
walking stick! 
In addition to health power-ups, 
special weapons and ammunition 
await discovery. 
The most abundant caches of 
power-ups are in secret areas, 
visible only to those who use the 
Ring. Study the walkthrough for 
exact locations. Remember, they 
are invisible and inaccessible 
unless Frodo is wearing the Ring. 
Accumulate athelas leaf; it is the 
only bat bite remedy. 

lf Frodo Jmashe1 green m111hroo111s, 
t'll die! 

• There are no breakable containers 
in the game, so don't waste your 
time swinging at anything that 
isn't trying to kill you. 

• You will not find ammunition 
power-ups, only health items 
such as cram, lembas, mushrooms, 
and mimvor. 

• There are no bats in this version, 
so you will not find athelas leaf 
(the antidote in the Xbox game). 

N vcr paH up a he Ith power-up, 
even when your chnracterl health i 
m xcd out. During heavy fightin , 
the H alth Dnr drops, and you will 
quickly run through your pow r·up 
inventory. Often, the levels are not 
timed, so explore your world. 

~Xbox Cheats 
We can't reveal the codes, but we can 
tell yo u how to ea rn them. 

• Defeat the gan1e to receive the 
code for unlimited ammunition. 

• Defeat the game after finding at 
least 12 secrets (see the 
walkthrough for locations and 
special instructions) to receive 
the code for infinite Spirit. 

• Defeat the game using the Ring 
no more than three times to 
receive the code for unlimited 
Ring use. 

• Defeat the game after eliminating 
at least 400 total enemies to 
receive the code for unlimited 
health. 

9 



cffi Combo.c Scro.cegies 

In trod LI cti on 
In both versions of 71ie Lord 1!{ tlic Ri11<es: Tlic Fe/1011 1.</1ip <i tlic Rii(I!, you control three character~. one Jt J tune: Frodo, Arago 
and Gandalf. However, there are \tgnificant differences between the t\vo game 111 weaponry, ammunition, fighting style 
(Aragorn only), and the roles of other fellowship member~ . The fr)llmving table !ms these differences. R ead on for detai led 
expbnatiom and combat srrategie\. 

Combat on1parison: Xbox and PlayStation2 
Frodo Aragorn 

Upgraded walking stick (from 
Fatty Bolger), additional throwing 
ammunition (apples, firecrackers, 

Elven-shot, and Dwarf-shot) 

Special melee move: finishing 
blow; throws only rocks, but they 

can be used for distraction 

Additional ammunition: 
steel, fire, ,and Elf-arrows 

Special melee n1oves: kick, thrust, 
and finishing blow; ranged attack 

limited to wooden arrows 

Gandalf 
Additional spells: 

Paralysis and Beam of Ligh 

Special melee move: 
finishing blow 

--

Xbox Combat: When an enemy 
injured, a health ring is displaye 
The ring goes from green to ycl 
to gold, and finally: to red. Whc 
red ring appears, the. next blow 
be fatal. This health ring also 
applies to entrances to enemy 
or strongholds, which have heal 
and go through the same sc,-ics 
color changes as do enemies, 



Combo.c Scro..cegies 
~ 
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rodo's size would seem to be a 
andicap when fighting anything larger 
an a bumblebee. However, the little 
obbit packs a punch, and blocks mmt 

IO\n. even from larger opponents. 

Frodo's best fighting attributes are 
peed and tamina, especially in 

Mtahywindle, where he runs from rhe 
low-footed spiders while collecting 
· e>. Frodo can turn on a dime, and as 
ong as he\ moving, he isn't getting 
rung. macked, or stabbed. 

= o,c Ranged Con1bat 

Xbox 

Many times, running away is not an 
option. However, movemenr is 
recommended. Frodo is most vulnerable 
after executing a series of three strikes. 
Rather than waiting to get pummeled, 
run around the enemy and seek a flank 
or rear position . Even the most 
powe1ful enemies need time to get 
repositioned, and this is when they are 
the weakest. If you cannot change 
positions, assume Frodo's blocking 
position and wait for the enemy to 
attack. After a series of blows, you can 
counterattack. 

~ When Frodo face!I oversized 
enemies, a rear attack is the only 

l way to beat them without absorbing 
a massive amount of punishment. 
Even the mighty cave-troll is 
reduced to rubb1e when -you consis-
tently pound him. 

Frodo's long-r:inge attacks are restricted 
to heaving rocks (unlimited) or other 
limited ammunition (Xbox only: apples, 
firecrackers, Elven-shot, and Dwarf-shot). 
Use Frodo's ranged attack to knock 
down things, such as the honeycomb 111 

B)'\varer or the mill pm in Hobbiton. 
The limited ammunition disappears too 
quickly to be useful in combat. With 
patience, you can kill enemies from 
long-range if you reposition your 
crosshairs as the enemy move . An 
elevated position is be t. If the enemy 
does not see Frodo, hang out and fire 
away. It reduces the number of foes you 
have to face in hand-to-hand combat. 

Use rocks to destroy spider: cones 
from long range. This reduces or 
eliminates spider attack1>. 



Aragorn 
Me lee 

Although Aragorn is bigger than Frodo, 
his offensive and defensive techniques 
are the same a Frodo\ in the Xbox 
version. Aragorn faces more powerful 
enemies than Frodo, so it is more 
important to strike and move, alway' 
looking for a better attacking angle. 

In the PlayStation2 version, Aragorn 
is a street fighter. Aside from the 
standard block and strike, he thrusts, 
kicks, and u es a neat finishing blow to 
impale enemies who are on the ground. 
We don't recommend too much 
k.icki ng. It is a slow move, and it takes 
Aragorn longer to regain his normal 
position after he kicks. However, it is 
productive to kick wolves. 

We like tO stick with the tradiuor 
strike-and-blow sequence combined 
with nmely blocks. Aragorn\ swords 
pack a wallop, and he has a greater 
reach than Frodo. Monitor Aragorn' 
health, especially in the later levels 
when rra111 and le111bas are in short 
supply. 

Ranged Con1bat m- --- -
I 

I 

Aragorn is deadly with hi bow, 
especially in the later levels of the X 
ver ion, when you can accumubte a 
good supply of fire arro,.,·s. They ha\ 
!muted range, but a kill takes fewer 
Aragorn's unlimited supply of wood 
arrows is adequate for rapid firing Jt 

medium-to-close range. He automat 
ically targets an enemy within range 
for maximum effect. keep tapp111g t 

fire button. Save the aiming crossha1 
for precision, long-range strike whe 
you have a good supply of fire, steel, 
and Elf-arrows. 



C0mbo..c Scra.cegies 

,'\!though Aragorn is limited to 

~mden arrows in the PlayStation2 
rnon, he 1s still deadly. Rapid-fire 

·hen you see onrushing Ores to drop 
em before they get close enough for a 
rike. 

though Gandalf appears to be tall and 
illowy m the game, he is just as 
tfecuve as Aragorn in close combat. 

en faced with one or two 
pponents, fight with the sword, rather 
Jn wme valuable Spirit with too 
lny pells. 

you move through the darkened 
Us of Moria, extinguish Gandalrs 

talf light, especially when enemies 
c near. This js critical in the Xbo~ 
nion, where Ore fire a(.che.rs arc 

eadly from long range. If yon n 
h light to sec, turn it on 
hen douse it before t 

· u coming. 

.J,Ranged Cqn1bat 

• I Ooc favoci" •poll• m Choi" 

Gandalf does nor possess a traditional 
ranged weapon, but the effects of magic 
are similar, albeit more powerful. The 
key to succes fully using magic is to 
manage it carefully. Every spell takes a 
piece of Gandalf's Spirit Bar, and the 
only '";ay to repleni h it (other than a 
campfire) is to use 111i11111or. When 
Gandalf's Spirit is too low, he can't 
execute spells. 

Lightning and Staff Strike, for their 
ability to target multiple enemies \\rithin 
range of the spell. Fiery Blasts are good 
"everyday" spells. Though less powerful 
than tbe other selections, they do not 
exhaust Gandalf as much. Amact (PS2) 
and Confusion (Xbox) are great fun to 

use in a crowd, because they cause the 
enemies to atrack one of their own. 
Don't send Fiery Blast toward any 
creature made of fire! 

13 
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The Fellowship 
ln the Xbox version, you control one 
character at a time, without the 
a~\i\tance of the other members of the 
Fellowship. They are around you, and 
frequently interact, but with the 
e'i:ception of a brief fight toward the 
end of the game, they do not fight 
alongside you. 

In the PS2 version, one or more ( 
the Fellowship fight alongside your 
character (usually Boromir, Legolas, a 
Gimli), and their presence makes a 
difference. ln many levels, you can 
choose your battles after positioning 
other characters to fight for you . San 
Merry, and Pippin are great for bean 
up spiders in Withywmdle, and Giml 
watches Gandalf's back in the Three 
Pa sages ection of Moria. On the R, 
Anduin, Borom.ir, Gim.li, and Legolas 
make clearing the beach easier for 
Aragorn. 

Keep track of your partners and u 
them to punch tlrrough the first wav 
of enemies. You can also circle behin 
them when you need a moment to 
replenish your character's health. 



here is one strategy for the Ring, and 
t 11 similar to everything you have read 
r 1een about Frodo' quest: Don't use 
t1 There, now you can complete the 
·~me w1th Frodo\ Purity intact. 
crually, the strategy is that simple, 
pecially for the PS2 ver ion. Although 

he !ling gives Frodo temporary invisi-
1hcy and the power to attack his 
nemy at will, his Purity Bar drops, and 
111 easy to forger that you have to take 
off the Ring for the drain to stop. You 
<an complete the game without using 
the Ring. 

There arc secret locations in the 
Xbox version that wilJ remain secret 
unless Frodo slips the Ring onto his 
finger. Look for special tips called 
"Ring Secrets" as you read the 
walkthrough. These hidden areas are 
loaded with health power-ups, but they 
are also well guarded; getting inside is 
only half the battle. 

The Ring spins when Frodo nears a 
secret area; however, the area's 
location is not revealed until Frodo 
wears the Ring. 

15 
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You're about to enter the world of Middle-earth-a world inhabited by Hobbies, Elves, Dwarvt.'S, and Men. 
In this world, magic. momters, and mystery exisc and great eVll spawns legendary heroes. 

Today you begin a quest of epic proportions. You musr stop Sauron before he emlaves Mtddle-earrh. The quest i' long and filled with Jang 
good friend-., and vile creatures. Find courage \\itlun yoursd( and arm 
your'ielf '"ell. Your quest to demo} the One Ring >tarts now. 

In this section, we walk you through strategies for 771i· L.ml tf rite 
Ri11~) : ·nw frl/0111Ship tf the R111.~ for Game Boy Advance. The 
walkthrough (after the PS2 walkthrough ection) is set up to give you as 
much or as little help as you like. If you want to discover tl1mg. on your 
O\rn, only pay attention to the quescs that have been called out. If you 
want more help. we're tl1ere for you from the start. 

Check out the besnary and items sections for a heads-up on \\hat\ 
to come. The better you understand the m~atures you face and the 
item. you collect, the ea,1er 1c 1-. to complete quests and emerge 
victonous from batcle. 

You've no time to wasre:The mm1om of the Dark Lord are 011 the 
move. Grab your walking sack and summon your allies. The \alvation 
of Middle-earth is in your hands. 

Ghe Bo..sics ol AOveNcuriNS 
Tim section reaches you all you need to 

know about your surrounding-. and 
your traveling co111pan1om, about 
engaging m combat, and about 
collecting and us111g item\. 

If you notice some event in your 
game that are slightly different from 

rtain events in our walkthrough, 
e>p on eye out for the following 

1 tion : 
Big Dog is aho known a 
Wild Dog. 

• Th bon e north of the meeting 
point contain a Gold Coin that 
only appear once. 

• Mr. Roundpall offers to buy a 
diffi rent number of cabbc1ge . 

• Wb n you deliver Mr. Appledore's 
me•sag , Pippin gets one level up. 

Basic Controls .?j' Explo on 
Exolor tin1 

BUTTON 

D-pad 
@ 

BunoN 
D-pad 
@ 

® 

Bur10 
D-pad 

@ 

PURPOSE 

Move character around 
Action 
(i111tiate conversations, 
pick up items, open doors) 
Open Fellow hip Menll 
Open lnvemory Menu 
Pa me 

Puru>osr: 
Move cursor 
Select item/target 
enemy or ally 
Ca11cel 
Pause 

PURPOSE 

Move cursor/ 
change selecnon 
Select item/ 
confirm selection 
Cancel 
Pause 

1 n The Lord t?{ the Ri11g.': 'l71c fr//t111•)/ 
<!{ thr Ri11,'(, you encoumt•r friendly 
people, vicious enemies, spectacular 
Hems, and devious puzzles. TJ!k to 
everyone to discover clues about yo 
quest, collect important items. and 
prepare to wage war on your enenu 

The basic interaction controls arc 
simple, but you must pay attennon t 
avoid nussing omething unportant. 

Speaking with NPC 

An NPC i., any character m:er wl11c 
you have no conn-ol. l 11 toWn'i .111d 
villages you meet Ill.Ill)' NPCs. Som 
m,1y have information about your qt 
or will reward you for completing .u 
extra task. 
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1en you approach an NPC who has 
methmg to '>.ly. a text bubble icon 
pt'ar> over the character's head. Press @ 
d chc character speaks to you. 
111et1mes a character has much to say. 
vance the text by pressing @ after you 
d ;ill the text within the dialogue box. 
~ome char .icters may say somethmg 

ffercnt if vou speak with them a 
ond t1111c Not all characters talk. If 

o bubble iron appears owr an NPC\ 
aJ when you stand near, the character 
'nothmg to say. If you complete a 

arricubr tJsk or find a certam Hem, a 
hJracter who w.1s previou ly silent may 
are son1cth1ng to say. 

C;s oflcn offer m10ll quests that 
Iuablc r wards. Listen 10 

out 

Middle-earth is broken mto indoor and 
outdoor sectiom. You can pass between 
sections by entenng doors or walking 
to clear spots on the edge of a map. 
Look for doors, cave entrances, and 
clearings at the end of a road or path. 

In most cases you can pass back and 
forth between areas as you wish, but 
sometimes you are not allowed to 
backtrack after enrering an area. Cercain 
events-meenng a new character or 
firnshing part of your quest, for 
1mtance--may uke you to a new section 
of the world. !11 such cases, you cannot 
return to a previously visited area. 

Explore each area fully before 
moving forward, and pay attention 
to the maps. If you le ve n area too 
quickly, you may miss out on quests 
and items. 

Yott find four types of items in the game: 
healing, quest, weapon, and armor. Use 
healing ite1m to restore your party\ 
health points. Use quest items to perform 
a task such as opcmng a door. or give 
them to NPCs to complete a job. 

Your char.lCters have weapons that 
allow them to attack and ro improve 
their attack power. They also have 
armor to make them harder for encnues 
to hit and to reduce damage from 
successfi.il enemy attach. 

; Searching for and 
I CC' I r ing lte111s 

Items are most ofren found lymg on the 
ground, but sometimes you find them 
by searching bookcases or other objects. 
When you near an item that your 
character can pick up, a hand icon 
appears over it. Press @ while the icon 
is visible to collect the item and add it 
to your inventory-assuming the 

• selected character ha., mventory space 
for it. 



Selecting and 
Using lten1s 

Open the mventory screen by pressing 
W \Vhile explormg. This opens the 
m\'entory for the currently selected 
ch,1racter. To view other character,' 
inventories, press CD. then choose the 
ch.1racter by highlighting h1111 and 
pressing@. Each character has six 
inventory slots for items. 

Select an item by highlighting it 
\\'Ith the cursor, then pressmg @ 
Choose to either Use, Give, Drop, or 
Equip the items. These options may be 
limited. depending on the type of item 
you select. 

Choose Use to put an item to 
iuunediate use, such as a healing item to 
restore a character\ health pomts. The 
Ci\·e command pao;ses items between 
members of the Fellmvsh1p. Choose 
Drop to remove an item from your 
i1m:ntory and <lrop it onto the ground. 

u--.. ........... • To s\v1tch between pieces of .1rmor and 
weapons. chome Equip. 
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Armor and weapons arc automat
ically Pquipped when you pick them 
up unles you arc already using a 
imilar item or can't use the picked

up item. 

When you select Use or Give, the 
Fellowship Menu opens. Select the 
character to whom you want to give 
the item or on whom you want to use 
it. Do not t.1p the button too quickly! 
You may end up ming the item on or 
giving it to the wrong character. 

db lnventory 
Manage1nent 

Because each character can hold s1 
items at a time. managmg in\'ento 
important. You don't want to run 
room and have to pass up valuable 
items. P,1y attention to what each 
character 1s carrymg. 

Get rid of item; that are no Jon 
valuable to you by dropping them 
the ground. You can't sell items, so 
hold onto 111fenor objects. 

When you find a new piece of 
armor, for example. check its defc1 
stats agamst the st.'.lts of the armor 
other ch.1racters are using. If it's be 
than what you have. equip it. Then 
check the stats of the annor you 
removed agamst the stats of the an 
other characters are wearing. Keep 
checking and rn;tchmg out until ) 
certain you've 1dcnnficd the ]owes 
quality armor in your 1nventory, th 
drop the r~jected armor on the gn 
to free up i1wenrory space. You ne 
\pace more than y011 need the ite11 

The most important items are 
healing items. Keep them all. You c 
toss out .1 Draught or two without 
flinching. bm gi\'e up other items f 
Many ite1m-<;uch as Cabbages .1m 

pipewel·d-have liimte<l uses.You 1 
two pouche of p1peweed througbc 
your quest, so don't waste coins or 
inventory space on mon:. Throughc 
the walkthrough. we suggest \\ h1ch 
items are worth pick111g up .md ket 
so tl1Jt you don't find yourself 
comtantly out of inventory sp~Ke. 
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e Fellowship 
e Fdlowsh1p of the Rmg has nine 

embm. You begin the game with two 
rmer,, but you meet other 
rmm ,1long the way who join your 

· .md 1mke combat easier. The 
~ncrs differ m what types of armor 

d weaponry they use, bm none has 
;ntage over the others. Use 
JChever character you like. 

itching Between 

o 'witch between characters, press CIJ 
t• open the Fellowship Menu. Move 
, cursor over the character you want 

to rake concrol of and press @.The 
Jll)' moves together, so there's no need 
o ,witch between characters to move 
hour the map. 

Equipping Your 
Characters 

Your characters may each wear a 
helmet, a chest piece, and shoes, plus 
two weapons or one weapon and a 
shield (except Gandalf, who cannot 
wear armor). When you pick up a 
weapon or a piece of armor a character 
can use, the item automatically is 
equipped unless the character already 
has a piece of armor or weapon 
equipped in that slot. 

To change weapons or armor, select 
the character from the Fellowship 
Menu and press [[) to open the 
character's inventory. Highlight the item 
and press @ to select it. Choose the 
Equip option to switch the item with 
the one currently equipped. You have to 
specify which hand to place weapons 
and shield in. 

Armor comes in two sizes. small and 
large. Hobbits can use small armor; Men 
and Elves use large armor. Dwarves use 
mall armor, but they use large shields, 

helms, and weapons. 
Some weapons may only be used by a 

few of the available characters. Only 
Gimli may use an axe, for example, and 
only Gandalf may use lus magic staff. The 
I rem section has more infonnation on 
which characters can use particular items. 1 

Your characters have two statS: skill and 
health points. Skill determines a 
character's prowess in battle. The higher 
rhe skill value, the more likely a 
character is to mount a successful attack. 
Health points represent a character's 
physical condition 111 battle. When a 
character runs out of health points. he is 
incapacitated and you cannot revive him 
until the battle 1s over. 

Event withm the game allow your 
characters to gain a level of skil.l or 
health points. Advancement is a re>ult of 
completing a task, solving a puzzle, or 
paying attention to what others have 
cold you and avoiding mistakes. You 
don't gain experience or levels from 
combat. When a character gains a level, 
you may 111crea'e either the ch:iracrcr's 
kill or health poum by a preser 

amount. 
Spread around the po111ts. Don't 

spend all of the increase on health 
points or on skill, but build well
balanced characters. 
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As you explore, you'll run mto 
char.icter~ here and there who attack 
when you approach. Combat is optional 
and you should avoid 1t. You gam 
nothing from combat-no items. no 
money, no expenence::. Dodge battles. 

You can see most enemies before 
you have to fight them. They're 
repre ented on screen by a character 
that moves around Like an NPC. When 
you near the character, you enter battle. 
The character you see gives you a hint 
at what you must fight, but often what 
you face 1s a mixture of several types of 
monsters. You may see a smgle enemy 
where there are as man} as eight. 

To avoid a fight, stay away from tl1e 
enemy. Look for an alternate route. or 
wait for the enemy to walk far enough 
away that you have room to squeeze 
past. If you enter a battle and want out, 
run by hittmg c.,....,. J and select the 
escape opaon. You're transported a safe 
distance from the enemy-in some 
cases, on a different screen. 

Attacking the Enen1y ~ Close Range vs. 

When a battle occurs, your party 
appears in the foreground and the 
enemy force in the background. Choose 
which enemy each of your characters 
will attack. To attack, highlight the 
weapon you want to use--you must 
equip it-.111d press ®·The cursor, 
attached to the selected weapon, appears 
over the nearest opponent. Press ® 
again to attack. To attack a specific 
enemy, move the cursor to that foe and 
press ® to attack. 

Healing items are used in the same 
fashion. Highlight the healing item and 
press @. It attaches to the cursor. Move 
the cursor over the character you wish 
to heal and press @ again. 

I 

Weapons come in close- and long
rangt! types. A close-range weapon 
any type of sword or dagger. They' 
effective when standing next to an 
opponent. Long-range weapons are 
bows, slings, or firework.s. These w 
there\ distance between attacker a 
target. 

Close-range weapons allow you 
attack from any position. If you're a 
long distance from your enemy, the 
selected attacker walks across the 
battlefield to strike at his opponent 
After attacking, Hobbies and Arago 
return to their starting position. Ot 
members of the Fellowship stop m 
wherever they last attacked. 

Close-range attacks can hit mul 
targets at the same time. If two 
opponents are standing next to eac 
other or are stacked, for example. a 
dose-range attack attempts to dam. 
them both. 

Yoll aren't limited as to how mar 
enemies you can hit with a ~ingle 
attack, but you rarely have an 
opportunity to strike more than tw1 

a time. 
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Long-range weapons work at long 
nge. If your enemy is standing next to 
u, you miss. This goes for everything 
111 bows to fireworks to Gandalt's 

wgJC. Long-range attacks also won't 
urk 1f the enemy has crossed the 
ttletidd and is standing on the side 
h:re you 'itarced. 
'iome long-range weapons such as 

anda!r1 magic and fireworks can hit 
ulriple enenues if they're close 
~ether. They don't have to be tighcly 

acked. bm must be within several 
Jce1 of each other. 

Clo1e-range weapons are tronger 
an long-range weapons. Use close-
1ge weapons primarily, unless you find 
long-range weapon that's more 
mwful thdn one of your equipped 
lose-r.rn~e weapons. Please refer to the 
eapons secaon for more informaoon 

n each character's available weaponry. 

•I 

~ 
) 

-T.-·,,,... 

How you wage war is important to 
completing the game. Be careful in 
battles. No specific strategy w1ll help 
you win each fight, but following basic 
rules minimize' the amount of damage 
your characters suffer. Healing ponom 
are in short supply. 

Focus your attacks on one enemy at 
a time. Target the enemy closest to your 
weakest character, and have everyone 
attack him. Don't let up until you 
defeat him. If you spread damage 
among several enemies, it takes longer 
to defeat them, and you take more 
damage. 

Pay attention to each character\ 
health. You can't revive an 111capac1rared 
character until after the barcle, which 
reduces your attack power. Have healing 
items at cl1e ready. 

Enem.ies attack whomever is in front 
of them or whichever of your 
characters is closest. Use this tendency 

You always have a good idea which 
of your characters will be attacked. 
Make sure tlm character has health. If 
you can't heal the character, focus your 
Jttacks on the enemy attacking him. 

Protect the Hobbies. They have fewer 
health point\ than any other members 
of the Fell0\vsh1p. Keep them 111 the 
back rO\\. You should never have co heal 
chem. Lee the characters on the front 
line take the damage. 

Keepmg the Hobbm away from the 
front line allows you to equip them \Vith 
fireworks rather than shields, giving you 
extra punch when you need it. They 
won't need the extra armer, because 
enemies won't attack them. 

to your advantage. c:O 
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Heali11g lten1s t lten1s 
Your characters lose health pomts (HP) 
when they take damage from enemy 
attacks. When a character has zero health 
pomts, he is incapacitated and cannot 
fight.You may restore part or all of a 
charJcter'~ health points by using a 
healing item during, before, or after battle. 

Athe n 
Magical herbs with restorative properties. 
Restores 10 HP 

Blue lvf - , 
Edible fungus capable of restoring 7 HP. 

Beverage capable of restoring 3 HP. 

H D 

Magic potion capable of heal.mg 
wounds. Restores 15 HP 

Elven waybread with restorative 
properties. Restores 12 HP. 

Miruvor 
A powerful healing elixer. Restores -10 HP. 

· Ore Liqui 

. · 

A potent healing potion. Restores :W HP. 

Edible fungus capable of restoring 8 HP. 

Sandwich 
Delicious food that restores 6 HP when 
consumed. 

Yello · m 
Edible fimgus capable of restormg 1-1 HP. 

The follm,m1g items are either used as 
part of a quest or given as a reward for 
completing a quest. They have no use 
other than to be given to an NPC as a 
reward or 111 exchange for a service. 
After you use them for their intended 
purpo e, Drop them if you need 
inventory space. Most disappear on their 
own after they are used. 

-cl" 
A nut that's helpful in solving a riddle. 

A necklace made from acorns. 

A feather for Tom Bombadil's hat. 

e'" 
Allow you to pass through swampy areas. 

Br r 
Currency used for purchasing item 
from traders. 

-· -A vegetable heavy enough to hold 
down S\>Vitches. May also be traded with 
characters. 

I r 

Leaves used to make pipev.reed. 

A gem lost by a citizen of Riven dell. 

.... '0 r1 

A cloak made from Silk Cocoons. 

An empty bottle used when making 
potions . 

..J r 
Currency used for purchasing items fu 
trade~. Each Gold Coin 1s worth thn: 
Bronze Coins. Gold Coins are autom 
1cally exchanged for Bronze Coins \\+ 

collected. 

Also known as Bush Dells, they're 01 

ingredient of a cure for Frodo. 

Given to Frodo as a gifr from Lady M 

Leaf 
A type of pipeweed. 

... 
l Used to tend the forest in Lothl6n 

l Message for An1os 
...J 

A message from Mr. Bracegirdle to 
Amos Appledore. Deliver it for a 
reward. 

Message for 
t 
A message from Wickli Raimhield 
Bikli Rainshield. Deliver 1t for a re 

I Message for 
S ,.. 0 roudfoot 
A message from 
Mr.Took to 
Sancho Proudfoot. 
Deliver it for a reward. 

_,, 
Stolen by a band of thieves and h1 
in a cave. 

...J T'. 

A type of pipeweed. 
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Phial of 
- ..J .• 

One of two gifts 
giwn to you by 
Galadriel upon your 
departure from 
Lothl6rien. 

A Daeron's Rune 
found in the Mines 
of Moria and used to 
break a magical seal. 

11 
A Dacron\ Rune 
found 111 the Mines 
of Moria and used to 
break a magical seal. 

1 
A Daeron's l~une 
found in the Mmes 
of Mori a and used to 
break a magical seal. 

A Dacron\ Rune 
found in the M mes 
of Moria and used to 

break a magical seal. 

A Daeron's Rune 
found in the Mines 
of Mona Jnd used to 
break a magical seal. 

J 
A Daeron's R.une 
found in the Mines 
of Moria and used to 

break a magical seal. 

A D,1eron\ Rune 
fouJJd m the Mines 
of Moria and used to 
break a magical seal. 

1's 

A D.1eron's Rune 
found 1n the Mines 
of Moria and used to 
breal.. a magical seal. 

A Daeron\ Rune 
found m the Mines 
of Mona and used to 
break a magical seal. 

' I: 
One of two gifts given to you by 
G.iladrid upon your departure from 
Lothl6rien. 

• I, r 
Cocoons from ~ilk worms u~<:'d to make 
Elven Cloaks. 

0 
Fine silverware that makes a good 
going-away present for ~omeone in 
l-lobbiton. 

So 
A type of pipeweed. Considered the 
best by some. 

'°"' (. -
Also known as Streambeartl, it's one 
part of a cure for Frodo. 

Capable of grmving into a giant 
willow rn:e; also good for making a 
Walking Stick. 

~Weaponry 
A variety of weapons are available to 
your characters, but some may be 
equipped only by certain characters. For 
instance, certam small weapons may be 
used only by Hobb1ts while Men or 
Dwarves arc the only ones able to use 
·ome large weapons. 

.J , 

The legendary sword of Aragorn 
(Strider) is forged anew by the Elves of 
Rivendell when you leave their city. 
Damage: minimum 5, maximum 10 

Gimli's weapon of choice. He is 
equipped with this 'l.veapon when he 
joins the party. 
Damage: minimum 4, maximum 6 

A small blade from the Barrow-downs. 

A large ranged weapon of average 
quality. It is first found in the 
Midgewater Marshes. 
Damage: minimum 3, maximum 4 

A magic bow guarded by the people of 
Lothl6rien. Acquire it by completmg a 
quest for Celeborn. 
Damage: minimum 4, maximum 8 

A smaU blade with a bite. You fi rst find 
this weapon in Hobbiton. 
Damage: minimum 2, maximum 4 

. ... 
A powerful weapon of a lost Dwarf
krng. It is only found deep ,.,,;thin the 
Mines of Mona crypts. 
Damage: minimum 8, maximum 10 

23 
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) ocGandalfs Staff 
A large ranged \':'eapon of El_ven quality. I 
Find 1t in the Mmes of Mona. 
Damage: minimum 4, maximum 7 

lve1 gger 
A small blade forged b)' Elven 
blacksmiths. Your first chance to acquire 
one of these blades is at Weathertop. 
Damage: minimum 3, maximum 5 

Elf Fountain 
( ...I 

A powerful rocket of superior quality. 
Fmd it withm the Mines of Moria. 
Damage: minimum 10, maximum 10 

Fine A 
A large axe of superior 
craftsmanship. Look for 
tlm weapon in the Mines 
ofMoria. 
Damage: minimum 5, 
maximum 7 

Fin . r 

A large ranged weapon of superior 
craftsmanship. Your first chance to buy 

• this weapon is at Last Bridge. 
Damage: minimum 4, maximum 6 

Fine 
A tiny blade of superior craftsmanship. 
Buy this weapon when you first reach 
the town of Last Bridge. 
Damage: minimum 2, maximum 5 

. 
II 1) 

• A small ranged weapon of superior 
craftsmanship. Your first chance co 
obta111 one is at Weathertop. 
Damage: minimum 2, maximum 5 

Fine 
A large blade of 'uperior craftsmanship. 
Acquire one in llrec when Aragorn first 
JOms your party. 
Damage: minimum 4, maximum 8 

A magical staff that shoots a ball of 
energy capable of simultaneously 
damaging several enemies at range. 
Gandalf is equipped with this weapon 
when he joms the party. 
Damage: minimum 4, maximum 6 

Gandalt's magic sword. More powerful 
than his raff, bur on ly able to damage a 
srngle enemy at a time. Gandalf is 
equipped with this weapon when he 
joins the party. 
Damage: minimum 4, maximum 8 

... 
A large blade. suited for carving up old 
bones and capable of causing heavy 
damage, but unreliable. This weapon is 
first found in CrickhoUow. 
Damage: minimum 1, maximum 7 

ii 
Normally a powerful sword wielded by 
Strider (Aragorn), but it's broken. 
Aragorn ha this weapon equipped 
when he Joins the party. 
Damage: minimum 1, maximum 2 

A magic sword forged by Elven 
blacksmiths that's especially effective 
against Ores. Find this powerful sword 
in the Mmes of Moria. 
Damage: minimum 5, maximum 9 

A small ranged weapon that 
throws stones at a high 
velocity. Find your first .....___ 
Sling within the Barrow-downs. 
Damage: minimum 1, maximum 5 

-.d 
A magic sword forged by Elven 
blacksnuths chat\ especially effective 
agamst spiders. You can imtially 
purchase this weapon from a trader m 
Last Bridge. 
Damage: minimum 5, maximum 9 

a1 
A rocket that may be used only on 
but 1s capable of causing heavy da11 
Squibs are found in every part of 
Middle-earth, but your first chanet 
own one is in Hobbiton. 
Damage: minimum 10, maximum 

·ing) 
A Walking 
only minor d.1mage when 
Wielded like a club. You'll get 
your first Stick in Hobbiton. 
Damage: minimum 1, 
maximum 2 

Bilbo Uaggins's legendary 
magic dagger. Its blade glows 
a soft blue when Ores are 
near. You acquire Sting from 
Bilbo Uaggins in R1vendell. 
Damage: minimum 2, 
maximum 8 

l ( 
A fine rocket that may be used o 
once, but is capable of causing he< 
damage. Your first chance co pure! 
Sun tar is near Last Bridge. 
Damage: minimum 10, maxim 

r,.r 
A large blade of 
average quality. 
Damage: minimum 2, maximum 

')I I r 
A magic sword forged by Elven 
blacksmiths that's especially effectl 
against Trolls. You can buy or fmd 
whc::n you reach Last Bridge. 
Damage: minimum 5, maximum 



lcems, UJe~e>NrSJ. a.NO Arm0r 

eapon Usage 
h11 table shows you whicb characters can use the varions weapons available within the game. 0 means the character can equip 
c weJpon: X means the character can't equip the weapon. 

----
fRODO SAM PIPPIN MERRY ARAGORN GANDALF Bo Ro Mm LEGO LAS GIMU 

And{1ri] x x x x _Q_ __ x x x x -
Axe x x x x x x x x 0 
13mow-Blades o __ 0 0 0 x x x x x 
Bow x x x x Q_ x x 0 x 
Bow of Galadriel x __ x x x 0 x x 0 0 
QJgger 0 0 0 0 __z x x x x 
Durin's Axe x x x x x x x x 0 
Elf Fountain 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --- -
Elven Bow x x x x 0 x x 0 x 
flven Dagger 0 0 0 0 x x x x x ----- -
Fine Axe x x x x x x x x 0 --- ----
Fine Bow x x x x 0 x x 0 x 
rmeDa~ 0 0 - _Q__ - 0 x x x x x --
Fine ~lin_g__ 0 0 0 0 x x x x x 
Fme Sword x x x x 0 0 0 0 x 
G,mdaJPs Staff x x x x x 0 x x x ---- ----
Gbmclrii'._K x x x x x 0 x x x 
Knife for the Dead 0 0 0 0 x x x x x 
Narsil x x x x 0 x x x x -Orr Biter x x x x 0 0 0 0 x 
stmg 0 0 0 0 x x x x x 
~icier Slicer x x x x 0 0 0 0 x 
~quib 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sack 0 0 0 0 x x x x x 
Sa_£Jg_ 0 x x x x x x x x 
Sunstar 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sword x x x x 0 0 0 0 x 
Troll's Curse x x x x 0 0 0 0 x 
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Ar111or 
Your party may equip various pieces of 
armor to help them avoid damage from 
enemy attacks. Armor comes in large 
and small sizes. Hobbits may equip small 
items. while Men and Dwarves may 
equip hrge items. Gandalf cannot be 
eqmpped with armor. 

:4-1. .. ·1 r 
13ilbo Baggrns 's legendary armor from 
an earlier adventure. given to Frodo 
\\hen he meets Bilbo l3aggins in 
R.ivendell. 
Defense +7 

Prorect1011 for the feet. You gee your 
firn pair 111 Crickhollow. 
Defeose +O 

::. 

A large vest of linked chain 
for protecting one's torso. 
You won't find any until you 
reach the Mines of Moria. 
Defense +4 

nnour 
A large vest of hardened leather crafted 
by Elven canners. Find this armor 
within the Mines of Moria. 
Defeose +3 

Fine Stnall 
Cha. 1 · 1 

A small vest of superior quality for 
protectmg one's torso. This type of 
annor is found m the Mines of Mona. 
Defense +5 

Fine Sn1all 
h .. 11 

A small vest of superior quality for 
protecting 011e's body.You first pick up 
this armor from o vendor in Green Hill 
Country. 
Defense +2 

A large helm to protect one's head. Find 
the first Helmet in the Mines of Mon,1. 
Defense +1 

L ri rn1our 

S111all Dwarf 
r1 1il 
A small vest of lmked chain crafte 
Dwarf smiths. Look for this armor 
Weathertop. 
Defeose +6 

Sn1all Elven 
Le f' .. ... our 
A small vest of hardened leather rr 
by Eken tanners. Look for tlm an 
m the Mines of Moria . 
Defense +3 

1 I' 
A smalJ helm for protecting om"' I 
Your first chance to acquire tlm it 
111 the 13arrow-downs. 

A large vest of __ ,,-,..::....•i'l'lll~ Defense +1 
tanned leather for 
protecting one's chest. 
You can purchasl' your 
first piece 111 Bree. 
Defense +1 

n 1 i" d 
A large shield designed to block 
attacks. Look for the first Oil(' in 
R1ve11dell. 
Defense +1 

Worn shoes for protecting one's feet. 
These ar(' only found in Bree. 
Defense +O 

11 '-- 1ther Arm 
A '>mall vest of tanned leather for 
protecting one\ torso. Your first eh 
to purcha e this armor 1s in rhe Gr 
H ill Country. 
Defense +1 

Stnall S ·'"'":I 
A small shield designed to block e 
attacb. You first find this armor m 
13arrm,·-downs. 
Defense +1 



lcems, lDe~oNry, a.NO Armor 
rmor Usage 

11 tJble shows you which characters can use the various pieces of armor avai lable. 0 means the character can equ ip the 
mor: X means the character can't equip it. 

-- -

FRO DO SAM P IPPIN MERRY ARAGORN GANDALF BoRoMm LEGO I.AS GlMLl 

Bilbo's .\fitliril Coat 0 x x x x x x x x 
Boors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cluin Mail x x x 0 0 x 0 0 x 
Eken Leather Armour x x x 0 0 x 0 0 x 
Fmc Small Chain Mail 0 0 0 0 x x x x 0 
F111t \mall Leather Armour 0 0 0 0 x x x x 0 
Hdmct x x x 0 0 x 0 0 0 

x x x 0 0 x 0 0 x 
x x x x 0 x 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 x x x x 0 

mall Elven Leather Armour 0 0 0 0 x x x x 0 
Small He I met 0 0 0 0 x x x x x 

0 0 0 0 x x x x 0 
0 0 0 0 x x x x x 
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<ffi Bescio.rSJ 
oes of th€ 

Fellowship 
~Big Dog (Wild uogJ 

.... ---

The Fellowship of the Rmg encounters 
m.my enemies deternuned to prevent its 
members from achieving their quest. 
This section tells you everything there 
1s to know about rhe enemies you face. 

Skill represenrs rhe enemy's abi li ty ro 
hit you. Health poinr · indicate how 
much damage a foe can suffer before 
being eliminated. Damage 1s the range 
of damage the enemy can inflict wirh 
each attack. 

Ba rrow-wight 

.. 12 
• . 15 

Damage: ..•.•.••.. 2-4 
Locations: Barrow-downs, 
Midgewater Marshes 

Skill: . . . . . • .2 
Health Points: .8 
Dainage: •..•.•...•... 2-4 
Locations: Green Hill Country, 
Stock, Midgewater Marshes, 
Weathertop, Mines of Moria 

Skill: .10 
Health Points: .12 
Damage: .........••.. 2-8 
Locations: Mines of Moria, Falls 
ofRauros 

Olog-hai 

Skill: ...... . 
Health Points: 

.21 
. .. 50 

Damage: •..•......... 5-10 
Location: Mines of Moria 

Ore l 

Skill: •...... 
Health Points: 
Damage: ........ . 
Locations: Mines of Moria, 
Lothlorien, Falls of Rauros 

Skill: ...•.•. 
Health Points: 
Damage: ........ . 
Locations: Mines of Moria, 
Lothlorien, Falls of Rauros 

Ore 3 

Skill: ••...•. 
Health Points: 
Damage: ........ . 
Locations: Mines of Moria, 
Lothl6rien, Falls of Rauros 



: .......•......... 17 
..••••••.• 20 

.. 4-8 

ealth Points: .•...•....• 8 
amage: ...•....•.•.. 2-4 
cations: Old Forest, 
"dgcwater Marshes, 
eathertop, Mines of Moria, 
thlorien l 

Bescio.r~ 
Spider 2 

Skill: ••••••• 9 
Health Points: .•........ 10 
Damage: ..•.......... 2-4 
Location: Mines of Moria 

Spider 3 
1r=~:::::;==~~ 
I 

Skill: ....•..•....•.... 11 
Health Points: •......•.. 12 
Damage: .••.....••..• 2-4 
Location: Mines of Moria 

Trailing Plant 

Skill: ••••• 2 
Health Points: .•......... 2 
Damage: .•........... 1-2 
Location: Old Forest 

Health Points: 
Damage: ..•..••.•.••. 5-10 
Locations: Last Bridge, Mines 
ofMoria 

Health Points: ....•..... 30 
Damage: •...••...•..• 2-4 
Locations: Mines of Moria, 
Lothl6rien, Falls of Rauros 
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Shire 
trod • 

10 ox Walktl 
Beginning with the Shire. the following chapter' include walkthroughs for ewry level in the game. As you advance in ead 
Jew!, you'll receive notification when the Quest Log 1s updated with a new objective or optional task. Pause the game co a 
the Quest Log ar any time. We 111clude Quest Log listings throughout the walkthrough to keep you on task. 

~(') 

Sell ~- ' r nd t () I .obclic.1 
• Fiud tire Bag End deed 
• Delirler tire deed to Lobelia Sackriille-Baggins i11 Bywater 

<.Jpttonal la k: t1 .Ip 1 110 tiurrows 
R +-1 • ·n ~ fi Pi t- ·r I ·ir Pen 

• Find all fi11e pigs and return tlre111 to tire pigperr 
• Find a bag of grain to feed tire pigs 
• Fill tire pig tronglr 111itlr grai11 

< ) t-ior : I ·r: . 
• Find tire 111issing 111etal pi11 
• Repair tire 111ill co11trol 111itlr tire pi11 



t1•re hodo ventures into the Shire, 
1 mw.t lncue the deed to Hag End, 

bi,h will enable you ro ,eJI rhe 
pmv rn LohcltJ Sackville-Uaggins. 
~re .ire other usdi.11 items 111 Uag 

d. 10 r.1kr your hme and explore 
rv nook :rnd cranny. Open the desk 

the right ot the fireplace and rem eve 
UJg End key. lkfore le,l\;ng dm 
m. note the trunk on the floor near 
wmdo\\. It conratm the Ring, but 
mly not retrieve 1t until you ,e!J 

: End. Before lt'avmg rlm room. 
1h the b.1rrds and pottery to collect 

lu.1blc mu,hro01m (health pO\ver-ups). 

Enter the hallway and turn lefr inro 

the bedroom. where an item glow' 
inside the chest. Open the chest t0 

retrieve the lock pick kit. Use thl· kit to 
open the trunl... and collect the 
mushroom. The chest on the other side 

Return to the hallway and turn lefr 
ro explore Bag End. Take your first 
right into another bedroom. The t\vo 

chesrs in thi' room are empty; however, 
a trunk contains the deed to Uag End. 
Pick up the two boxes and move them 

m gain acce~s to the front of the tnmk. 
Use your lock pick kit to open the 
trunk and acquire the deed co Uag End. 
I<...cturn to th<: hallway. turn nght. and 
walk to the large trunk. Pull it to rcwal 
a mushroom. With deed in h;111d and a 
sack foll of mushroom'>, proceed to 

Bywater .md complete the 'ale of Bag 
End to LobeltJ )ackville-Baggim. 

Shire 

cret H Ith Potiow In the B 
End kitchen, there is 
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After emerging from B,1g End, you can 
proceed to the right, where you 
encounter Sam Gamgee in the garden, 
or walk to the left and begin at the fir<>t 
house. We begin on the far left and 
work toward the bridge to Bywater. 
Hop over the fonce and walk dov.11 the 
path to the tree house where there are 
fireworks on the second ledge. While 
vvatching for attacking bees, target the 
beehive hanging from the tree and hit it 
several rimes with your rocks to 
dislodge a golden chunk of honeycomb. 
Hop over the fence and pick up the 
honeycomb; you'll need it to complete 
a future task in Bywater. 

S"crct: Ignite G ndillf's fire"·ork!I 
stash ro regi t r "s cr t found.' 
'I her i no rcw. rd; however, this 
C'ouut toward the total of 12 

crct . Ignite the fireworks sta h in 
Bywater (nc r the b 11) to ri'g·~tcr 
another scC'r t. 

Hop over the fence to the next 
pJstun.' and greet farmer Milo Bu~ 
who is standing near his pibtpen. !
laments the loss of his pigs and <hk 

your help in retrieving them befo 
wife gets home. This seems to be a 
easy klsk. but before you gather up 
little piggies, you need to find 
something to keep them in their p 

'itop .it ally signpo'it highhp;ht 
flick .ring st r. Pr s to r 

the inform tion 



Walk Jlong the pJth to Hal's farm 
(look for the two tall silos). You'll see 
H.il tl'nding lus chickens, but don't stop 
to talk co him now. Go into the grain 
Jt!o, mne1·e the bag of grain, and return 
Ill \<lilo\ farm. 

'ielect the bag of grain from your 
uwemory Jnd fill the trough. Round up 
lhr pit," co complete this task. Milo 

nks you for your kindness, and you 
wne your tr:wels through the Shire. 

Rm1rn to Hal's farm. pausmg to 

eck p1b of lt.>aves for stray 
u hrooms, and greet the old fanner. 

complams that a local bad boy, 
mcho Proudfoot, threw a stick at his 

~-eJtl1c1Tane, and now it won't move. 
odo offer~ to fi..x it, and a new entry is 
ded to your Quest Log. 

Hal direct~ you to the ladder. Climb 
up to the ledge and collect the 
firecracker;. Frodo'~ rocks are automat
ically selected when you reach the 
ledge, so target the weathervane on the 
silo across the farmyard. When you hit 
the weathervane, it spins free and a 
metal pin falls to the ground. Be carefoJ 
of the bees swarming from the beehive 
below the ledge. Dlock them with your 

• stick or smack them to the ground. 
Don't hang around on the ledge longer 
than necessary; each sting rakes a chunk 
out of Frodo's Health Bar. Chmb down 
the ladder and pick up the pin (you'll 
need it to complete an upcoming task). 

Shire 

When you approach Hal, he thanks 
you for fixing the weathervane Jnd 
presents you \.Vlth a gift, a fresh egg. 
Pick up the egg and the metal pin. and 
return to your original locauon (where 
you eXJted Bag End). 

As you approach the brarden, your 
good friend Sam Gamgee appears. 
Although the sale of Bag End i~ 
imminent, he wants to weed the garden 
before the owner~hip passes ro Lobelia 
Sackville-Baggim. ln passing. he 
mentions that Merry and Pippin want 
you to meet them at the Green Dragon 
in llywater. 
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Go down the road past Hal\ farm 
(the l.1ke is on your nght). Turn right 
agam. after pa,smg through the arclnvay. 
and follm\ the road toward the bndge 
to Byw.1ter. Walk up the ramp to the 
ldi- of the house to speak with Ted 
S.rndyman, who is sweep111g the deck 
and lookmg for a nmsing metal pin to 
tix Im mill wheel. Frodo\ Quest Log is 
updated \\1.th a ne\\ task. You .1lre<1dy 
haw the m~smg pin (it fell from the 
\\"t:Jthervane). so you mmt find the mill 
control and repair it. 

Walk past Ted to the ramp that leads 
to the side of the mill house. Select the 
metal pin from your inventory and press 
e to mstall H onto the wheel. Approach 
the lever to the left of the wheel and 
push it to start the mill. Ted is ecstatic 
to see his mi ll working again, although 
he is surprised that Frodo fixed it. 

Go to the front of the mill house 
and enter the build mg. Walk to the l.irge 
crate next to the rust}' mill wheel and 
pull the crate tO reveal a loaf of cram. 
This ta'>teless bread has six tini.es the 
healing pO\\·er of a mushroom-a 
valuable .1dd1rion to your inventory. 
Your tasks in I lobbiton are completed; 
on to BywatL'r! 

out 

it to dig m the dir 
r D arf-shot. 

Bywater 
Sell Bag End to Lobe 
s~u~ k 1ille-Basgins 
• Fi11d the Bag E11d deed 
• Deli11er tl1e deed ro Lobelia Sack11ille-Bagi 

i11 Bywater 

Prepare for the Joun 
tn Ri 1pncJF1l 

• Get the 011e Ri11g from Bag E11d 
• Give tl1e Bag E11d key to Ha11tfast GamJ 

1111111ber 3 Bags/1ot Row 
• Get the key to Bag End 
• A11oid bei11g detected by tire Black Rider 
• Meet Merl')\ Pippi11, a11d Sa111 at 
Ala.~~ot 's farm 

()ptional Task 
Help Fatty Make a F 
• Fi11d a11 egg for FaNy 
• Fi11d a ho11eyco111b for Fatty 

()ptional Task: 
Find Healing ~ierbs 
fnr Old lnflk 

• Fi11d fo11r l1eali11g l1erbs ill Gree11 Hill C 
• Gi11e fo11r heali11g /1erbs to old Noakes 

Optional Task: Assis 
AnoPlica in Her Dut 

( 

• Fi11d the rider cask 
• Carry tl1e cider cask to tire Gree11 Dra,~11 

Optional Task: 
~1elp Milo Burrows 
wit h Hi. Fi hing 

• Fi11d a 111or111 for Milo 
• Gii1e the 111or111 to Milo 



Turn left when you eXJt the mill house 
.mJ \\"alk over the bridge. Open the 
g.t~ and continue on the path ro 

}'\\Jtcr. As you pass through the 
'\\,l)', you encounter Lotho, Lobelia's 

n. He tdl, you his mother is at the 
lry Uu1h Inn. Follow the left path to 
ce Lobeh.1 standing in front of the rnn. 

Frodo attempts to talk to Lobelia 
about selling Bag End, but 5Jie 1s bu'y 
rantmg about \volves 111 the ')hin::. She 
orders Frodo to nng the W<lrnmg bdl 
and summon the Shirnff. The bell is in 
the center of town, but 1t is missing its 
clapper. 

Shire 

The dapper 1s at the bakery. Face 
Lobeha's urn, turn right, and enter the 
small hut at the end of the path. F.itty; 
the baker, mforms you that he 
"borrowed" the clapper to prep.ire 
pumpkms for his pie. He is finished 
v.,th it. and ash you to return tt to the 
bell. You can see the clapper near the 
chatr to your right (when you t.1Ik to 

Fatty). He .1ho asks if you have <l spJre 
honeycomb or i:gg so he can compli:tc 
the pie. You have both 1tems in your 
inventory, so you can help Fatty with 
hi<; baking. In return for your kindness, 
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the b.iker offers a choice of gifr.,: E1tty's 
Walking Stick or Farty's Omtment. Take 
the Walking Snck; it packs a bigger 
\•,;ailop (5 damage) than Frodo's (3 
damage). Before you leave the bakery. 
pick up a rotten apple from the floor. 
Fatty won't nund, and it comes 111 

handy later. 

f) ou choose F tt) 's Ointment 
U'. tead of his Walking Stick. the 
I>w rf-tonic gift in Bree is di. ablcd, 
but you gct an altt'rnatc selection. 

the Bret' walkthrough for 

details-

lou can roam around Fatty's bakery and 
smasli barrels to find useful items, but 
keep in ruiud, a Hobbit's pt1sse.ssions 

slw11ld be re.spected. Ei>crJ' time yo11 
Jestro:i• an item of Fatt1•'s, F,.odo's Purity 
Bar moves from tlie u•l1ite side (good) 
tou•ard tl1e black side (bad). 

With clapper in h.md, walk back to 
rhe bell. Select the clapper from your 
lll\'entory :md repair the bell. When you 
m·mg your mck to ring the bdl. the 
Slurnff come' running. Hl' is nm 
thrilled about being disturbed and 
insi~rs the Bounder-, do 3 good job of 
ch.mng wolves and foxe" from the 
Sl11re He bids Frodo farewell and 
marches to the Green Dragon . 

~atch for pplc f lling from thl' 
tree in By\\ate!r '01 arc u~ ful for 

tempting cnC'mtcs to •ive up their 
batd plan~. 

After summoning the Shu-riff, <l'i 

Lobelia reque~tl'd, return to the Ivy 
l3ush Inn .rnd complete the sale of Bag 
End. Frodo rnfonm LobeliJ he must 
return to Bag End to gather his 
bdongmgs. and chat he will lt!aw the 
key wirh Hamfast G.ungct!. Lobelia 
rants abour Frodo\ poor ch01ce of 
friends, but the sale is complete and it\ 
time co move on. 

To rctriei.·e the fire orks on top 
th<' two l gi: boxes in thl' to ·n 
square (near tl1c bell). pu b tb 
othor box again t th stacl., the 
climb up to collect tbe fircwor 

On the outskirts of tovm. near r 
archway. you meet Noakes, the Shi 
pmtman. who tells you about an h 
tea mixture that gives hun ht!alrh a 
Yit,1lit:y. Unfortunately, Sancho 
Proudfoot stole lus supply of herb\ 
"rattering four bunches about the 
countryside. Look c1refi.illy to rec 
the herb' for Noake-.. Go through 
arcl1\\".l)' near the bench where No 
is '>ltnng. ,md connnue along the d1 
path that leads to Green Hill Coun 



Hill Country 

( ro' rhe bridge. turn left pa'>t the large 
.. u'.dn .. 1nd walk along the river. A 

hght glom in the distance. marking the 
fir,r hunch of herbs. Climb a series of 
led~e1 ro reach a narrow grass shelf that 
run1 . .Jong the hill. Do not fall off the 
kd~e ,1, you rea·ien~ the herbs. Return 
t the plth. \\ l11ch leads ro another 
dgc. Thrn:, Ted Sandym,m's helper is 

J 11·3y to Url'e to buy parts for the 
null. Frodu mfonm h1111 the mill is 
11orkml! .1g.un. which saves lum a trip. 
Wh~·1 the boy leave . a second bundle 
.,IOJkes\ herbs appear on the bridge. 

Continue along the path for a short 
distance and veer right, where another 
bundle of herb' sits atop a boulder. 
Return to the pJth and follO\v it along 
the river until you see a hollowed-out 
tree on the right . Note thl' beehive 
above the log. The final bunch of herbs 
1s at the far end of the log. Watch out 
for a bee that attacks whL·n you emerge 
from the first section of the log. Now 
you can return to By\\ater and dd1wr 
the stolen herbs to Noakes. 

Shire · 
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Back to Bywater b.1.rrel. Move the far crate our of th~ 
way, hoist the cider cask, and bring 
Angelica . She is apprcc1.1m·e and g1 
Frodo a housewarmmg g1ti: of Hob' 
si lvervva re. 

NoJkes thJnks Frodo for recovering his 
herb\, :rnd urges lum to keep some of 
the herbs for himself. They will come in 
h.mdy as a cure for poison. 

Don't forget to meet Merry and 
Pippm at the Green Dragon. From 
Fatty Bolgcr's hut. turn left and follow 

Walk toward the firepbce to fin 
Merry and Pippin. They implore F 
to join them at old Maggot's Farm 

• steal mushrooms. Frodo remember 
Maggot's guard dogs Jnd is relucta1 
return . But the lure of tasty mushr 
i' too much to pass up. and he .1.g 
join them . 

Wander by the river where Mi! 
Burrows is fishing. He's not h;wm 
much luck because he hates worn 
without bait, he'll likely only catch 
cold. Take tlw rottrn apple (v" )11( h 
contains a worm) from your mven 
and hand it to Milo. Nm' he can 
-;omething. To ,how h1, apprenan 
gives Frodo J supply of I )warf-shll 

Unlike Prodo's unlimited suppl 
rol"k.s. Dwarf-shot is limited to 
):PU find. It is Se\ en tim s as 
powerful as rol"k, o it c au c 
damage. Use it \•isely. 

the path to the Green Dragon. P,1u~e to 1 

bid fare.,,,·ell ro the Shmff ~hen stop at 
the b.1.r to chat wnh Angelica. After 
saying good-bye, approach the bar 
again. Angd1ca asks Frodo to bring a 
cask of cider to the bar, and this t<hk is 
added to your Quest Log. The cask is 
near the front door. next to the large 



ack to Gree11 Hill Country 

• 011 1t\ nmc to meet up with Merr) 
md l'ippin to 'ee wh,1t kind of n11schief 

ido can get himsdf mto. Le.ive 
Bnma on the p.1th to Green Hill 
( ountry (ex1r the archway near old 

oJkt·,, 11·ho is 'till sitting on the 
bench). follow the path unnl you run 
mto \lerry and Pippin. frodo is 
orned .1bout rhe dogs. hut hi.; cousin 

J ures him there are only three. and the 
11:;;1hrooni- an~ worth the ri,k. 

This excursion 1o; an exercise in 
stealth movcmenc. Watch the light on 
Frodo's Health Bar •lS you appro.1(.h a 
target. Move slowly to keep from being 
recognized. If the status light remams 
green, Frodo is OK.Yellow 'ignals that 
someone (or something) is .1pproaching. 
Red means big trouble: Frodo has been 
spotted. The first mushroom 1s on the 
left 'iide of the garden on the other '>ide 
of the fence. perched on a boulder. 
Watch the Jog; JS they p.Hrol the 
garden. and wait until they move ;m:ay 
from the boulder. Sneak m, dimb the 
boulder. Jnd grab the mushroom. 
Another muslu·oom is m the middle of 
the garden. Wait until the dog walks by, 
then jump over the fonce to retrieve the 

Shire 
mushroom. The dog spots Frodo in the 
g.irden. so jump over the fence to safety. 

If ro11 get ca11gl1t, J\faggot rakes all tl1e 
mushrooms a11d ]'OU rrrnsr start 011er. Eacl1 
time }'Oii get caught, Frodo'J Purit)' Bar 
slidu fart11er toward tire dark side. 

In the next pasture, which contains 
rwo mushrooms. you have h,1y bales for 
cover. Wait until the guard dog passes 
and take cover behind the h,1y bales a~ 
you collect the mushrooms . 
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Use Frodo's lock pick kit to open 
the gate to Maggot's yard. The two 
mmhrooms are glowing in the distance. 

• Wait until Maggot and the dog are 
lookmg the other way, then run around 
the left side of the home. Connnue 
around behind the house until you see 
the mushrooms. Be patient as you sneak 
toward the mushrooms. If you get 
caught, you'll lose the mushrooms and 
start over agam in the fields. After you 
collect the la,t two mushrooms, sneak 
out of the yard and deliver your booty 
to Merry and Pippin. After Merry and 
Pippin take off. you'll see a loaf of cm111 

• and an apple 111 the road. Pick them up, 
pass through Bywater, and return to 
Bag End. 

Return to Bag End and collect the 
One Ring from the trunk in the hearth 
room. Walk to number 3 Bagshot Row 
to deln:er the Bag End key to Sam's 
father. Hamfast Gamgee. As you walk 
toward the home. a ghostly rider clad in 

' black approaches Hamfast Gamgee. He 
asks questions about Frodo, bur Sam's 
father is reluctant to tell him anything . 

Ring Secret: Take the path to th 
loft as you exit Bag E.nd. t..se th 
Ring to reveal a ~ccret area in t 

well to the left of the path. 

Nighttime in 
Hobbiton 
Prepare for the 
Journey to Rivendell 
I • Get tl1e 011e Ring fro m Bag End 

• Gir1e tlie Bag E11d key to Hamfast Gam, 
1111111ber 3 Bagsliot Ro111 

• Get tire key to Bag End 
• A11oid bei11g drlected bi• tlie Black Rider 
• Meet Merry, Pippin, a11d Sam at 

Maggot's farm 
• Er1ade tire Black Rider i11 Green Hill Cou 

Repair the 
Hobbiton Gate 
• Fi11d tlie gate hi11ge 
• Use tire lrillge to repair tlie gate 

After the horse gallops aw<1y. Frodo 
greets Ham.fast, who recounts his 
confrontation with the Black Rid~ 
tells Frodo that Sam ldt for Magg 
Eam1 to meet Merry and Pipp111, 
they want Frodo to meet them. H~ 

, sure why. but they said something 
r a shorrcut. Select the Bag End key 

your inventory and give it to Han 
Your Quest Log is updated \VIth 
new ta~k5. You must avoid the Blac 
Rider as you return to Maggor's F 
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A' you leave, the Bl.1ck Rider 1s to the 
left. Avoid him. or your que~t \Vill end. 
Use tree~, ~. houses, and other objects 
for cover as you work your way to the 
bridge that leads to Bywater (near 
Sandyman's mill house). Stay on the 
right side of the path chat leads to the 
mill, behind the stone wall. There are 
two Black Riders; one paces the path 
on foot . Wait until he walks the other 
way,Jtunp over the wall, and approach 
the Shirrifl~ who stands near the gate on 
the other side of the bndge. 

Shire 

Select tl1e Ring from your inventory (It 
appears 011 1l1e Stat11J Bar). JVl1e11 tlic 
Ring spins, 011e of tlie Blac-k Riders is 
near. Use t/1is 1var11iug sysurn to avoid 
detection as 1•011 11101•e to11•ard the bridge. 
Do t1ot u•at1der around Hobbitot1 in plal11 
11iew, or your quest will end! 

Rider fouled the hinge on the gatt• and 
he cannot open 1c. Frodo agrees to hdp 
the Sh1rnff fix the bridge. Find rhe gate 
hinge at Sandyman's rrnll. Wait until the 
mack Rider cums .md \VJlks 111 the 
other direction, then run over the 
bndge and mro the mill. 

) 
I 

' ' r 
I 
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The hinge lies on the floor to the 
left after you enter the building. When 
you exit the mill, run over the bndge 
Jnd stand at the nght side of the gate. 
'ielect the hmge and use it to fix rhe 
gate. Continue your journey to 
MJggot's Farm ro meet Merry, Pippin, 
Jnd Sam. 

When you pass through the gate to 
Uywater, a wolf <lttacb you. Use your 
stick to bear the wolf, then turn to tJke 
on the wolf .attacking the Shirnff. Frodo 
suffers ~ome d<muge to h1, health, bur if 
you react quickly, the wound'> will be 
n11mmal. Bid farewell to the Shirriff .md 
111.1ke your way through town ;md out 
the gate to Green Hill Country. Don't 
t•xplore the to\'. n; everyone is .1\kep 
and the Black Rider is gaining on you. 

Ring Secret: After killing the wolves, 
activate the Ring and walk to the 
left. Look for the secret area in thc 
rock wall to your left. 

As you run through Green Hill 
Countr) .• mother llbc:k Rider appears. 
Evade rhe rider -;o you can reach 
Maggot's Farm. Take cover in the first 
section of the hollowed-out tree. Watch 
the Rmg .wd move mto the second 
section \\hen you are hidden from 
view. 

Ring Seer t: After crossing the first 
bridge in G.ti:'en Hill Couut.ry, furn 
right dnd enter the cove. Aeti\rate 
the Ring to reveal the secret 
ent.rance bt'hind u large rock. 

Ex.it the tree and stay hidden behmd 
the boulders . One tllack Rider wJ1ts on 
the other mle of the l.tst boulder, 

alongside a riderless hor\e. Eventua!Jy, 
the lllack Rider on foot comes up 
behmd the boulders and ronfronrs 
Frodo, so ~11eak p.M the nderless horse 
and continue down the path to 
Maggot's Farm. 

When you arrive ar Maggot\ r 
Merry, P1ppm. md Sam are waitmg 
After a brief conYersation, Farmer 
Maggot appears. Although he is rep 
to be mean, he expresse\ concern 1; 
Frodo\ safety and offer ro rnJL1gglr 
group out of Grt!en Hill Country 1 

wagon. He offers to give the boy' .1 

-;upply of 111u.,hroo1m for their JOLir 

Tht· journey to R.1vendell beg1m! 



ree Labyrinth 

Frodo begins hi, journey through rhe 
Old ForN alon.:, although he hears his 
1mnd c.illing to him from inside the 
T~:e L.1byrinth. Walk down the path 

reedy JheJd, but get ready for an 
,k from a giam spider that drops 

JP oYerhead. Tim<=" your ,irtacb to kill 
~ pider ,~;th ~everal lms from your 

~-

- =--- --

016 F0resc 

• Travel tliro11gh tlie Old Forest to avoid tl1e Black Riders 
• Resrne Merry and Pippin from Old Man Willow 
• Fi11d 12 lilies for Goldberry 
• Give 12 lilies to Tom Bombadil 
• Defeat tlie Barroiv-ivight 
• Check in at tl1e Prancing Pony fon 

Find the Mi in~ t iobbits 
• Find Sam 
• Find Merri' 
• Find Pippin 
• Resrne Ted Sandyman 

walkmg sack. Ilut be careful, became 
each bite from the spider takes a chunk 
of Frodo's Health Bar. Pick up the loaf 
of aa111 the spider leave· behind when 
it dies. 

As you"' alk through th fore t 

d troy any odd hap d c-oncs Jth 
Oil's buzzing about. M ny of th1;m 
cont. in bunches of arhela.< leaf. 

Continue along thr: path until you 
reach a fork m the ro,td. Bear tu the 
nght and smash rhe red mushroom on 
the lefi side of the path. FoUO\\ the 
path. smashing only the red mu,hroo1m. 
The bbyrinth is con ti.1'iing; concentratt: 
on one red mushroom at a time so you 
can sec where you have been. Tim lead' 
you to San1. 43 
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Do not smash tire gree11 mushn•oms! TI1t')' 

art· poisonous, a11d Frodo ll'ill die if you 
smash 011e. I.fa gree.11 n111sl1rpcr111 is 
alongside a cone tlrac may l1ide a pourer-

11p, destroy the co11e long-distance u ich a 
rock ratl1er than risk l11tting tire 
nmshrot•m wicl1 an erralll swing of 
Froda's stick. 

Soon you reach a junction where the 
p.nh branches 111 three directions. Take 
rLe first left. past rhe green mushroom. 

• ;md smash the brn11ble blocking your 
w.1y. Mo\•e ahead slowlv until you 
ren:1\•e a warning that Sam has seen 
'ometlung. Sam is cowenng at the end 
of the path. near a spider nest. Cn:ep 
;illl'ad 'lowly Jnd de-.troy the nest (if 
you run. thl! spider will hear you and 
cmer~e from m nest m .1 baJ mood). 
Sma~h the m1all cone nt•ar the fallen 
tree and pick up rlw ,11/idas leaf. 

MJke contact wirh Sam. return to 

the path. then connnue your search. 
One Hobbit down Jnd two to go. 
Leave the spider's nesr area and turn left 
Jt the end of the P•lth. Continue along 
the path umil you reach •1 tree in the 
middle of the road. Frodo remarks that 
the tree '.vas not chert• before. Turn left 
and return to the junction. The path to 
the left retrat·e, your \teps p:ist the 
bramble to the 'pider nest where you 
found Sam Go strJJght, and you run 
into the 'rrJngt• tree agam. Your only 
choice j, co go righc. 

Turn lefi ;it the next fork m the road 
(thert•\ a rt·d mushroom ahead). Afrer the 
second red 111u,hroom. turn lefr (the path 
to the right de:id-end' at a tree). After 
destroying another rl'd mushroom. watch 
our for two mi't creatures ahead. Thl'y 
move aggres~ively toward Frodo and 
Sam. \O retre.1r tcmpor.trily to get a bercer 
v1e'.\ of your .m.1d•ers. Mow cautiously 
ahead. and when the mi,t ne.1turl's 
norict• you. run p.1,t them on tht• left. 
There is lllore trouble Jht·ad when a 
spider attat ks. Kill 1t, pick up the m1111. 

then de'itroy l\\'O cones, one in an alcove 
to the left and another farther down the 
path. Each onl' contain' atlicf.1.s leaf. 

U f>rodo's he Ith is low, a\·oid t 

mist cr tures. Howcv r. if you 
quick, you can destroy a mist 
ere nirc and collect cram bon 

trike tJ1e mi t creature with y 
rick until it bri tl} disappe r • 

Repeat thi attack tlui!e mor 
to dimin t it nd pick up th 

Cont11mc along the path (awa~ 
the ghom) and rurn left ,lt the ne 
junction. Follow tht· p.lth to .moil 
bralllhle bu,h. A spider drops .is y< 
destro" the bmh: Jttac k. Cominue 
de,troy1ng the sp1dl:'r. P1pp111 i'i Jh 
l 1h· Sam. he 1~ in troubll', ~o cau 
proceed. 

JJauh }'<>Hr Hraltl1 Bar. ,u11nr11 '2 

111uslircra111 or a loaf of cram befo 
ad1•a11dng toll'ard Pippi11. 



Like Sam earlier. Pippin is trapped by 
.1 p1d~r protecting m nest. However. 
unlike the fiN rescue. this spider \\.ill 
itnrk, no matter hmY qmetly you 
ipproach. Kill the spider, while avoiding 
It\ b1te1. This spider is poisonous, so if it 
bites Frodo, use athrlas leaf to keep the 
ro11on from killing him. Approach 
Pippm to free him. and continue your 
.rch for Merry. 

You\e destroyed rhe red mushrooms 
aaJ several bramble bushes. Retrace 
1uur path, pm the deadly mist 
mm1res, and turn righr at the tree 
near the green mushroom). Follow the 

plth to where it forks near a tall tree. 
TJke the left branch. destroy the red 
n:uillroom. then take the nexr nght, 
J~trovmg another red mushroom. 
Follow the p.1th, bur be alert fur 
mother mist creature. Avoid its deadly 
m •pe'. rerneve the <1thclc1s leaf in the 
·one 011 tht' nght. rhen turn around. 
Run luck Jcros' the p.1th ro the 
bramble bush. Destroy 1t and slo\\'ly 
move ahrad. 

016 F0resc 

Tlie mist creature will follou• Frodo to 
1lu bramble, so don't spend too much 
time. here. 

Destroy the bramble to receive 
another warn111g. Spiders trapped your 
folio\\' Hobbit, Merry. Spiders are 
aggressive, and you must de,rroy rwo ro 
ck:ir your path to the ne'\t Oewl it). 
Merry urges the group ro leave qrnckly, 
bur the same nasty mist creature blocks 
the narrow path ahead. 

Entice rhe mist creature to follow 
Frodo tO\vard rhe \\;de area around the 
spider\ nest. Run a.round the mist 
creature, staymg clear of tts lethal 
attacks. Follow the path 111 the direction 
you came from, raking a straight route. 
You come upon Ted Sandyman. who is 
cornered by two giant spiders. 

Kill the spider' and free Ted 
5andyman, who is tn Frodo's debt. He 
pbm to le<l\'C the Old Forest. bur fir\t 
he offer~ Frodo a switch lever. 
somt•thing he'll need to open the old 
g.1te at the edgt' of the fore'it. Pick up 
the lc111bas from tht• de.id spider. and 
smash the spider nest to retne\'C the 
111/ielas leaf before you contmue. 
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Go back the -..vay you cJmt\ am! 
follow the red mushrooms unril you 
reJch Jnothcr bramble bu.,h. Two large 
spiders wait on the other side .. rnd •vill 
te'>t Fro<lo\ strength.A spm111ng Ring 
has appeared in Frodo's item slot m the 
upper lcfi:-hand corner of the screen. 
There are no \-isible enenues. so this 
signal\ a hidden area, VJs1ble only to the 
\Yearer of the Rmg. Have Frodo wear 
the Ring to reveal a hidden entrance 
(blue. glowing boulder) to a spider's 
den . Walk "through" the boulder to 

enter the runnels, then battle several 
spiders in clme-quartl'rs fighnng. 

After passmg through rhc boulder 
you enter a series of spider-filled 
tunm·ls. Keep moving to survive the 
onsbught and fight no more than two 
spiders ;lt a time. When Frodo\ Health 

Bar slips, run to a clearing and use 
mushrooms. cm111, or any other health
restoring item 111 your 111vemory. Keep 
moving, and never stop .. winging 
your stick. 

Wheu und r att 1 k from s V<'r. l 
piders, po~ition I rodo in thl' 

narrow ntr n to on of tb dl'n 
Thi~ pr veru.s the spid~ r from 
urrounding I rodo • nd at tac-kin 

from multiple dirc.criom. Kill one 
spid r at a tim" bcfor ll'd"\-"ing th 
safetv of the n.1rro • entr nee. 

After eliminating the spider army, 
el'.-plore the tunnels and collect rhe 
many power-ups. including mushrooms, 
/cmbas. and Dwart:.shor. When the dens 
are empty, exit through the tunnel 
entrance to rejoin the group. 

Follo\>.. the remaining red 
mushrooms until you encounter tw 

more spiders 111 a small alcove, then 
large black spider blockrng your patl 
the Old Forest gate. A fo\\ hits lall 
guy. and when you do, you will coll 

a loaf of lc111bas. 

Now you can make use ofTed 
S.mdyman\ gift. Place the: switch lei 
in the control box on the lefr side o 
the gate. open it, and walk through 
reach Lookout Mound. where the 
quartet enjoys a warm campfire and 
well-earned meal. 



CJI6 Foresc 
ithywindle Path 
l 

".lter re>nng at the campfire, proceed 
p.111 the big tree Jnd down the bill to 
enter Withywmdle PJth, where you 
~nroumer 'piders and bees. Stop and 
fight if you wish, but there is no need 
to mk llljllry. They \vi.11 not follow you 
OJst the l'nd of the path. On the \\Jy, 

d troy the 'pider nest to reveal an 
nr1J.< b[ 

When you reach a clearing, you see 
Merry and Pippin staring dreamt!}" at ,1 

giant tree. They fall mto .1 tr.mcc and 
find themselves inside the tree. To free 
Merry Jnd Pippin, attack Old Man 
Willow's roots and branches. There are 
three different attacks: lollg, spmdly 
root' come out of the ground whipping 

at Frodo; short, thickly gnarled roots 
come out of the ground snapp111g at 
Frodo; and brgc branches of Old M;tn 
Willow crash down on Frodo. 

Keep up the Jttack, especially agamst 
Old Man Willow\ pm.verfi.Tl branches. If 
you con.,1stently hit the branches. the 
roots stop coming up from the ground. 
and Old Man Willow gives up. 

After a shower of magical sparks 
cascades from the tree. frodo and 5.im 
run for help. and find Tom Bomb.1dil 
">trolling do\\'n the path . He assures the 
Hobbies tlut he knows a special rhyme 
that will make Old Man Willow release 
Merry and Pippin. 
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After Merry and Pippin are safr. Tom 
a~ks for their help 111 findmg 12 lilies for 
Lady Goldberry. Their reward will be a 
~umptuous feast of cream. honeycomb. 
\\ hite bread, and butter. 

u t f::.hcn- hot~ After d {i ating 
Old Man '\'('illow, look for a 
m t riou parkJc in trN• along 

ith " indlc P th. Climb onto tJ1c 
rby roe k nd throw omcthmg at 
~park1e to dislodge F.I ·en- ·hor. 

The 6nt lily is in plain view, on a 
log that stretches across the river. 
Spiders patrol the other side, so be 
careful when you step off the log. After 
coUectmg the first lily, hop off the log 
and destroy the cone to the right to 
reveal an cl the/as leaf. Throw a rock to 
destroy the cone to the right of the 
green mushroom, turning up Dwarf
shot. Jump off the log, kill the spider, 
and collect the Dwarf-shot. 



Continue walking along the bank, 
11:th the river on your ldi:, to find the 
next lily partially ludden behind a 
h11ter of reeds. Smash the reeds to 

rctncve the lily, then sneak by two more 
bnng trees until you see a ti·ee growing 
mt of the '>ide of the hill. leaning 
m1md the nver. Many spiders are on 
die l•ther side. Move forward -;lowly, but 
kt the first few sp1den come to you. 
Fight fonvard until the last spider is 
beUy up. Grab the lily and continue 
row:ml the living tree. Swing Frodo's 
;ock to distract the tree and grab 
another lily. 

CJIO Farese 

Walk along the bank and look for a 
flashing light on top of a large boulder, 
marking the location of another bly. 
Climb up and n:trieve it. then look 
down for another lily next to a living 
tree. Distract the ttee and grab the 
lily. With six in the bag, you're 
halfway there. 

Avoid, or swat, the bees, and walk 
over the log to the other side of the 
river. Walk to the right and go to a large 
grassy knoll. As you pass the large 
boulders on the left, look for another 
Wy sitting near the hillside. Continue 
along the knoll until you see Tom 
Bombadil standing near a fallen log. 
Remember this location; you'll return 
here to deliver the 12 water li lies. 

oppo~ite direcrion. A spider attacks. and 
you see several more in the distance. 
Advance with care; these spiders are 
poisonous and aggressive. Fight your 
way forward, and don't ignore the bees 
while you fight the spiden. Rmh and 
destroy the ne\t to halt the flow of 
spiders. 
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When it's clear, turn around and 
chmb the rock} ledge ro retrieve a lily. 
Continue;: along the riverbank until you 
re.1ch a log crossing. Walk ro the other 
side and turn righc, avoiding 'everal 
hrn1g trees. until you reach ,1 fallen log 
and another spider\ ne~t.A giant 
poisonous spider is here. Use your 
arltelas leaf 1f you get bitten. A frer 
defeating the spider. collect tht' lily from 
m restmg place ben.\een two livmg 
cret.">. Three more to go. 

Fend off more bees and '>piders. then 
walk up a gra''Y ramp to J ledge, where 
annther lily grows alOllf,'\ide .1 giant 
'pidl•r\ \Wb. 

Follo\v tht' river as 1t branches into a 
narrow stream tlur leads to a watertall . 
You must be on the left side of the 
nver as you face the waterfall. Walk into 
the stream and under the watertJ.IJ. 
Several mist creatures swarm toward 
you as you enter the cave. The three 
lilies msidc finish yonr collection. Do 
not fight tht' mist creatures; they are roo 
powerful. Run around the caves. collect 
the lilies, then exit the \\J)' you entered. 

Aside from tltl.' mist creatures flying 
arou11d the cave, the sk11lls lying on {/1e 

gw11nd also t11r11 into mist creatures as 
you pass them. Don't get tmpped i11 a 
small corner of the cal'e. Keep moiting to 
avoid bei11g stn1ck bj• the mist creatures. 
A few h(ts klll Frodo. 

With your bag foll of \\ater lilte" 
to the grassy knoll where Tom 
Uombadil w.iits. Highlight the hhe' 
Frodo's mventory and present them t 
Bombadil. He is overjoyed and dire 
Frodo to follow him to the house fo 
a fea\t! 



CJlo Foresc 

rrow-downs Frontside 

-
~tier food and rest, Jnd a fow warnings 
irom Tom Bombadil about stJ}'1ng on~ 
ihe path. Frodo Jc,wcs the house and 
head> for BJrrow-downs. Stop to collect 
ibe mthhroom hidden imide the cone, 
hrn turn right onto the path. Get 
.id1· for acnon, because an ,ingry wolf 
wa1tmg around the bend. Jf you stay 

•n the path and creep along, the wolf 
1:ll not notice you. 

Don't get too complacent: the wolf 
attacks from behind. After fending off 
two more wolves and gathering 
mushrooms, Frodo\ health is low. As 
you round the bend, sever.ii power-ups 
glow in the distance, arop ,1 mountain 
ledge. Now, you must figure out how to 
get there. -

Drop off the path to the left, where a 
group of three squares sit\ in a dirt 
nrcle. Each square Jctivates a column 
·when Frodo steps on it. The problem is. 
when Frodo steps off one of the 
squares, the column sinks mto the 
ground. Find someth111g to put on two 
of the columns, wlule you stand on the 
third. Pick up the partially hidden rock 
in the high gras,, and place it on the left 
square (when looking at the high 
ledge). Walk behmd the lar!!;e rock 
facing left ro find a log (and a 
mushroom). Carry the log to the 
squares and place 1t 011 the one 111 front. 
Wnh this configur,mon, you have rhe 
first and second platfornh permanently 
raised. Stand on the third -;quJre unnl 
the final platform is r,1i,ed. Jump off 
and climb the first two platforms. The 
third platform will lower as you do tlus 
Jump onto the third plJtform before it 
drop' too low for you to leap to 

the ledge. 
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The collection of power-ups is 
extem1ve, mcludmg ,11hc/11s le.if. Dwarf
hor, apples, lc111b,1s, firecrackers, 

honeycomb, cram, and mushrooms. But, 
the be't prize is hidden 111~ide the 
tnmk Use your lock pick kit to open 
the trunk and retrieve the Westerncsse 
dagger, which carnes a d:11uage value 
ot 'even-two more than Fatty's 
walking 'tick. 

When you are fimshed on the ledge, 
Jump to the lower level. Return to the 
path and wind your way up the hill. 
Chop down the tall grass to gain 
entrance to a tunnel containing several 
mu~hrooms. Continue up and around 
the mountain, stopping at three clifiS to 
collect m1111, lrn1bns, and an ar/1elas leaf. 

Stay on the path, or you may run 
mto a Barrow-w1ght.You cannot k · 
so steer clear. When you reach tht: t 

the scene curs away to Sam, Merry, 
Pippin gathered around the fire. 

Barrow-downs Backside 

From the campfire, walk between the two tall stones to enter the path. Annoyillf 
bony .mm pop out of the ground and smack Frodo. If you strike them wuh you 

dagger, they drop mto the ground, only to reappear. Avoid them and move on 



Continue along the path. movmg 
Jown the mountJin Jnd pickmg up 
1nushromm. A~ the path narrows, ir 
[iecome1 almost impossible to avoid the 
l ony Jrnl\, so you must absorb some 
. JrJ~hmem. The path ends at the top of 
thi: mounrJin. As Frodo ·walks to the 
~ap of J m.mge mound, he rhinb the 
:'ler' .m.· trapped inside. Toss a 
·ir~mcker .lt the entrance to blast J\vay 

rock-, Jml 'tep umdt: tht: mound. 

If yo11 fall off one of the cliffs, Frodo dies. 

CJlo Foresc 

More of the bony arms pop up in 
the center of the room. A,·oid them, and 
clnnb the dirt ramp to J locked trunk. 
A bony arm ~tand.s guard, keeping you 
from approaching the lock. Stand back 
and fire rocks at the arm unti l it shrinks 
into the ground. Then, approach the 
trunk and use your lock pick kit ro 
opt'n it and retrieve a loaf of t"Yu111. 

Explore the perimeter of the room until 
Frodo hears something. A Barrow
wight pops our of the ground and 
expds poisonous. green ,ur toward 
Frodo. each breath lowering Im health. 
Get out of range of the deadly fumes, 
then fire rocks at the creature until it 
temporarily sinks into the ground. 

Circle around the :in:J's penmett•r 
unnl you find ,111 alcove where Mt:rry, 
Pippin. and Sam :ire aslet:p. A l3.1rro\\"
'"'ight attacks. Knock it down with 
sewral strike' from rrodo's dagger md 
forct: it into the ground. Aftt'r a brit:f 
pause. th1.· Lhrr0\\1-wight re:ippt'.lrs. 
R.emi:mbaTom Bombadil's advict:, to 

,ummon him for .1 magical o;ong when 
thi: B.irrow-wight ha tht: upper h.111d? 
Knock the Uarrow-\\ ight into the 
ground. thl'n retnt:Yt' tht' song trom 
Frodo\ 1m:entOl) ,md inYokt: the nugic. 

appears at thl' entrance m thl' mound, 
~i11g111g his 111ag1L tune. The l3arrow
wight is ba1mlwd forev1.·r. as Mnr~. 
Pippin. and Sam awaken from th1.•ir 
mystenom •;lcl'p. 'Jt)m J\stire' tlw 
Hobbits they arl' not 111 dangl'r, and 
gi\"e5 th1.·111 Ill'\\' bladt'' to proti:ct tht:m 
on their .1uurnt:y. H1.• urgt:s them tu go 
tu the Pranc111g Pony in Bree. 
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• ranc111g 
011y ln11 

f"inc~ Merry 
•Find Merr)' 

( '1lle< t De< ov Pnrts 
• Clear an old Hobbit 111oma11 's house of rats 
• Collect clothes 
• Collect small logs 
• Collect melons 
• Collect hay bolster 

Tht· Hobbits arrive Jt the Prancing 
l'ony Inn .. rnd Frodo reminds his fi-1ends 
that ht• 1s to be called Mr. Undcrh11l, 'o 
,15 1101 to raise suspicion. Till' inn 
.1ppcars to bt• empty, but .1 lo.if of m1111 is 
above the front desk. Hop onto rht 
dc,k and jump ro the '>ign to collet t the 
cmm. Wilk bd1md rhe desk .rnd do\\ n 

Bree 

tilt' h.111 ro reach the pub and find 
Merry. Pippin. and Sam, along with a 
collection of unfriendly men. There j, 

good Jth-ice ro be h.1d; so talk ro 
everyone in the room. 

ob, and he I c you 11 choice of 
gift . If} 'u took I-ntt>' walking 
~tick in ll) wntl'r, Noh offers you 
Dw rf-tonic, \ hil"h inl"rea cs health 
by 3i; p re. nt. U }OU took F. tty's 
ointml'nt ob i\' you arrows. 

![~ 
I When you return to tht• from d 

it's manned by the innkt·eper. Cht'ck 
Jnd return to the pub to collect the 
other Hobbits. Before Frodo finds h· 
frit·nds. a swordsman seated by the d 
stops him . He offers his sen:ices a' 
guard. guide . • md cook. There i-. 
somt'thing strange about this man; 
derhne Im offer. Suddenly. the man 
nirm on Frodo. whiskmg him off to 

locked room. You must find a way o 

of the room before Frodo i' 'old to 

highest bidder. 



m to rcYcal t\\'O Mmhrooms. Push 
·1e laq:e cr;ltt' out of the •uy to clear 

e Joor\\'.1y. An .irmed guJrd patrols 
:lie 0utcr room. Wan unol he looks the 
tha way, then scamper up the plank 

md out through tht: opening. 

, Secret: After escaping the 
'.:'l, climb the ladder in the alley 

1L d the Prancing Pon}. \Vhen 
u ~each the top, activate the 
mg to rev al a secret platform 
the right. 

Fight past another guJrd and climb 
through the pub window to llll'l't 
Merry, Pippin. and Sam. Pippin has had 
ale. and his tongue 1s dangerously loo'>e. 
A stranger urges Frodo to stop him 
from revealing the group's trui: identity. 
Frodo leaps onto the bar anJ begm' 
smgmg to lbtract the crowd. but he 
disappears after acc1dentally 111voking 

the Rmg. The stranger ad11101mhe'> 
Frodo for ming the R.ing in public, 
even though it was an accident. After 
the mnkeept'r delivers a Lit<: nwssag<.: 
from Gandalf, thi: stranger mtroduces 
h1111sdf as Aragorn, and ~we.ir'> to 

protect Frodo with his life. rTodo 
accepts. Leave Frodo to his own devices 
as you take control of Aragorn ,md 
find Merry, who has not returned from 
Im \Valk. 

Bree 
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The Village 
of Bree 

Udore venturing into Bree, destroy the 
uJtes behind Aragoni to collect 
wooden arrows and lc111b<1s. Contmue 
down the street until you encountt!r a 
\\"onun complaining of rJts in her 
cellar. Aragorn j, uninterL·,ted until the 
woman ment1om J burglar. Before you 
ent~·r the house, dispatch two attackers. 

When you're insu.le tlw house, the 
rah arrack. Watch out; their bites are 

• deadly: After killing three rats, advance 
through the door to find Merry. 
Aragorn introduces himself and tells 
Merry to rerurn to the inn. collect the 
group, and hide at Butterbur's house 
(the owner of the Prancing Pony) .You 
must collect items for Aragorn to use as 
decoys. to throw the Black Rider' 
temporJrily off their trail. Collect the 
steel and fire arrows from behind the 
b.irrels before leavmg the small room. 

As you leave the house, the womm1 
stops Aragorn ,rnd asks if the rats are 
gone. Aragorn ,1ssures her the house is 
clear, and he .i'iks for some of her rags 
in return for his \VOrk. She hands them 
over. Pick up the clothes and continue 
your search. 

\; 

Turn nghr after lt!avmg the hou,e, 
look behind the desem:d '>tand for md 
to be used as Hobbit head>. An .1ttackt· 
comes up behind Aragom. Kill him . . rn 
gather the ow11 he leaves behmd. 



• n fighting as Aragorn, resist tl1c 

· to wade into cve.ry fight wildly 
aginn your sword. ~tcp b11ck and. 
k to nvoid an enemy's blows, 

n 1trikc three time~ when your 
•I nds jtill. Stcp back and block 

::I Retrace your steps and contmuc to 
d"' the town square, killing two more 

attackers. Turn nght, then nght again to 
enter a small courtyard. The barrels hold 
wooden arro\vs and cra111 m the barrels. 
Go to the street to find cra111 m the 
barrel ahead. More axe-wielding 
attackers appear, rncludmg two at a time. 

, then u11lcad1 another series of 
This is a tough battle, especially if you 
stand and fight. Circle around and kill 
one foe, then concentrate on the other. 

Conrinue down the street, toward 
1ot111d of horses. Stop and smash the 

:.rrel1 on rhe right to retrieve J Ber1 I 
ne. Pm through the archway and 
:er rhe 'mall room on the right to 
~ect the lc111b11s and fire arrows in the 

:rekA fet>d trough is to the left, and 
J cm hear horses. The gates are 
.ked: turn around. 

Explore the town until you find a 
small room containing a fireplace, to the 
right of a locked gate. Defeat the guard 
and enter the room, collecting the small 
logs to the nght of the hearth, along with 
a loaf of lcmbas.You need a hay bolster to 

complete your list of decoy parts. 

Bree 

Turn around and run through the 
1;quare. Turn nght pa.,t the large trees 
and walk toward the stable. After 
defo:iting J lone guard, conttmw into 
the stable area to encounter a stablcbov 
being terrorized by two armed men. 
Defeat both Jttackers to free the boy 
and gJ.in access to the stable'>. Smash 
barrels to collect steel anows and cram, 
and ·walk to the last stall, which contJ.im 
a hJy bohter. Go to the Prancing Pony 
and complete Aragorn\ mrprise. 

The two attackers bal·k Aragorn into 
a stable timber. Block the initiul 
series of blows, then strike forward, 
killing the fir~t attacker a1\d movin ~ 
out of the corn<'r . 

Return to the Prancing Pony. which 
is across the square from the stable. After 
directing the Hobbies to sleep 
elsewhere, Aragorn fashions his decoy. 
As he suspected, the Black Riders attack 
in the night, certain tl1ey are murdering 
the Hobbits. By the ame the rider~ 
realize their mi,take, Aragorn and the 
Hobbits are on their way to Rivendell, 
by way ofWeathertop. 57 
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Dell 
Escort Frodo and the 
H ohhits to Riv ndell 

• Reacli t/1e s11111111it of Weatliertop 
• Defeat tlie Olog-liai 
• Protect Frodo Jro111 t/1e Nazg11/ 
• Guide Frodo tliro11gli t/1e Trollsha111s 

• Aragorn must clear the way to the 
'ummit ofWcathertop, and that means 
lighting boulder-throwing trolls. 
Making matters worse, Aragorn is 
repeatedly Jttacked by poisonous bats. at 
the same time he 1s fightmg other 
artacker\. Re.1ch111g the summit i · .m 
exerci,~· m ,1ccurate sword strikes, 
boulder dodgmg, and admm1str;it10n of 
111/idas leaf to counteract po1,011. There 
is plenry of cr11111 left along the way, so 
repleni~h Aragorn's Health Uar when it 
drop\. Collect all av;iilable .ithclas lea( 
you'll need to administer 1t a-; you work 
your way to the summit. 

lDeo..c here<?]=> 



Kill thl' trolls ;is you move up the 
· ount.1111, but don't absorb L11mecess.iry 
pm1hmL'nt fro111 flymg boulder, . 

r11er than weaving back and forth, 
·•until ;1 boulder is rdL'.l'>ed. then 

· e.1,ily to onl' \Ide. I )o this as you 
rk your way close enough to stnke 

· macker with Aragoni\ 'word. If 
~ 'Jke roo many hits during dose

•. !!e fighnng, ,]ow down. take a 

Ykmg \tance, and wait umil the 
· ckcr throws the next punch. After 

i block. connect with three 
• l'~rfol mike,. 

UJeo..cherc~ 

As you near the summit. the trolls 
double-team you . Kel'p moving, and 
look for o;pace if Aragorn is forced back 
into a wall. A horizontal strike damages 
both artackers. A colmsal b;Htle agaul'it 

an Olog-lui looms a.head, and you need 
plenty of m1111 and lcmbas to >urv1ve the 
fight. Pick up every health power-up 
,1long the way. 

Defr:it tlm behemoth by cakmg 
advantage of Aragorn's 'peed and agilny. 
Don't stand toe-to-toe ;111d ·dug it out. 
After threl' good lrns, mc)\'e in a circul.1r 
motion around the mnurnr. The Olog
h.1i eventually catd1e · you, but he is too 
slo\\ to turn and respond quickly. Keep 

Evemually, the strike-and-run 
str.1tegy takes a toll on the Olog-bai. 
Watch Aragorn's health. infusing him 
with lrni/1c1s or cr.1111 wh.:n 1t dwmd!e,. 

The giant throw-; his head back after 
receiving the death blm,,just before he 
come~ crashing dm.vn. 
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R.eumted, Aragorn and the Hobbit-; 
lfoc l1'' their journev to Riwndell. 
~uddenly the seremt:y ot" rhc cunpfire is 
broken by the .. ouud of horses .. 1s the 
N.izgtil (Black Rider') burst on rhe 
scene. As Ar.1gorn. you mtN defl'nd 
Frodo long enough for the Ulack 
R1dl'rs to srop Jttackmg. 

Ar.1gorn j, armed wirh a tLuning 
torch th.1t he s\\'11lg-; at the 1:31ack 
R1dl·r,.You must 'un·in· and protect 
1-rodo b) mm·ing from onl· ,lttlLkl'r to 
Jnother. keeping the Black Riders buw. 
so the) don't ovenvhelm i=rodo. After • 

Frodo is irijured by a Morgul-knife, the 
Black Rider' depart. leaving Frodo 
mortally woundeJ by the bbde tip soil 
within the wound. 

Trollshaws 

Ar.1gor11 must race ab•;umt time to 

deliver Frodo to the Elves before the 
<iplinrer complt:tcs its evil task. This is a 
rest of speed .md power. but you must 
also gathl'r arhclus leJf to slow the 
splinter's etfecr. Watch both Ar.1gorn's 
and Frodo's Health Uars.You must 
move quickly, rather than strategically, 
m Aragorn absorbs .. l lot of punisl1111ent. 
Freely use your nm11 and le111bas supplies 

to emun: Aragorn's survi\·al. Whl'n \ 
reach the bridge. the battle I\ won. J 

Elf:nugic will -;ave Frodo! 

Beryl tone Multiplier: locate t• 

stone statues with Beryl Stoor 
nearby, toward~ the mid-point ol 
p th. Pi k up the Ber I ">tone, 
strik e <.h statu with your s o 

t id in front of h nt r t 
and use tht Beryl \ton to m k 
tbr mo.r B ryl 'iton s · pp ar 
front of the statue<i. 



n To 
ivendell 

Thanks ro the protecnon of the Elves, 
&odo 1~ safe. P!Jced securely atop a 
Jgnificenc white .,tallion, Frodo is 

.aned to Riven dell ahead of the Black 
Ridm. who are swept away by 

.wrti.11 Elf-magic. Frodo 1s delivered 
•dy co the House of Elrond, where he 

11n.1 the sacred Fellowship of the Rmg. 
I• !i.1 been an arduom b,ittle, but for 
Frodo, rht: quest is just beginning. 

RiveN6ell 
Bilbo's Room 

I II 

• Visit Bilbo Baggins 's room 
• Begin tlie jonrnq to Moria 

Frodo and his companions reach a safe 
haven at Rivendell. and aftl'r Elf-magic 
cures Frodo of the Morgul blade tip. a 
Council is called at the House of 
Elrond. It is determined that Frodo 
mu'it maintain posse sion of the Ring 
and carry 1t safely to Mordor. \vhere its 
dangerous powers can be de~troyed. A 
Fellowship of the Ring is formed, 
consisting of Hobbits Frodo, Sam. 
Merry, and Pippin; an Elven archer. 
Legolas; two Men. Boro1111r and 
Aragorn; a Dwart~ Gimlt; and the 
mighty WiZJrd, GandaJf. Before the 
FellO\vship sets otf on their journey. 
Frodo 'isits Bilbo Baggms one last time. 

In R1vendell, you conrrol Frodo once 
again. After wandering .1round the House 
of Elrond, and visiting \nth the other 
member.; of the Fdlo\\'ship, walk into 
Bilbo\ room (the doorway is behmd 
GandalQ . Approach Bilbo to learn about 
two special gifl:s hl' h.1s for frodo: Sting, 
a special Elf-blade: and a mithril-co.lt, 
light but impenetrable armor. 
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Afrer receiving the gifts, walk to the 
two chest5.You will receive a different 
reward depending on \Vhich chest you 
open first. Open the one on the lt:ft 
first to find a bottle of Spirit fasence. 
Giw it ro Gandalf (you can do this now 
or later at a campground, by talking to 
Frodo as Gand.1lt). The che ·r on the 
right contains mushrooms. 

If you open the chest on the right 
first, there is an ancient tome, Mellon, 
inside. Give th1' to GandalC and he 
recalls a powerful spell called ParaJy,i~. 

When you are ready to begin your 
journey, walk to Elrond. He bids tlie 
b'TOUp farewell, as character control 
passe~ from Frodo to Gandalf. Your 
journey to Mona begins! 



ates of Moria 

• Drf;·m tire 1Vi1rgs 
• F111 tlit cm•ice in tire 11101111tain pat/1 
• fiud tlie entrance to Moria 
• !Xfrar t/1e ll'iitrlter in tire Water 
• OJ!<tl tire Gates of Moria 

llrney t) 
he ~ .. :r1~ ·· 

vio 

• Fiud a Jlla)' out of tl1e 111i11ing al'ea 
•&tape tire 2 lst Hall 
• i1~1·e Balin 's Tomb 
• Rr~lr D11ri11 's Bridj!e 
• Protert tire Fel/011•sltip f rom the Balrog 

\ ·he JOUrlll'Y to Moria begins, the 
hl1l\\'hip gathers around tht: campfire. 
You control Gandalf, and a-. the conver-

on ~nd\, an t:ent: hmNI s1gna1'. the 
ptommg Warg .mack. The two animal' 
har~e toward the campfire. Dt:feat 
1em: rhetr powerful bite' reduce 
•ludalrs health. 

A path leads to the Gates of Moria. 
bur before leavmg. explore the areas 
around the campfire to collect 
111mhrooms and an atltclas lt:af. 

S c ret Bow of the Gal dhrim: 
Follow the path down and to th 
right afrcr leaving the campsitc, to 
find a Bow of th Gi.lladhrim. This 
hm is automatic Uy given to 
Legolas, and llow him to inOlct 
mor .dama when h attacks. 

To begin the journey. follow the 
\tont: path up the mount.Jin. bur be 
careful of attackmg bat\. Their bite' are 
poNmom. so take athclas lt:af 
immediately to coumeract the t>flects. 
Take the narrow pathway to the right 
and continue upward unnl you reach 
the "ater. A \Varg .ittacb from the left. 
Kill it and concmuc along the path to a 
pile of boulder,. Pick up the 111inwor 
(foll healing porion). 
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Walk to the boulders, select Staff 
Slam from Gandalt's weapons inventory, 
and dirt:'ct the spell at the pile. The 
rocks blast apart, many of them falling 
over the cliff\ edge. The fallen rocks 
have repaired a chasm blocking the p.1th 
to Moria. 

Walk down the steep grade and rum 
"' right past the tree growing out of the 

I rock wall on the right. Watch for bats; 
they attack without warning, and are 
5tubborn. When the path turns left, you 
see the result of Gandalt's Staff Slam. 
Previously. this sect1011 of path was 
impassable. As the path turns toward the 
lake, get ready for a Warg attack. 

Pick up a vial of mir111 111r near the 
water, then '<Valk to the left along the 
shoreline. Gand.ilf recalls that the Gates 
of Moria an! hidden in che cliffi. Walk 
to the t\vo trees surrounding the sealed 
opening in the side of the mountain. 
Stand between the trees, close to the 
rock facing, and press 0 ro reveal the 
gate. Gandalf deciphers the Elvish 
letters, but the group has no time to 
ponder the word that solves this riddle, 
because the water starts co churn. 

Suddenly, the tentacled Watcher 
bursts from the water, . napping 1t'i 

deadly claws. Using Gandalf's sword, 

move back and forth at the shorehr.e 
strikmg ar the two tentacles. Stnke 
a tentacle crashes down. Get m two 
three hits, then move to the other 11 

Keep up the attack (watch your he' 
until one of the tentacles shrinks imc 
the water. Eventually, the creature 
weakens, giving you a brief momem 
choose a password and unlock the~ 
You have four choices. If you choose 
incorrectly, the creature returns, and 
must run to the edge of the ~hore, 
staying on the stone area th.it jut' o 
into the WJter. Continue striking ,lf 
tent.ides until the Watcher retreats 
the water. Do11 't read any fiirther if 
want to g11ess the passivord. 

1f you fl"J' to fl.e1rt the Watdrer with I 
rtin.ee ma.eic, tire monstN" attacks witl 
poiso1101is breatl1, and it only takes a 

~lauds to kill Gmrda{f. 



moria. 

The correct pJmvord is Mellon, which 
meam "friend" m Elvish. As the words 
are spoken, the doors open. Enter 
Mona and collect the minwM on the 
ground before you. Continue up the 
stair.,, but watch for falling rocb. As 
Gandalf reminds you, the \Valls are weak 
from age, and a careles' step could me,111 
instant death. As you press om.,ard, 
dodge the flammg arrows launched at 
you from above. Toss a few Fiery Blasts 
ro kill the attacker, ... .,ho leave' behind a 
supply of fire arrows. 

I:xtiQgui'ih Gand;;i)f'., staff, ro h is 
not \uch n ea~y- target for the 
attacks emning from abo"e. You encounter another .ircher on the 

left side of the 'ita1rs. after a nussin~ pile 
of rocks falls from the ceilmg. One 
more archer fires at you from the top of 
the stairs on the right. Use the fallen 
rocks for cover, then rush the archer, 
taking a zigzag route to avoid the 
fiammg arrows. Enter the room at the 
top of the stairs to rejoin the 
Fell0\v~h1p. Pau;;e by the fire long 
enough to heal Gandalf's wounds. 
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Ex1t rhe room rhrough ;i stont' door 
on the opposite .. ide of your encrance 
(the door rises when Gand.ilf 'reps on a 
pressure plate). Ores are in the tl1st111ce 
md hanging 011 the pill.1rs close by. 
Explore the room c.1utiousl), and be 
rL'.1dy for surprise Jltacks. Take the 
circular walkway on the right, but 
pall\c: to take out three Ores from long 
nnge with a few well- placed Fiery 
Bh•t spdls. 

Ore move very -.lowly in dosc
qtu rt n fighring, but they arc 
e · ellent dcfi'nders and can easily 
block many of Gandalfs '>trikes. The 
•tcry Blast i~ your most ~ectivc 

wl'.tpon, even at dolie r ngi'. Don t 

11 r the crosshairs; simply fire away. 
I ,.o direct hits kill tnost Ores, 

1h ugh ~omc require three. 

Hall of Statues 

Follow the path to a L1rge, closed door. 
Mow the lever to open the door .md 
proceed across tht: bndge. As you 
Jpproach the otht:r side, you hear 
Gollum h1ssmg somewhere nearby. A 
lone Ore blocks your path, bur several 
more rmh G.1ndalf as he approaches the 
fountain. When the area 1s clear, collect 
the cr.1111 and 111inwor on the canvalks to 
either side of the fountarn. Folio\\ the 
bridge ro rhe next door. which opem 
·with a lever, but turn around as the 
door opem ro face .1 \Urprise attack. 

\\. hl"n Ores coml" pouring our o' 
tri ngul r opl"nl.ug in the all, 
I icry Blasts .lt the doorwa} to 
collaJ' ~ th supportlng timb 
prev nt reinforcement from 
strc mmg out. 



ube Bridges 

\love through the small corridor to the 
;1 room. a circular chamber with 
e doorways. Go through the first 

orway to your left and pull rhe lever, 
open a hole in the circular chamber's 

oor. Push a large piece of stone 
rough the hole. Enter the next 
oon~·ay to your left. Use Fiery Blasts 
o ktll 1everal Ores waiting on the 
'po>ite side of the room. 

moria. 

When the room is clear, destroy the 
barrels and crates to reveal health 
pmver-ups, then stt!p on the elevator 
platform in the room's cenrer. Select 
Gandalf's Chain Lightning weapon, 
then. while on the platform, pull the 
lever to activate the elevator. Ore 
archers surround Gandalf when the 
elevator stops, so quickly release 
the spell. 

Go to the mam chamber and push 
the stone you dropped earlier onto a 
pressure plate to raise the door leading 
ro a curved pathwar Follow the path to 
another door that leads you back to the 
Fellowsh1p. Everyone agrees that .111 

evenmg of rest will do the Hobb1ts 
(and Gandalf's battered body) J world 
of good. 

Rotating 
Bridges 

After recharging Gandalt\ health by the 
fire, exit the room on the other side of 
the well. As you approac.:h the door. the 
ground splits, creating several jagged 
pathways to explore. When you take the 
left-hand path, use Fiery Blast to demoy 
the Ores' triangular doonvay before 
entering the room. This limits the 
number of Ores you have to kill to mro. 
When the room is dear. smash the 
barrels to reveal a loaf of mm1. Go into a 
circular room gu.1rded by an axe
•.vielding Ore. who drops down from 
the ceiling on a circul,ll' stone pl.itform. 
lr takes several direct hits to kill this 
t!nemy. so keep your distance and lob 
Fiery Bhm from rhc hJ!lw,1y "' the Ore 
Jpproaches. Pick up the 1111ml'or and 
enter the room. 
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Collect rhe lc111b11s and pull rbe le\·er 
co open the door on the other '>Ide of 
the circular platform. Walk through the 
corridor to a large chamber 'vvith three 
doors. Pull the lever to enter tbe room 
on your right. From the do_or\\'ay. use 
Fiery Blast to kill the Ore on the other 
side of the room. After killing another 
OrL who shows up to investigate, you 
notice three more doorways, similar to 
th~· ones in the room you just left. Pull 
rhe lever to open the door. and get 
ready for a wave of Ores. S\\;tch 
bet\Wen magic spells and Gandalt's 
sword. carefolly managing Im Spmt and 
Health Bars. 

When the dust settles. locate a square 
hole 111 the center of the floor. Go to 

the next room on the right: it hold' a 
loaf of m1111. Tht! next doorway lead' to 
an impassable rotating bridge. Go a' far 
as you can and t.ike our the Ore archer 
on the far side with a Fie1y Blast. 

Walk to the edge of the path and 
target the switch on the left side of the 
other bridge section. When the middle 
piece rotates mto position. walk acros\. 
An Ore arc her is Ill the dist<ll1Ct' . Send a 
Fiery Blast in his direction, and he 
come~ running. frn1sh him off and 
proceed through the short tunnel. 

A group of Ores wam on the och 
side, so charge Gandalt's Spinr Bar. 
Wht!n the Ores swarm. USt! Chamed 
Lightmng or Staff Slam, followed b}' 
fo\.v Fiery Blasts to disperse the unru 
crowd. Pick up the cmm that is left 
behmd. and clear the remaming roo 
to collect a vial of 111in111or and 
1nmhrooms. 



-ontmue through the remaining 
'ro J wmding passage. Select Chain 

i:hmmg .ind prepare to take on five 
r; guard, at che top of the path. They 
;rd rht" mming Dwarf, On. Your first 
r or rwo take' care of a few Ores. 
Ji up rht' walkway and fini~h off the 

.rw:mng two with Fiery Blasts. Ori 
. b11t ht' cells che Fellow,hip about 

:nn' .4..xe, kept m the Chamber of 
Lmbul. Before leaving, pick up the 
:tc1 le\'er. 

rn1LJI .~et to Ori btfore Ju~ dit.s to 
about the loratio11 Pf D11ri11's Axe. 

Rerrace your >tt~ps acrms the rotating 
n li(e (this t1mt' striking the .;witch 
1" your sword) into the room \Vith 
e square hole m the ground. Turn 
itlJc and go 1nro the main chamber. 

Pull the le,·er at the next doorway to 
the right, and step to the 1de co avmd 
the tbmmg arrows. Rush into the room 
and use Chain Lightning to dispatch an 
.ixe-wielding Ore and the Ore archer. 
Then:: are no pov.·er-ups in this room. 

The next door to )'Our right opem 
into another room with three more 
door' and ,mother square hole in the 
tloor. A ,·ial of 111inwor is 111 the barrd~ 
on che room's other side, but you must 
destroy three Ores along the way. The 
fir,t doorway on your ngbt leads to 
anotht'r rotating bridge. Shom the Ore 
archer on the other side. then target the 
o;witch to swing the bridge into position. 
Walk to the end of the platform and 
place the s\\'1tch lever into the control. 
Pull the lever to open the door. 

Run through the 'hort tunnel into a 
large circular chamber. Snll';h the boxes 
on your left to pick up cram and 111irul't>r, 
then extinguish your staff before 
walking across the- bridge. Two Ore 
archers launch flaming arrows, so bob 
and \Veave as you move forw.ird. Use 
Chain Lightmng again't the archer-., bur 
be ready to switch to your sword and 
kill a poisonom bac that S\\iOOps down 
on Gandalf (if it avoids the lightning). 
An Ore guard rushes m. He carries an 
t1thelas leaf. so quKkly kill him, 
especially if the bat sinks its teeth into 
Gandalf. Fimsh off the remaining Ow;, 
and look for one more bat. When the 
room is clear. smash che barrels to reveal 
111i111vor and rram. 
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Advance through the doonvay mto a 
series of corrid'ars. Watch for an Ore 
archer attacking from the nght. He is in 
an alcoYe, so dodge back and forth as 
you advance d0\\'11 the hallway Take 
him out at close range '":ith Fiery Blast 
(he leaves fire arrow,). Two more Ores 
respond to the commotion, so load up 
Chain Lightmng to take them out with 
a couple of hits. Pick up the mimv"r and 
continue around the corner. 

Another archer waits at the end o 
the next long corridor. Turn off 
Ganda.lt's staff light and unleash a qw 
Staff Slam for an easy kill. Follow the 
hallways, watching for bats and long
range archers. When the corridor 
empties into a larger chamber. kill a 
persistent archer and collect a1/1el.t( I 
cram, and 111inwor. 



'ltand on the pressure plate to open 
Joor into rhe next haU. where the 

no11sh1p IS W,Jitmg by a deep well. 
\~ t1111e for rest here. You must choo-;e 
etwet•n three passages .is G.rndalf 
nn11u1.» his journey. Enter the first 

1tllw.1y on the left .• md prepare for an 
amrdwe b.1t attack. While you swat 

· e prnsonom flyer from the air. an 
· ~er takt·, .1im from long range. and 
·othl'r Ore guard JOlllS the attack. 

\tier neutr,1ltzing the guard, send a 
ightning Chain down the hallway to 

the Jrcher and another bat. Pick up 
c ,11/1clcls le.if left bdund, and move 

':rough what is now a CJ\·e. 

TI1c c.we opens into a room filled 
with a pile of garbage •llld Dwarven 
bones. Behind the pile is a switch lever, 
and barrels concealing m1111, at/re/as leaf, 
and 111iru11or. R.eturn ro the main room 
and enter the middle pas-,age. 

More bat' arrack as you emer ,1 room 
filled \Vith deep fissures that contain 
flaming bv:i. A floating page from an 
.rnc1ent Dw:uf tome is at the front of 
the room. Collect the page .md return 
to the main room to explore the third 
and final passage. 

Walk through the third pa'>sage to 
find a broken S\VltCh. U'>C the S\VltCh 
lever you picked up e.1rher. and pull the 
lever to open the door Proceed into 
another cave and walk up a 'teep rock 
pathway until you c,1tch .1 glimpse of a 
mining operat1011 bclo\\. 

Gand.ilf announces th:it they have 
reached the 20th or 21 st Hall, and soon 

' the Mines of Mona will be behind 
, them. For now, the group rests b} the 

campfire. but d.inger wam m the form 
of Duri11\ Bane, a dark creature th,Jt 
roams the caves. 
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Light Puzzle 
The following rcxr and pictures 
de\crihc the ,olurion ro the 21 st Hall 
puzzle. If you want to sol\'e it yourself. 
'kip this sedion. 

From the campfire, rurn <lnd l'nter 
the m.Mive 2 I st Hall Simor the source 
of the ltghr beam (1rs location is 
revt·all'd in rlw opening movic). Note 
the s\\·1tches at the b.1se' of two starues 
.1s vou move ahead; you come b,1ck to 
tht:lll beer. Move down the centcr of 

hall to the statue and pick up the 
mirror. Nore the colored plates ar the 
ends of two grooved pathways 011 either 
side of rhe statue. You \vill rerurn here 
to solve the puzzle. 

Stand 111 front of the lighr be,1m 
tower. Shoot the beam ro alter the light 
path; the beam 110\V onsrinares from a 
statue across from the light towa. 

statue. but be carcfol of Ores stn:an 
out of the triangular door at rhc 
ongmal tO\ver\ ground le\·el. The Ii~ 
beam changes d1rectton. Follow the 
grooved pathway to the buildrng and 
pull the statue until you reach the 
pressure plate at the end of the path\\ 
Ore guards attack as you .ipproach the 
building. 



\Valk past the statt1e you JUSt moved, 
<another pressure plate, until you 
h the second switch (it LS on the 

,JUnide of the room as the first one). 
i .ul rhe switch, go to the end of the 
:romed pathway, and pull the second 
!Ul~ to the end of the path. Don't put 
vn the pre.,sure plate yet. Two Ore 

~J.nh Jttack as you approach the statue. 

\ccond s\vitch and puU the s\vitch. Kill 
the two Ores at the end of the p.tth, 
and pull the statlle onto the pre,,u1-e 
plate. R.eturn to the 'econd \t:ttue and 
pull it onto the presrnre plate. 

Pull the fourth ,-witch (1t I\ the onl) 
column near an empty grooved 
pathway). I )r.ig the \tltue onto the 
pressure plate after you de:il with the 
two rem.uning Ore gu~mh. Pick up the 
h'lllbus. When the last ~tatue is in place, 
the light be~tms adjust to complete the 
puzzle, and reveal a new path. 
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Balin's To111b 

R.epleni~h Gand,1lt's health and spirit. 
then proceed through the door opened 
by the light bea1m. Walk to rhe end of 

' the hall and pull rhc '>Witch ro open rbe 
door. Pick up the 1111m1•,11 and cm111. Jnd 
wJ!k ro the bench 111 rhe room's center. 
Press 0 to re.id the Book of MazJrbul. 
As Gandalf n:courm the sad history of 
the Dwarf king and warn. the 
Fellowship to move on. several doors 
open, and tht· room tills with Ores. 
Then a grant cave troll fills the room! 

<;ec1et Pages of the Book of 
Mazarbul: There re thr missing 
page, catterc.d in 'Vloria. For each 
page you find, an additional line of 

' desc.riptivc tc'l(t is added to 
Gandalf's reading (de cribcd above). 
I ind the pages in the Arch Room 
(low r lcv I ne the elevator), in 3 
Pas~ ges (in the fire chamber), nd 
in 21st Hall (in one of"the rooms 
opened by the Ji ht be ms). 

Conct'ntrare on the cave troll. but 
-,ave em·rg) for the a.'\:e-\\ ielding Urul 
hai. the: mo'>t powerful of Ores. The 
other member> of the fellowship jom 
the b.1ttle, but don't take long. or the) 

will fall. and your quest will end, 
Wh~·n the Uruk-ha1 falls, pick up the 
rnnic key. •l spc:<.ial key that open-; 
Dwarf locb. 



etwork of Stairs 

Open the door at the corridor's end to 

retneve Dmin's A.'\.e, which Girnli 
accepts. Use tbe runic key to open the 
door and leave Balin's Tomb. facape is 
not easy Control S\Vitches to Aragorn. 
who must battle an Ore onslaught 
designed to keep the Fellowship in the 
tomb forewr. Kill the Ores as they 
arrive, and collect lc111bus. Between 
fights, smash the barrels and boxes to 

retneve cram, then turn your bow on 
the elevated Ore archer. 

The archers are the most formidable 
foes. Take cover. and pick them off from 
long range. Don't rU',b up the ramp-; 
too early in the battle. or Ar.1gorn die'> 
in a crossfire. Whl'n you dear an area. 
look for lc111bas and rm111; you need all 
the nourishment you can get to -;urnve 
this room. Also, don't let the troll 
surprne you . He i~ slow, but powerful. 
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The Uruk-hai are as tough as the 
archers. Don't take one on 1f a regular 
Ore guard is also in the fight. 

• Concenrrate your energy on killing the 
Umk-hai. If Aragon's Health Bar is low, 
run up one of the ramps and ennce the 
enemy to follow you. Then, leap onto 
the platform formerly occupied by an 
archer. and rain arrows down on the 
Uruk-ha1 until it falls. lf forced into a 
sword fight. back up onto the ramp. 
block the imtial flurry of blows, then 
counter wirh three stnkes. Retreat, and 
repeat the .;equence until vou are 

When the area is clear of Ores and 
Uruk-hai. walk to the mining car and 
strike the control to send the car 
careening down the track, where it gets 
stuck at a lower level. 

Proceed do\\'n the long stairwJy 1i 

the next levd. Ore~ pour out of a 
doorway to the right, so destroy it 
immediately. Stay on the stairs and£ 
away if your supply of arrows 1s 
sufficient. If the Ores chase you. rem 
up the 'ita1rs until they stop. then 
restune your firing. Aragorn\ healtl· 
likely to be depleted. \O destroy the 
barrds to find a beryl stone and son:: 
mushrooms. Cominue down thl' 
stairwJy, where more Ores ro:un lhe 
platform. After clearing the Ores. lo 
for more arrows in the barrels and 
boxes belm\: 



Anorher ,turway takes rou down ro 
tlun:! level-and more Ores. Target a 
·of rhe Ores from the 'itaH\. then 
J\'e onto the platform. There are no 

·-ha1 here, so be more aggre\si,·e. 
h chl' wooden crate to reveal a loaf 

m1111 Other barrds cont.an 

·mg to the next level. fire an arro\\ 
he wh1te hghc above the mining c.ir 
send It on m way. 

moria. 

Go through the archway and follow 
the ramp down to the m:xt lc::vel. 
carving up the Ores as you go. When 
you reach the platform, collect the 
wooden arrows and mushroom\.J\fter 
dearmg rhe area. walk to the edge and 
target two Ore archers below. If yoll 
don't kill tlwm here, they rain arrmvs 
on Aragorn when he reaches the 
bottom of the next ramp. 

Kill the Ore guard-;, then turn left 
and walk down the ramp toward the 
large door. Open it ·with a little 
manipulation of the mimng car. Walk a 
fo,y teet up the ramp llntil you see a 
switch on thc:: track, near a metal tower. 
Shoot an arrow to trip the switch. Go 
up the ramp until you can target 
.mother •;witch on the:: mming car. Fire 
another arrow and set the wheels in 
motion. Mow down the ramp and fire 
at the switch that is holding up the 
mming car. The car takes off. flies off 
the c::nd of the:: track, and crashe'> 
through the locked door. Go through 
the door to eXJt the level. Take control 
of Frodo in the 2nd Hall. 
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The 211d Hall 

Pull the lt.:ver to raise the door so Frodo 
cJn enter the 2nd H,111. Smash tht! crates 
on the left to find mushrooms. then 
r01Jt1mu~ to the s\Yitch. Pull the lever to 
lower a massi"·e stone bridge mto place. 
You'll return later. but for now, it\ time 
to fight. 

Despite his Snng. Frodo has a shorter 
reach than Aragorn, so move close to 
your attacker ro land lethal blows. Frodo 
can block the most powerful strike, so 
be patient-block, then strike to defeat 
the Ores. 

Don't fall off as rou wander about the 
plaifom1. Frodo lrangs on tl1e edge most 
of the rimr, but ca11 easily slip into 
thr flames. 

A pressure place on the platform 
holds the key ro Frodo's escape. Find 
heavy rock to place on the pressme 
plate Walk ro the jagged edge of rod 
and leap across ro the ne..xt section. 
next jump is trickier. Step back, run. 
and leap across the break. Walk up th 
ramp and get ready for a battle when 
Frodo reaches the top. 

I 



When you reach the top of the 
_ ip. \Otten up tht' gu.ird with a few 
k, or pieces of Dwarf:.5hot, then pull 
)llo\ 'word. Use the I lobb1t's speed 

.. d .1~iliry to stnke. then run around 
·h.nd the guard. Now. w:ilk up 
·hmd the large rock and push it over 

·h~ ~dge 

Walk dmvn the ramp. If you nt:ed 
health power-ups, JUmp to the Jllj.Kent 
ledgl' and go left to find 111ir11JJ(lr. Climb 
to the next ledge ro gather n-.im and 
mushrooms. Walk to the right to tind .i 

lo.if of m1111. When you are through 
foraging. hop fi-0111 ledge to ledge back 
to the origmal platform. Push the rock 
onto the pressure plate,"" hich raises 
the door. 

I 
,,( 
f 

Walk .Kross the bridge you jmt 
lowered. If you found I )urm\ Axe. there 
is an additional battle here, as you join 
Gm1li against the Ores. Afkr the b.ittlt• 
locate the Nt'.1menorea11 Sword, which 
is .mtomatically given to BoromJr. 
(Later m the game, 111 Riwr Anduin, 
Boromir help'> FroJo by killing some 
Ores during Frodo\ climb up Amon 
Hen.) Go to the bridge\ end and hop 
across a break to the other side. Defoat 

the Ore guard and contrnue 
u nti I you trigger :in 

Ort attack. 
l )epending on 

your l lealth Bar 
:rnd mvemory, you 

may w;1nt to invoke 
the Ring here. It not. 

keep 1110\ mg. md 
don't kt the Ores 

surround Prodo. If you 
have the remurces. you 

\\111 win the batrle 
with cime. 
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Climb around the pile of rocks ro 
collect mu-,hrooms and I)"' Jrf-sbot. Go 
behind the rock pile (on the 'iide :iway 
from the building) and hop across 
Jm>ther crevice to reach •ln eroded 
column. Climb to the column's top. 

beam, pick up the mushrooms, and 
return to the first column. Walk to che 
other side,Jump up to the overhead 
beam, shimmy to the next column, and 

The exit door is in '1ght' Hop ac 
one more chasm '"here J giant Uruk
hai wait . Defeat this monster by 
bnnging Frodo close to his foe. wm~ 

Sting with ferocity. Every blow landcJ 
exact' a toll, even against tlm 1111ghry 
opponent. When the Uruk-hai falh. 
pick up the runic key in the corner Jn 

use 1t to open the door-the l3n<lgt 
KhazJd-dum at last! 

climb down. i...•---



c rct: While in the l'Xit 

Frodo can finally rest, but Gandalf 
must face the Balrog. As the Balrog 
ipproacbes, select one of Gandalfs 

n~est spell~: Cluin Lightning, Staff 
llm, or Beam of Light-anything but 

Fiery Blast; because the Balrog is made 
oftirt.', he would only grow stronger! 
Oopite your efforts, Gandalf sacrifices 
hnnsdf to save the Fellowship, as his 
final Chain Lightning strike destroys the 
. und on which the Balrog stands. The 

vmter falb into the abyss and, with 
·n~ last swipe, pulb Gandalf down, too. 
The Fellow-;hip is shattered, but despite 
,e group'' sadness, the que~t rnlbt 

;i;durc. Frodo and his companions leave 
the 11Jrkness of Moria behind and 
onnnue their journey to the Elven 

hlven of Lothl6nen. 
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C0chl6rieN 

FiUed with so1To\\ over the loss of 
Gand.1lf. rhe Fellowship makes irs way 
to Lorhl6nen. Received by Lady 
Galadnel, Frodo tc:lb the story of 
Gandalt's bravery Jnd sJcnfice. The 
Elves are saddened, but Lady Galadriel 
remind~ Frodo and his compJniom of 
their responsibility to the Free Peopll's 
of Middle-earth. 

Uefore leaving the Elven chamb~r. 
open the chests to collect Elve11-,ho1 
and J Silvcrlode water vial, which 
increases the user\ health capacity by 
percent. Leave the chamber to visit 
Mirror of Galadriel. 



Frodo and Sam gaze into the mirror. 
::i 1' tfahcam:ncd by what io; happening 
·he Sime. wl11le Fmdo glimpses the 
\\lng power of Sauron. l3oth are 

nprcd ro giw up the quest. but Galadricl 
md, them of a greater danger. 

C0chl6rieN 

Frodo has doubts, but his dNiny is 
sealed when he sees the pO\\'Cf of the 
Ring reach out and enttce the benevolent 
G.1ladnel to join its circle of evil. 

But Galadnel's reo;blve is strong, and 
Frodo reaffirms his commitmerit. The • 
Fellowship h:aws for Mordor by way of 
the I-liver Anduin. 
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re Dam -
It urney to\Nards 
rv1, I rnt: Doom 

• Tra vel thro11gh Moria 
• Travel do11111 Ri11er A11d11in 

"oll > v the River 
1: • '~t1i 1( vard MorJor 
• Pass the Ore Dam 
• Reac/1 the island 's summit 
• Rescue Sam 
• Defeat tire Nazg111 and his Fell Beast 

Afrer an uncomfortable confrontation 
• between Frodo and Boromir, you take 

control of Aragorn as the Fell~wship 
rests by the campfire at the riverbank. 
W.1lk along the shore toward the Ore 
encampment ahead. Stay to the right 
and hide briefly behind the tree. Kill 
the Ore guard that responds. 

Ii 

Connnue along the beach and kill 
the next Ore co collect le111bas. Watch 
for an Ore entrance in che rocks to the 
left. Use arrows to destroy ir from long 
range. This reduces the Ores' numbers. 
Move toward the destroyed entrance 
and target the Uruk-bai w1rh your bow. 
It responds with axes, but you can kill it 
from here. Another ea,ily vanquished 
Ore guard approaches. Collect the 
lembas when he die5. 

Contmue moving along the beac 
you approach cautiously, the Ores a 
one at a time, at least 111 the begi.tml1 
Mose of them leave cm111 or hwl1ru. ~o 
stockpile power-ups for the battle 
ahead. As you approach the entrance 
Ore Dam, the re~istann: inrens1fie,. 
of the Ores carries a lever that Arag 
needs to open the gate, so you mtN 

them all. 



Lst• thr be.Kh co your advantage . 
. ~mng toe-to-toe \\"Ith two or three 
ruk-h:u L\ .1 bad idea. Fight, run, replenish 
, . rn\ health. then resume the battle . 
• item~ on the beach for cover, then 
:e around to attack the Uruk-hai !Tom 

lund. Fire arrow from an dev:ited dune; 
: Ore hesitate to climb up after you. 
e:<llO)' all acti\·e Ore entrances (they have 
irreen circle in front of them). 

The last Uruk-hai standing is the 
~e with thl' lever. Your final battle is 

· ~~h . Move m a circular path around 
· :e Cruk-h.ii. strikmg, then backing off 1 

our health i., low at this pornt, so don't 
Jr blows. When the last Ore dies, 

rn t\ragorn with fin: arrows. Use them 
. , hoot Gollum in the opernng 
.i•menrs of the ne::xt level. Now, pick 

.D the '\Witch lever and open the gate. 

Anion Hen 

As Aragorn pa,ses through the gate. he 
hears Goll um. hissing and talkmg m 
riddles. Look frir Gollum crouching 
ahead Quickly. target the creature and 
.. hoot it with firt• .1rrows. If you 
connect, Gollum gives you Elven 
arrow~ instead of a fi,h (which you 85 



n.:cc::1ve 1f you hurt Collum with .my 
other weapon). Elven arrow are the 
only ranged weapon that can de:il 
mrnage to the Rm~vraith. If Collum 
escapes unharmed, you must deal with 
two Uruk-hai and a regular Ore guard. 

This is not an eJ.Sy fight; so find 
satety in the reeds. Climb up on the 
dune and fire arrows at an Ore until it 
d11:'. Then, climb down and take on the 
remaming enemies. 

Andttin: Frodo 

Aragorn reunites with the Fellow,h1p 
on the beach, but this is not a fnendl 
gathering around the campfire. 
Suddenly. a Winged Nazgtil swoops 
down and snatches Sam.You resume 
control of Fredo. Advance down rhe 
beach. mmg the ruins and rocks for 
cover. Defoat the Uruk-hai and pick• 
the Eln~n-shot. 

llln Sl'<'ret; Walk to th £nd l'I t 
1 bP,1 h (th<' w ter is on your IL ft), 

nd activate the Ring to rt u,11 
1ccrct opcnin in the w II of th 
cliff, behind three bould rs. 
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Lontinue along the beach to a p.1tb 
'.he left that lead~ to an elevated 
ttnrm.Walk to the platform's end, 

",the cl.irk rock, and climb to a 
:rrow shelf that srretches along the rock 
: Pick up the mushrooms.jump ro 
1<?1d, then grab the fire a1-ro•vs. 

AN6UiN 

After a fe\v more steps, Frodo takes 
fire from an Ore archer above. Stay 
close to the rock., on the right and 
climb up the ledges. Watch for another 
archer behind the rocks above. Climb to 
the next level, take cover behind the 
boulder, and fire rocks at the archer 
unril you kill him. 

0 .. 

Collect the Dwarf-shot left behind 
by the archer and the m1111 near the 
rocks. Go in the other d1recnon, leapm!! 
from the ledge to the sand <>helf belo\\:c 
An Uruk-hai lurks ahead . If you uy 
hidden and he.lVe rocks. you either kill 
tt or force it to drop to the lower ,belf. 
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Continue up the side of the mountain. 
Periodically, you glimpse Aragorn in 
battle and the Winged Nazgi.U flying 
overhead. Follow the switchbacks to 
Boromir and join him in battle. 
Continue up the mountain until you 
find Sam, who is alone and unharmed. 
Aragorn warns that the Nazglil will 
return, and tells the others to take the 
Ring-bearer to safety. 

As the Nazgt'.il lands, you take 
control of Aragorn. The Fell 13easr 
attacks with fire, razor-sharp teeth. ac 
a powerful tail that lashes out 111 all 
directions. Keep moving to avoid the 
fireballs, then charge m and stnke th' 
beast from close range. Evenn1ally. tht 
beast weakens and the Ringwrairh 
dismounts to fight Aragorn. 

aggr~· s 
Ring\v 
trikes 

Ringw 
k·aps a 
bee om 



The Ringwr.iith attacks \\'ith a 
.•. r; word and gh.1\tly breath that 
:ilrs Aragorn when he ~reps back. lk 
, 11ve and -;r.1y on cop of the 
·gwraith. pummeling it with sword 
~ from l'VCr) angle. Soon, the 
:gwra1th ab,1ndons the fight and 

atop th~ Nazgi."11. As the cmitun:: 
)mes airborne, Lcgolas fires a smglc 
·~ that kills it. st·nding the 
.g\\Ta1th nunbhng to the ground. 
! Ring-bearer is s.ife. and the 

wsh1p 1s now much closer to 
•rdor. For now. Frodo can n!'it. but 
idvenrure i' just beginning! 
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Shire 
Introduction to the PlayStation®2 Walkthrough 
Beginnmg with the Shire, the following chapters include walkthrough for every level in the game. As you advance through rt 
le,·els. you'll receive notification when the Quest Log is updated with a new objective or when you have completed an 
objective. Press lsmcTI at any time to view the Quest Log. For easy reference, we include a complete Quest Log at the begmnu 
of each section. 

Hobbiton 

• Fi11d tlie Bag End deed 

• Sell Bag End to Libelia Sackville-Baggi11s i11 Bywater 

• Get tl1e key to Bag E11d 

• Find tlie missing metal pin and retnru it to Ted 

• TlirolJI a rock at Hal's 111eatliervane 

• Return to Farmer Hal 

• Ring tlie 1varuing bell 

• Find four Healing Herbs in Gree11 Hill 
Country for Old oakes 

• Rl1um Healing Herbs to Old Noakes i11 Bywater 

• Get tlie One Ring from Bag E11d 

• Take tlie Ba,~ End key to Gaffer Gamgee at 
11111nber 3 Bags/wt Ro111 

• Take tl1e 011e Ri11g to Rive11dell 

• Meet Merry, Pippi11, a11d Sam at Farmer 
Maggot's Fan11 

• A11oid being detected by tl1e Black Riders 
The srory begim in l3ag End, the home 
of Frodo Baggins . .Before Frodo walks 
through Hohbiton, you must locate the 
deed to Bag End so you can sell the 
property to Lobelia Sackville-Baggins. 
You begm in the living room of Bag 
End. Walk into the hallway and turn left 
into the bedroom . The chest to the 
right of t11e bed contains the Ring, but 
Frodo ts not ready to take it yet. 

Return to the hallway and turn 

then take the first right into another 
bedroom. Approach the chest to re 
the Bag End deed stored imide. 

Re 
then I 

meeti1 
Byw-at 
them . 
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Return to the hallway and turn left, 
n left again. Pass through the hallway 
~.1rge room. There is a glowing 

·:,-r on the chest. Approach it to 
ll(c£ rhe Bag End key. Exit Bag End. 

are ready to travel to Bywater and 
·ver the deed to Lobelia, but there 
a iew tasks to complete in Hobbiton 

"ore you leave. 

.m emergmg from Bag End, you 
counter Sam Gamgee in the garden. 
tttr chattmg about Bag End, Sam tells 
do that Merry and Pippin are 

ming at the Green Dragon in 
~rJter, and they want Frodo to join 
m1. Turn left, folJO\v the path to the 

break in the fence, and walk to the 
treehouse down the road. Climb the 
ladder to the first level,jump across to 
the next platform, and climb to the 
top level. Collect the mushroom and 
climb down. 

Continue down the path to the left, 
pausing to hop the wall and retrieve the 
mushroom near the tree and another 
farther ahead on the path. You 
encounter Sancho Proudfoot, one of 
the local ruffians, '"ho brags about 
taking a stick from Ted Sandyman. His 
thievery caused the mill to shut down. 
This sounds like a job for Frodo. 

Shire 

~ 

Sancho Proudfoot stole the missing 
pin, and now you must find it to restore 
the mill to working order. Grab the 
mushroom in the pasture near the 
horses. and go back the way you came. 
turning left at the first archway. Turn 
left again through the next arch\'.:ay and 
greet Hal, who is near the chicken 
coop. Hal complains that Sancho 
Proudfoot threw a stick at his 
weathervane, and now it won't move. 
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Hal directs you to the ladder. Climb 
to the ledge and target the weathervane 
on the silo across the farmyard. Aim 
lugh to allow for the distance. Launch 
your rock. When the weathervane spms 
free, climb down and return to Hal. He 
thanks Frodo for his k.mdness and 
rewards h1111. Frodo accepts the metal 
pin that v.:as januning the weathervane. 

Leave the mill and walk over the 
bridge, which places Frodo on the r 
to Bywater. Collect a mushroom al0. 
the way (on the left side of the path 
and continue through the archway 1 
town. After a pleasant exchange witl: 
Angelica, pick up the two mushroo1 
near Noakes\ cottage. walk through 
square to the other side of town, in 
look for Lobelia, who is in from of 
house. Frodo i-; anxious to proceed 
Bag End's sale. but Lobelia rants ab 
wolves 111 the Shire. She demands 
Frodo ring the bell to summon the 
Shirriff, Robin. W.1lk to the town 
square. activate Frodo\ aiming 
crosshairs, and fire a rock at the b~il 
Robin is less than amused at Lobeli.. 
paranoia, and after a short chat, he 
marches off to the Green Dragon !1 

return a mug. 
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0\\" Frodo can complete Bag End's 
Frodo informs Lobelia he must 
n to Bag End to gather his 
ngmgs, and that he will leave the 
with Hamfast Gamgee. Lobelia rams 
r Frodo' poor choice of friends, 

the sale is complete; move on. 

With Lobelia out of his hair, Frodo 
meet Merry and Pippin at the 
n Dragon, which is across the 

•re from Lobelia's house. Stop on 
pano for a chat with Daddy 

'Ofoot, who warns Frodo of strange 
pmmgs in and around the Shire. 
er the building and bid hello and 

-bye to the Shirriff and Rosie 
ho 1s sweet on Frodo) behrnd the 
Merry and Pippin are near the 
lace at the back of the room. They 

:r designs on Farmer Maggot's 
hroom . and they want Frodo to 
them. 

Green Hill Country 

Although Frodo needs to bring the 
Bag End key to Hamfast Gamgee in 
Hobbiton, there is still a good deed to 
be done in Bywater. Walk through town 
and continue under the archway toward 
Green Hill Country. Along the way, you 
see Old Noakes sitting on a bench. He 
tells Frodo about Sancho Proudfoot 
stealing his healing herbs and spreading 
them around the countryside. Frodo's 
sense of fair play takes over and he 
agrees to help Noakes recover his herbs. 

Shire ~---·- -

Continue on the path through 
Green Hill Country. After passing the 
fu-st bridge, look to the left near the 
pond to find the first bunch of herbs. 
Continue across the second bndge and 
take a side rrip up a small ravine on the 
right to collect some mushrooms. You'll 
find the second of Noakes' herbs inside 
the hollmved out log to the nght of the 
path. Walk into the log to retrieve them, 
and then check the grass to the right 
for more mushrooms. Cross the second 
bridge and contmue unnl you reach 
Maggot's Farm. 
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Collect the mushrooms on the left, 
and then walk slowly down the path 
bet\,:een the two pastures. You'll see a 
bunch of herbs at the end of the pasture 
on the left, and another in the field on 
the right. Unfortunately, Maggot's dogs 
are on guard, and retrieving them will 
not be easy. 

The only "vay to enter the left-hand 
field is through the broken .section of 
fence. Make sure the dog isn't looking 
your way, and then jump over the fence. 
Use the tall crops for cover as you work 
your \Vay ro the stack of wooden boxes. 
Stand on the left side of the boxes and 
throw a couple rocks behind you to 
distract the dog. When the coast is clear, 
run to the left of the . hed to collect the 
mushrooms. 

From your position next to the shed, 
you can see the third bunch of herbs 
near the fence. Check on the dog's 
location and throw a few more rocks if 
you need to redirect the animal away 
from Frodo. Collect the herbs and then 
carefully work your way back to the 
broken fence, throwing rocks to entice 
the dog to move away. 

One more to go. Move to the other 
field and use the same strategy to 
distract the dog.You can slip bem·een 
the bales as you work your way to the 
herbs on the other side of the field. Slip 
back through the opening in the fence, 
and hurry back to Bywater to deliver 
the herbs to Noakes. 

.. Evening in Hobbit 

After helping out Noakes, return to 
End, retrieve the Ring, and leave the 
Bag End key with Hamfast Gamgee 
to Hobbiton and collect the Ring fr 
the chest in the bedroom (the Rmg 
drops when the chest opens). 

By the time you leave Bag End. 
has fallen in Hobbiton. As you mlk 
the Gamgees', a rider approaches. F 
waits at a safe distance as the Black 
Rider asks Hamfast Gamgee about 
Frodo's whereabouts. When the ho 
gallops away, Frodo talks to the Gaffi 
gives him the key to Bag End. and 
learns that Sam, Merry, and Pippin · 
waitmg for him at Maggot's Farm. 
Frodo's '.Nork in Hobbiton is complet 
but it is going to be a challenge get 
to the Bywater bridge \'l.'lthout the 
Black Riders seeing him. 
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\Va1t unril the rider passes. run across 
road, and climb the hill to tht: left 
1~ hou'>e. From this high vantage 

nr. vou can watch the three Black 
drrs without them seeing you. Throw 
~s to\\ard the house at the bottom 
h~ hill to attract the riders' 
nnon. When they look away. run 

.rn the hill to Hal's farm. where you 
J hide behind the buildings. 

:hough Frodo is in the open, the 
rk Riders cannot see him when 

elevated. 

Shire 

When it is clear. creep along the 
water, pausing at the tree if a rider is 
near. Continue along the water to the 
tree adjacent to the bridge. Check the f 
path for Black Riders, jump over the 

1 
wall, and hightail it across the bridge to 

Bywater. 

Back to Bywater 

As you walk through the Bywater gate, 
you see a wolf moving toward the 
ShirritT. Using Frodo's stick, attack and 
kill the wolf to save Robin. Continue 
to Maggot's hirm by way of Green H di 
Country. WJlk past the Green Dragon, 
turn right, and continue through the 
archwJy; get ready for trouble. The wolf 
you killed in Bywater wJs nor huntmg 
alone. A pack \\altS for Frodo down 
the road. 
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When the wolves approach, run. Frodo 
• doesn't have a chance fighting four 

animals, but he can outrun them. 
Follow the path through Green Hill 
Country, stopping to collect mushrooms 
along the way. A Black Rider looms in 
the distance. 

f 
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Creep toward the hollowed-out log, 
pick up the mushrooms on the right, 
and move through the log until you 
reach the end (don't go out the other 
side, or the Black Rider will catch you). 
Turn around and throw rocks toward 
the opening of the log. You'll see the 
Black Rider's shadow as it investigates 
the noise. Throw rocks down the length 
of the log until the Black Rider gallops 
away. With the rider behind you, 
emerge from the tree and continue 
safely along the path. There is another 
mushroom near the river, but be 
carefi.il-the Black Rider is still in sight. 

Alternate PatlH Instead of going 
inside the Jog, you can stay on the 
right side and heave rocks over the 
log. When the Black Rider gallops I 
away, run oround the log and 

'if continue toward Maggot'i; Farm. -'If 

When you arrive at Maggot'' Fm: 
Merry, Pippm. and Sam are waiting. 
After a conversation, Farmer Maggot 
appears. Although he is reputed to be 
mean farmer with ferocious do~. he 
expresses concern for Frodo's safety , 
offers to smuggle the group out of 
Green Hill Country in his wagon. Tit 
Black Rider is likely to travel the fr 
Road, so Frodo decides to take a 
shortwt through the Old Forest. 
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h·t~ctives 

>md Pippin 

Find 12 lilies for Gofdberry 

hodo begins his journey through the 
~Id Forest alone, although he hears his 
:nends calling to him from various 
.. ;ecrions. Walk down the path ahead, 
thering mushrooms as you go, until a 

• nt tree blocks your path. Run to the 
re. turn around, and retrace your 
ep1. This time, the obstacle is gone! 
l Frodo . ays. this forest has a mind of 

01\'lt. 

016 Foresc 
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Contmuc along the path toward t\vo 
mushrooms sparkling on the right, but 
look ahead for a giant spider. Use your 

• stick to subdue the spider, and take the 
path that splits to the right. As you 
round the bend, Merry emerges fi-0111 

the lcfi:. 

E ch time you find one of the 
mi sing Hobbits, Frodo's Purity level 
1ncrcascs. 

After meeting up with Merry, turn 
right and follow the path until you find 
two mushrooms and a hungry spider. 
Kill the spider and bear to the right 
again, following the curve unril you nm 
into a pair of spiders. With Merry's help 
and a few mushrooms for strength, you 
can handle them without a problem. 

Pick up the two mushrooms in the 
alcove to the right Gump up to reach 
one of them), then continue along the 
path, staying to the right.You start 
seeing dead spiders. Use the bodies as 
markers to know which paths you've 
explored. Keep circling around (going 
left at the splits) to find Pippin. One 
more Hobbit to go! 

'E.xplorc. e-v ry p th and alcov for 
mushrooms; you need 1.hcm to get 
through \Vithywindle Path. 

Continue circling around the fort 
until you reJch an unexplored sectmn 

of path (you'll know it when mult1plt 
spiders attack). Gather mushrooms 11 

you follow the path, until you lmr\ 
cry for help. One more giant spid~r 
must be vanquished before Sam 
emerges from an alcove to the ldi. 
Reunited ag.iin, the group makes C!' 

before setting out on the W1thywm~ 
t Path in the morning. 
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As you enter Withywindle. the group i.; 
near the river. Continue along the lefi 
side of the water to a strange willo\\· 
tree that showers the ground with 
sparks.As the group watches the tree, 
Merry and Pippin grow sleepy, fall into 
a trance, and end up inside the tree's 
massive trunk. To free Merry and 
Pippin, attack Old Man Willow's 
powerful branches as they pound the 
ground trying to crush Frodo. Run to 
one side, wait for the tree to strike. then 
rush m to hit the branch while it is on 
the ground. Each stnke harrns the tree. 
so steer clear of the blows (as the tree 
weakens, some of its branches break off). 

Watc/1 out for tl1e roots that p1>p out of 
the grourrd, spin Frodo around, a11d slarn 

liirn dowrr. 

99 
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The tree holds tight, but a singing 
Tom Bombadil arrives on the scene, 
wondering what all the fuss is about. 
When he realizes Merry and Pippin's 
predicament, he sings a magical song 
that puts Old Man Willow to sleep, 
releasing the trapped Hobbits. Bombadil 
insists that they dine at his house when 
they find 12 lilies for Lady Goldberry. 
This is added to your Quest Log. 

; 
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Finding the lilies is a matter of 
walking every inch of the river, 
upstream and downstream, while 
crossing back and forth from one side 
to the other (in most areas, you can 
wade through the water). There is no 
particular order to gathering rbe lilies, 
but we begin our search on the left side 
of the river, traveling upstream. After 
killing a giant spider, watch for the first 
two lilies sparkling from within a cluster 
of reeds. 

Continue walking along the left 
bank to where the river flows out from 
beneath a large boulder.As you 
approach the mushroom, giant spiders 
attack from across the river (watch 
Frodo's health during this intense 
battle). Collccc the mushroom and cross 
the river to gather two lilies from the 

tall grass. Continue along the left side 
the river moving downstream, until you 
see another lily past the large tree. Thar 
makes five; seven more and the Hobb1r-
can feast at Tom I3ombadil's. ~"""""':lflll'~'I 

Stay close to the rock wall and 
boulders on the lefi: as you continue. 
After spider attack, look to the alco1·, 
on your left for two more lilies. Keep 
going; you run into more spiders and 
two more lilies (one close to the rocl 
wall and another ahead and close to 

the river). 

side. 
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The pasture ends near a cluster of 
...rge boulders. Move back a few paces 
· rhe log bridge and cross to the other 
de Collect the mushrooms against an 

:!d tree. and continue your search, 
!'Wlllg downstream along the river's 
.ri side. Walk around two large 
ouldm and get ready for another 

71der attack. Collect the I 0th lily and 
me mushrooms ahead. 

CJlc) F0resc 

Walk around a large boulder and 
wade through the water to collect the 
lily on the other side. Weave your way 
through a cluster of rocks to find more 
mushrooms, and prepare for another 
onsbught of spiders. Finally, walk across 
the river to gather the 12th and final lily. 

There arc more than 12 lilies in 
Witbywindlc, so if you trayl"d &om 
our 'Walkthrougb, fear not. If you're 
till short, two mor lilic grow on 

an island where the river splits, in 
front of -th sic ping Old Man 
Willm Work your way along dte 
river (the w t r is on your right). 
ani:f follow the stream until it 
becomes a trid<l . "1hcn you find 

I 

giant spiders, there is another I' 
n r th rocks. Thl"rc is no 
advantage to collectin mor th 
12, because your css invl"ntor)' 
removed before the next level. 

When you are ready to deliver your 
lilies, walk upriver and look for Tom 
Bombactil crossing back and forth. He 
moves quickly, so it may take a fe,\ tries 
to get his attention. But he is thrilled to 
see Frodo, and even more excited about 
the lilies. After an evenmg of food and 
merriment, Tom Bombadil and Lady 
Goldberry send the Hobb1ts 011 their 
way, with a reminder to call Tom if they 
run into a nasty Barrow-wight. 
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Barrow-downs 

Frodo and his companions leave Tom 
Uombadil's house for the llarrow
dmvns. The main path goes off to the 
right, but if you follow the fence down 
to the river and come around the other 
side of the fence, you'll find two 
mushrooms. Go up the hill, turn left, 
and proceed toward the Barrow-downs. 

As the path climbs toward the 
downs, the fog becomes thicker, and the 
howl of a wolf shatters the stillness. Kill 
the lone animal, and keep climbing, but 
get ready for more attacks. Collect the 
mushroom in the grass to the right. 
Wolves attack as you go up the 
switchbacks. 

The tall burial stones signal the 
beginning of the Barrow-downs, and 
the Hobbits camp for the night. Earlr 
the next morning, Frodo awakens, bur 
Sam, Merry, and Pippin are nowhere r' 
be found. Follow the path as it wind,. 
way up through the Barrow-downs. 

711ere 11re many sheer drops 011 the 
Barro11•-do11>11s patli, so do11't nm aroun 
willy-nilly. A drop from tltis heigl1t will 
kill Frodo. 
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As the path empties into a circular 
a. several mist creature rise out of 
e ground, attacking Frodo. Stay on the 

irh and kill them one at a time. If you 
dl'ance into the burial ground, they 
iJJ ,urround Frodo, a difficult situation 
iUrv1ve. Continue around the rock 

10und to collect the mushrooms. 

0 

mires at another circular, fog-shrouded 
.irra. There are no power-ups here, but 
!lter you dispatch the mist creatures, 
look to the right to find mushrooms 
ne.ir a dead tree. 

Continue as the path climbs to the 
next burial circle. The mist creatures are 
more aggressive hert~they attack 
Frodo while he is outside the circle . 
Look for the skeleton and skulJ on the 
ground. Collect the mushrooms, but do 
not to fall off the edge. 

I 
af 

Turn left and go along the shelf. 
When you reach the rwo <lead trees, 
three mist creatures pop out of the 
ground and attack. Avoid their strikes 
.ind attack when they are still, but don't 
let them draw Frodo close to the edge 
or he will fall to his death. When the 
area is clear, circle the rock mound and 
collect the mushrooms. 
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Look for a narrow valley path that 
stretches up\vard from two dead trees. 
Collect the mushroom and continue to 
the next burial circle. Prepare yourself for 
a massive attack from several mist 
crean1res. Strike and move as you circle 
around the area. Avoid being surrounded 
by the 1111st creatures, or Frodo's health 
will drop from repeated blows. 

Continue movmg upw~1rd, past 
several talJ rocks, until you reach the 
summit. Survive one more attack by the 
mist creatures, and approach the rock 
mound to enter the 13arrow-'.vight's lair, 
where Sam, Merry, and Pippin are 
:bleep under the hypnotic control of the 
resident Barrow-wight. 

This creature not only ha.s a 
devastating punch at close range, brn hr 
also launches his deadly green breath 
from a distance. Circle the room unnl 
you find a pathway leading to a ledge 
Jump up the steps to find a chest th.n 
contains the Westernesse dagger. You 
need it to hold off the Barrow-wight 
long enough for Tom Bombadil to 1J1 
the day. The Barrow-wight cannot rt-a 
Frodo on the ledge, so this is a good 
place to rest or to access mushroom1 
before diVIng into the fight. 
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Sam, Merry, and Pippin an:: in an 
ove to the ledge's right. Hop down 
d run to the alcove. When the 
rrow-wight attacks, knock it down 

1th everal strikes from Frodo's dagger, 
rcmg it into the ground. As the 
rrow-wight disappears, run from the 

~cove, and get ready for the creature's 
rum. You need to pound it into the 

ground one more time, then sing Tom 
Bombadil's magical song. 

appears at the entrance to the mound, 
singing his magic tune. The l3arrow
wight i banished forever, as Merry, 
Pippin, and Sam awaken from their 
mysterious sleep. Tom assures the 
Hobbits they are not Ill danger and 
gives them new blades to protect them 
on their journey. He promises them safe 
passage to Bree, where they will stay 
overnight at the Prancing Pony Inn. 

105 
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• Check i11 at the Pra11ci11g Po11y Iu11 

• Search the village of Bree for Merry 

• Collect clotl1es 

• Collect melollS 

• Collect l1ay bolster 

• Collect small logs 

• Ret11m to the Pra11ci11g Po11y 

Prancing 
Pony Inn 

The Hobb1ts arrive at the PrJncing 
Pony Inn, and Frodo reminds his fnends 
that he is to be called Mr. Underhill, so 

• as not to raise suspicion. Walk behind 
the desk and down the hall to reach the 
pub and find Merry, Pippin, and Sam. 
Seek our a mysterious stranger standing 
near a table in the room's far right 
corner. He advises "Mr. Underhill" to 

check in before all the rooms are taken. 

I 
l 

Bree 

When you return to the front dd. 
the innkeeper is manning it. Check u; 
and return to the pub to collect the 
other Hobbits. Pippin h:is been drinkir. 
and the ale has loosened his tongue. r 
stranger urges Frodo to stop Pippin !Tu 
revealing the group's true identity. Fm 
leaps onto the bar and sings to distrac 
the crowd, bur he disappears afi:er 
accidentally invoking the Ring. The 
stranger admonishes Frodo for mmg rh. 
Ring in public, even though 1t was an 
accident. The stranger introduces him' 
as Aragorn, but the Hobbit is \\ary. 
However, after the innkeeper deliver' 
message from Gand:ilf, Fredo knom h 
can trust Aragorn. 
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The Village of Bree 

Bree 

Aragorn swears to protect Frodo, but 
before they can set out for Rivendell, as 
Gandalf requested, they must find 
Merry, who has disappeared. No~ you 
must take control of Aragorn and search 
the village for Merry: Aragorn is armed 
with a bow and long sword, and he has 
special attack abilities (see the Combat 
Strategies section for complete combat 
tips and instructions). Walle through the 
square and down the street until you 
encounter an axe-wielding enemy "vho 
emerges from a street on the lefi:. Kill 
him, and walk to the end of the same 
street. Turn right and enter a small room 
with a fireplace. Collect the loaf of crc11J1 , 

then resume your search for Merry: 
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continuing in the direction you were 
headed before the first attack. Walk to 

• the end and into a courtyard, where 
you encounter the next enemy, a rotund 
pikeman. He is tougher than he looks. 
Avoid his thrusts, kill him, and pick up 
the lembas left behind. 

... 

Go back the way you came, and look 
for an open courtyard on the right, 
where Merry is. After introducing 
himself, Aragorn offers to escort Merry 
to the Prancing Pony. Along the way, 
you must look for items to help 
Aragorn set a trap for the Black Riders. 
But there are wolves loose in Bree, so 
you cannot aimle-;sly roam the town. 

Exit the courtyard, turn 
right, and go toward the 
Prancing Pony. You hear 
wolves; prepare for attack. 
Kill the four wolves 
before they can 
surround Merry. When 
they are dead, look 
for clothes ahead and 
on the right, near 
the barrels . 

Walk past a large tree and turn !cit 
into the marketplace (carts line both 
sides of the srreet). Kill the two wohe; 
that rush Aragorn and Merry, then \1.ii.1 

alongside the cart on the left to coUw 
melons. Half of Aragorn's disguise 11 

hidden on the streets of Bree, so searo 
for a hay bolster and small logs. 
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Go back the way you came and walk 
:iuough the square to reach the stables, 
·h~re two nasty characters are 

:morizing a stable boy. Kill the men, 
~en walk up the ramp to the stalls to 
~d the hay bolster. Now you need the 
'llall logs. 

I 

Walk down the ramp and through 
the square, turning left after passing the 
big tree. Continue to the end of the 
street, past the overhead banners, to the 
body of the pikeman. Go back into the 
small room where you found cram. The 
room holds a cluster of small logs, just 
what Aragorn needs to finish his 
Hobbit disguises. 

------

Bree · 

Return to the Prancing Pony, which 
is across the square from the stable. After 
directing the Hobbits to sleep 
elsewhere, Aragorn fashions his decoys. 
As he suspected, the Black Riders attack 
in the night, certain they are murdering 
the Hobbits. By the time the Riders 
realize their mistake, Aragorn and the 
Hobbits are on their way to Rivendell, 
by way ofWeathertop. 
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• Reaclr tlze summit of Weail1ertop 

• Protect Frodo from tl1e Nazgttl 

• Scout ahead to clear a patlz for tl1e Hobbits 

Collect the l£'111bas before leaving the 
campfire and beginning the long climb 

• to Weathertop. Aragorn must fight his 
way to the summit, which means killing 
a stream of snarling black wolves. Sam 
and Frodo an: there to help, so keep 
Aragorn's health at a high level. He'll 
need it when he reaches the top. 

ncmie arc numeroo and ~ift 
ou :vork your way up the 

• mountain. Th tcalth icon in the 
upper left·hand corner of the scrl'en 
w.1rn you of impending dan r. 

h n the inn r clrcl turn red, you 
e been 'potted by the- enemy, and 

n tta<"k i immin nt, 

UJeo..c herc<?P 

Follow the path up the mountam. 
stopping to collect m1111 from an 
abandoned campsite. Wh1lc you tight 
more wolf attacks, you face a new 
threat, as Ore fire archers unleash a 
volley of arrows. Take cover behind th. 
tall rocks and use Aragorn's bow to pi 
off the archers from long range. 
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you cross the 
1dge leading to the summit's rna~sive 

one entrance, so put your bow away 
md swing your long sword. Grab your 

11 again to take out the fire archer 
head. From behind the rocks, Aragorn 
close enough to shoot without using 

!he crosshairs, so you will have no 
ouuhle eliminating the archer. 

UJeo..cherc~ 

CRam 

·-... -.,tr ... ..... _, .... _ ........ . 
_....,.,ill .. Wl lntwn • -

A> you advance, an Ore axeman 
blocks your way-he leaves a loaf of 
cra111 when he dies. Replenish Aragorn' 
health for the upcoming battle. Walk 
past the campfire and continue up the 
stairs, where you encounter an axeman 
and a fire arch er. 

Collect cram at the campfire and 
follow the path through the stone 
archway. Watch out for <lll Ore axeman 
who leaps from above. From here until 
you reach the top, the path becomes 
progressively narrower and more 
treacherous. When you fight, do not 
fall off the edge of the path. At this 
point, it is only an inconvenience. 
Farther up the path, a fall produces 
serious irijury or death. 



Continue through the winding stone 
pa'>sages, and watch out for a hard right 
turn \\hen you emerge. This is a blind 
turn, so do not go off the edge. 
fatablish a good position on the center 
of the path after making the turn, 
because you come under attack from 
two more axemen. The footing is 
tenuous here, so fight with care. 

Aragorn and the group reach the 
sunmut, entering a great arena. They 
pause to read a message on the stones. lt 
is from Gandalf, but he has left 
Weathertop in a hurry. The reason 
becomes apparent, as a giant cave-troll 
enters the arena. 

Defeat this behemoth by taking 
advantage of Aragorn's speed and agility. 
Don't stand toe-to-toe and slug it out. 
After a series of trikes, move away from 
the monster in a circular motion and 
attack it from behind. The troll 
eventually spins around, so don't stay in 
one position for long. Watch Aragorn's 
health carefolly, infusing him with 
lc111bas or cra111 when it dwindles. Stay 
away from the creature's mighty 
hammer to prevail . 

After spying Black Riders heading 
for Weathertop's base, Aragorn, Frodo. 
and Sam race to the campfire, where 
Merry and Pippin are waiting. The 
Nazglil (lllack Riders) burst on the 
scene, and in a moment of terror, Frol 
uses the Ring. However, despite the 
Ring's protection, the Nazgill attack, 
wounding Frodo. 
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.\ragorn is armed with a flaming 
·orch; use it to protect the injured 
·)do from the Black Riders. Move 

JJm one attacker to another, keeping 
'lie Black Riders busy, so they don't 
werwhelm the young Ring-bearer. If 
.0u are successful, the riders deparc. 
dowever, Frodo is seriously wounded. 
'lis only hope is to reach Rivendell, 
.;·here the Elves can reverse the lethal 
plmrer of the blade tip. 

UJeo..c here<?}) 

Aragorn must clear a path for the 
Hobbits to safely reach Rivendell. Three 
black wolves attack. They are just a 
warm-up, because a cave-troll waits 
ahead. While you battle the troll, two 
more wolves attack, so keep up a 
relentless stream of blows. Concentrate 
on the troll, then finish off the wolve~ . 

After two more wolves, another 
cave-troll rears its ugly head. Health 
power-ups are scarce here, so don't 
hesitate to run away and find a better 
attacking angle on the troll before 
resuming the fight. 
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More Ore archers, axemen, and 
::mother cave-troll attack. Watch for 
hwbas and cm111 lefr behind by the dead 
axemen; you'll need power-ups to 
;,ur\'ive long enough to clear the path. 
Survive one more wolf attack, and 
Aragorn accomplishes his goal. 

Thank.s to the protection of the Elves, Frodo 
is sate. Placed securely atop a 111agnificem 
white stallion, Frodo is carried to H..ivendell 
ahead of the B!Jck R_idef\, who are swept 
away by powerful Elf-magic. Frodo i.s 
delivered s,1fely to the House of Elrond, 
where he is to join the -;acred Fellowship of 
the R.mg. It h<t'> been an arduous battle, but 
for Frodo, the quest is just beginning. 

RiveNOell~ 
(.) 1 1est 1_"6 

• Take tire 011e Ring to Rive11de/I 

Frodo and his companions reach a sate 
haven at Rivendell, and after Elf-magic 
cures Frodo of his splinter. a Council is 
called at the House of Elrond. Lt is 
determined that Frodo must maintain 
possession of the Ring and carry it 
safely to Mordor, where it can be 
destroyed. A Fellowship of the Ring is 
formed, consisting of Hobbits Frodo, 

Sam, Merry, and Pippin; an Elven 
archer, Legolas; t\vo Men, Boromir anil 
Aragorn; a Dwarf, Gimli; and the 
mighty Wizard, GandaJf. Before the 
Fellowship sets off on its journey, Frod 
visits Dilbo Baggins one last time. 

Bilbo's Room 

In Rivendell, you control Frodo. Walk 
into Bilbo's room (the doorway 1s 

behind Frodo). Approach Bilbo to 

receive two special gifi:s: Sting. a spec: 
Elf-blade; and <l coat made from 11111/r'. 

light but impenetrable armor. As your 
visit with Uilbo comes to an end, you 

take control of Gandalf, and the scene 

shifts to the campfire. The journey 
through Moria is ,1bout to begin! 
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• Fiud the Gates of Moria so111e111/1ere 11ear the lake 

•Find safe passage tlrro11glr Moria 

•&ape tire 21st Hall 

Hollin Gate 

A1 the journey to Moria begins, the 
Fellowship gathers around the campfire. 
\'ou control Gandalf, and as the conver-
1.1non ends. an eerie howl signals the 
urcoming Warg attack. Two animals 
.barge toward the campfire. Their 
rowerful bites can reduce Gandalf's 
~ealth in big chunks. Gather the 111ir11vor 
nm the campfire, and retrieve an 
.ddmonal vial 111 a narrow gully near 
:he campfire. 

After searching the area, proceed 
down the path, but get ready for more 
attacks. After killing tlu·ee more Wargs. 
turn left when you reach the edge of 
the cliff. As the path curves around to 

the left, you see a cave-troll lumbering 
off in the distance. Select Fiery l3last 
and hit the beast from long range (it 
takes several direct hits to kill it). An 
Ore swordsman joins the fight, but he 1s 

easy to defeat after the troll is on the 
ground. Pick up the 111inwor left behind 
by the Ore. 
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Farther ahead, the path splits off to 
the left as 1t climbs the moumain. Two 
Ores attack from the right, so this is a 
good time to use Cham Lightning to 
kill multiple enemies (it takes two blasts 
to kill the Ores). Cross the river on your 
nght to the deserted Ore campfire and 
collect a vial of minwor. Be careful of the 
Ore fire archer shooting at Gandalf from 
up on the mountain. Avoid the arrows 
and charge the Ore; the archer dies from 
a couple of sword strikes. 

Follow the switchbacks up the 
mountam. A single Ore swordsman 
attacks. but the bigger danger is from 
Wargs at the top of the path. After 
k11lmg the Wargs. look across the river 
at the Hollm Gate. which lies concealed 
in the side of the mountain between 
two tn:es. 

Although you can see the Hollin 
Gate, you cannot reach it from here 
because a large boulder blocks the path 
to the lefr. Turn around and walk back 
to a ledge on the right that provides 
access to a lower path. Drop down, but 
get ready for several angry Ores, 
including an archer who tires from 
long range. 

Walk to the lefr along the shoreline 
until you reach the two trees. Gandalf 
waves his staff and reveals the hidden 
gates. but they must also speak the 
Elvish word for "friend" to open the 
gates. As Gandalf tries to recall the 
word, the water suddenly erupts as the 
Watcher in the Water, a tentacled sea 
bea'>t, bursts forth. 

Taking control of Aragorn. you mlllt 

move back and forth at the shoreline. 
firing arrows at the tentacles, until thei· 

retreat into the water. Eventually, 
Gandalf remembers the word "111ello11.• 
Elvish for friend. The gates open and 
the Fellowship enters Moria. 
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the 111ir11vor near the campfire. Enter the 
passageway ahead that leads ro an 
ancient stairway. As you climb the stairs. 
Ore swordsmen and archers attack. 
Fortunately. Gimli is with you, wielding 
his axe like a madman. Collect the 
111inwor and le111bas left by the Ores, and 
work your way carefully up the stairs. 
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and enter a circular chamber. Pick up 
the mir11l'or and pull the next switch to 
reveal a hall filled with pillars. Kill the 
Ore archers with lightning, pick up the 
cram, and walk toward the curved ramp. 
With Gimli's help, take out the Ore 
swordsmen and walk through the door 
onto a long bridge. 

Kill another Ore as you cross the 
bridge. but take care to avoid the Ore 
archer's fire arrows. Another bridge 
takes you to a circular chamber. The 
paths to either side are dead ends, so 
contmue around the tall statue in the 
middle of the room and onto another 
bridge. Advance quickly to take out the 
fire archer on the other side. 

Follow the path into a small 
chamber, then into a great hall. 
Walkways lead to an alcove on the left 
and doors to the right and center. Turn 
left and walk to the alcove, which 
contains some 111inivor. Now, turn 
around and take the bridge all the way 
across to the other side. The door opens 
as you approach. 

Fight your way down a short flight 
of stairs, and watch out for the Ore 
archer on your right. After killing the 
archer and swordsmen, explore the 
rooms to the left, which hold 111ir11vor. 
and to the right. Each room contains a 
large square opening in the floor. 

the path to the right, to the third 
doorway. Walk down the stairs, into t1' 

hallway, and go right, to a room 
containing an elevator platform. Step 
onto the platform to trigger the 
elevator. When you arrive at the 10\w 
level, step off the elevator, kill the Or 
and walk across to the next room to 

retrieve the cram. 

Go back downstairs to the hallw .. 
but tlus time turn left. An Ore archo · 
lobs fire arrows in your dirt!ction. 10 

don't stand in one place for too long. 
short set of stairs takes you into the 
main hall. Although you are on the 
lower level, it looks exactly the same 
the upper t1oor. Turn left and foll011 
path to the next doorway. Go down 
stairs, turn right, and kill tl1c Ore. E 
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:her elevator room. Let Gimli kill 
archer, then go across the corridor 

tne room on the other side; it's 
'.her elevator room. This one 

Go back to the main hall. The next 
•mvay to your left leads to an empty 
~w Return once again to the main 

and follow the wall around to the 
rr.The next doorway leads to a curved 
th up to the next level. When you 

:.ich the top of the ramp, Ore 
.ord1111en attack, and a fire archer rains 
~rn arrows from a ledge. 

The path empties out into a 
chamber with a well in the center of 
the room. Continue across into the next 
room. which contains a series of jagged 
pathways to explore. While Gimli carves 
up the Ores, go left into a small room 
and pick up a vial of 111in111or. E:-."it the 
room and follow the path to the left. As 
you enter the doorway, Aragorn urges 
Gand,1lf to rest here, so the Hobbits can 
regain their strength. 

Still controlling Gandalf, you begin 
_._ ____ "'."i1 .. 1 a chamber with Gimli. Take care not 

to step into the hole in the center of 
the room, or Gandalf will fall to his 
death. Pull the switch at the opposite 
side of the room to raise the door. Ores 
attack a\ you enter the room. but make 
sure Gandalf does not fall into yet 
another bole during the heat of battle. 

This room has three exits. The 
doorway on the left leads to a platform 
with a switch at the edge. Avoid the fire 
arrows as you pull the switch, extending 
a bridge to where the Ore archer is 
positioned. Go into the main room and 
through the next door to the left. 
Legolas voices his concern that 
something is following them. 

The next doorway on the left leads 
to a bridge. Walk across into the next 
room, but get ready for a nasty c,1ve
troll with a big hammer. Fiery Blasts 
from a distance, along with Gimli's axe, 
bring the creature to its knees. Enter 
tl1c first doorway on the right, and 
follow the path up to a platform with 
much-needed power-ups (cra111 and two 
vials of 111imvor). 
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directly across to the next doorway. 
Enter the small room and pull the 
switch to extend another bridge. Now, 
go back across the first bridge, and 
return to the room with the small hole 
rn the floor (the one with a plank across 
the hole). Walk directly across the room 
and pull the switch to enter the next 
chamber. Arm Gandalf with lightning 
because you will encounter several Ores. 

When the room is clear, walk 
through the right-hand doorway to 
reach the second bridge. Rush the Ore 
archer on the other side and continue 
through the corridor. Walk to the door 
to enter the next level. 



~k across the bridge and through the 
~n hallway, killing the Ore archers 
~ng the way. After fighting your way 
.1011gh another group of Ore 
urd~men, turn right and follow the 
ffidors, killing Ores as you go. When 
u reach a large chamber, pull the 
itch to raise the door and enter the 
·xt room, where the Fellowship 
thm for a brief conversation. 
·nyone agrees that the hammering 
und they have been hearing could be 
il~'!lJI. 

You mmt choose bet\veen three 
,ages as Gandalf continues his 

urney. Enter the first hallway on the 
It to clear out an Ore archer and 
urd1men. The hallway empties into a 

1all cave containing some miriwor. 

-$:The 21st Hall 

The next hallway to the left leads to 
another cave and some le111bas. Like the 
first cave, this one seems to be blocked 
by a pile of boulders. The hammering 
sound grows louder. Return to the main 
room once more, and enter the third 
and final hallway to the left. It leads to 
another cave, but this one has clear 
passage to the left, where an Ore archer 
is shooting fire arrows. Take out the 
archer before proceeding up the ramp. 

Fight your way up a series of ramps 
until you reach a switch. Pull It to open 
the door and leave the level. A meeting 
with the Fellowship 1s cut short by a 
cave-troll attack. Gandalf contmues his 
search for the exit, while the others face 
the trolls. 

You tnust romplete tl1e follo1ving p11zzfr 
q11ickly, before tl1e caa•e-trolls dtfeat the 
Fellowship. 

Still controlling Gandalf, advance into 
the 2 lst Hall in your quest for an exit 
from Moria. While the Fellm.vship 
battles the cave-trolls off to the left, 
walk forward between the statues. There 
are four statues, each one positioned in 
front of a pressure plate. Push the four 
statues onto the pressure plates to 
change the light beams overhead. When 
the fourth statue is in place, follow the 
light beam to its final point, revealing a 
door. The Fellowship will be waiting. 
Walk through the door to enter a great 
hallway. Turn right and proceed to 
Balin's Tomb, where Gandalf reads the 
tragic story of the Dwarves' final battle. 
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Gimli encer the 2nd Hall. Gimli spots 
the door, but you must figure out how 
to open it. Beat off a ferocious attack by 
the Ores, then walk to the left, around a 
massive statue, to reach the bridge. Pull 
the switch to extend the bridge. 

The rrick is to run irnmediatdy 
across the bridge as it locks into pbc 
Two Ore warriors move to block ro1 · 
path, but if you advance toward rhe 
other side of the bridge, you'll be ma 
better position to fight. If you're force-' 
to fight in the middle of the bridge. 
single blow !Torn an Ore's sword i1 
more than enough to send Frodo 01<. · 

the side to his death. 

Walk acrms the narrow connecnn, 
planks and pathways to a large pl.irfo 
where Frodo and Gimli face off ag. 
several more Ores. Continue ahead 
another bridge. Like the first one, th 
bridge must be connected, but unfc 
nately, the switch is on the other 11d, 

Climb up the ladder to an ebated 
platform and prepare for a difl:lrult 
battle with an Ore guard. 
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'\ti:er killing the Ore swordsman, 
·mnue around the platform, 
:rpowering two archers as you make 
Jr way to the other side. Stop and 
1ect the cra111 and continue to the 
•Jer, climbing down carefully. 

When you step down onto the 
·)tform, pull the switch immediately, 

Gun.Ii can make his way across the 
1Jge and help you with the powerful 
re that attacks. If you musr fight the 
re on your own, time your attacks so 

,u strike vvhen the Ore lands on the 
..round after one of his patented leaps. 
J:er landmg three blows in a row, 

,.e away to avoid the Ore's counter
uck, before moving in for the kill. 

moria. 

The door is just ahead, across two 
wooden planks. But Frodo cannor open 
the door just yet. Cross over the bridge 
and the connecting plank to reach the 
large platform. Walk over to the large 
door and retrieve the cra111 near the 
boxes. Make your way back to the first 
bridge. Instead of going across, walk to 
the right and jump across the break, 
then line up Frodo with the curved 
portion of the next platform. This is a 
longer jump than the first one, so you 
need to land in the right spot or Frodo 
will plummet to his death. 

When you reach the other side, walk 
up the ramp and take care of the Ore 
archer. Move to the end of the platform 
and push the large stone off the ledge. 
Go back down the ramp and jump 
across to the platform where Gimli is 
waiting. 

Be 1•ery carefi1I stepping orrto tire ra1111'1 
beca11se yo11 cannot see it until you are .11 

tire very edge. It is eas}' to step off irr the 
wrong place, and a fall laerc can be fatal. 
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.ind push it onto the pressure plate, 
whJCh raises the large wooden door you 
'iJw earlier. Finally, retrace your steps 
back to the door (across both bridges) 
.ind ""~1lk toward the open door. 
Unfortunately, Frodo's battles are not 
over, as a swarm of Ores races out to 
meet him. 

This is a very rough battle, but Gimli 
will help you to victory. Keep moving, 
and don't let an Ore hit Frodo 
repeatedly. or he will die quickly. When 
the Ores arc dead, walk through the 
door to rejoin the Fellowship . 

Gandalf has located the Bridge rhr 
will take the Fellowship out of Mor 
But the mighty Balrog has other 1d~L 
Gandalf tells the others to leave whtlc 
he faces the fiery beast. 
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11 the bridge, avoiding the blasts 
l'Jch one knocks back Gandalf, so 

dge them to get close to the Balrog). 
'ie Lightning or Staff Slam-anything 
c Fiery Blast, which makes the 
nster stronger. When the Balrog is 
nned. use Clamdring, Gandalf's 
ord. to strike the beast while it is 
enc. Repeat this several 
1es, replenishing 
11d.1Irs health and 

Eventually, the Balrog weakens and 
falls off the path. Bur as it plummets 
into darkness, it reaches out with a fiery 
whip to grab Gandalf, pulling the 
Wizard down into the abyss. The 
Fellowship must leave Moria without 
Gandalf. pushing 011 to\'-'ard Lothl6rien, 
where they hope to find safery 
among the Elves. 
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Filled with sorrow over the loss of 
Gandalf, the Fellowship makes its way 
to Lothl6rien. Received by the Lady 
Galadriel, hodo tells the story of 
Gandalf's bravery and sacrifice. The 
Elves arc saddened, but Galadriel 
reminds Frodo and his companions of 
their responsibility to the Free Peoples 
of Middle-earth. 

C0chl6rieN 

Frodo and Sam gaze into the Mirror 
of Galadriel. Sam is disheartened by 
what is happening in the Shire, while 
Frodo glimpses Sauron's growing power. 
Frodo and Sam are tempted to give up 
the quest, but Galadriel reminds them 
of a greate1· danger. 

Frodo has doubts, but his destmy 1< 

sealed when he sees the Ring's power 
entice the benevolent Galadriel to jo[ 
its circle of evil. 

Galadriel's resolve is strong, and 
Frodo reaffirms his commitment. Th_ 
Fellowship leaves for Mordor by 11;r: 

the River Anduin. 

(.} 



•Clrar 1/1e ri1•er's e~~e of enemies 

lwmr Sam 

nzgil/ 

rirr .in uncomfort.1ble confronrat1on 
rween Frodo and Boromir, you take 

1nrrol of Aragorn. Along Wtth Gm1h, 
· ~olJ\. and l3oromir, you mu\t adYancc 
n~ tht' nwrbank, eli111111at111g a 

u1qve Urnk-hai army. (Uruk-hai .irt' 
N7l' d Ore\ ~pt>c1ally bred for 

ength, ~i11:, .111d power.) When you 
.:J• h tlw riwr. you \t'l' gu,1rds pJcing 
eJd. Mow mw.1rd the Lirge boulder 
.d kill iht' guml\ th.it att,1d:. 
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Continue along the beach and kill 
the next wave of Ores. Collect the cram 

!di: behind. A cave-troll approaches. 
Surround 1t and bring it to the ground. 

Connnue along the beach, killing 
the Ores and another cave-troll. After 
till' .,econd monster goes down, Aragorn 
declares the beach clear and directs the 
group to retrieve the boats. 

As Aragorn, Gim.li, Boromir, and 
Legolas prepare the boats, a Winged 
Nazglil swoops down and snatches Sam. 
Controlling Aragorn, turn around and 
move toward the hills. Kill the attacking 
wolves, and search along the base of the 
hills for a path. 
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When you reach a path leading into 
e hills, the Ores respond. Kill them, 
en rake out an archer firing down 
m J camp on an outcropping. Collect 
~ 1w111, then jump down and run 
ward an Ore camp near the beach. 

JJrht>r the cra111 and get ready for 
'Other arrack. 

Look for a path ahead, and move 
toward the hills. Ore archers respond, so 
find cover. Dodge the fire arrows and 
use your bow to pick off the archers. As 
you move toward the hills. wolves 
attack. 

The wolves are tough enough, but 
) they are just the advance guard. Cave
~ trolls join the fight, so strike and move 
) to stay away from the cave-trolls' 

/ powerful hammers. 

Race down to the abandoned camp 
to retrieve two loaves of rra111, then 
chmb into the hills. Suddenly, a mas~iw 
cave-troll smashes through two large 
boulders and attacks Aragorn. Kill the 
creature (with Frodo's help), then turn 
to face the onrushing wolves. 
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Two Ore archers block your path. 
Kill them anti climb the stairs to the 
left. As you reach the top, Ore fire 
arrows rain down upon Aragorn. Move 
Jhead, dodging the arrows, as you 
return fire at the archers. Jump down 
and circle around to the left. but get 
ready for a cave-troll. The archers can 
Im you here, so kill the troll. 

Continue through a massive stone 
archway, pick up the le111bas, and follow 
the narrow path leading to the summit. 
As more Ores approach, Aragorn 
instructs Frodo to make his way to the 
top, while he holds off the enenues. 

With Frodo under your control. rur 
around and make your way up the 
mountain. Defeat the two Uruk-lrn h 
alternating blo\\'S benveen the two (if 
you concentrate on one, the other \\"IL 

kill you). Collect the cram, replenish 
Frodo's health, and continue toward ch 
summit. 
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\fore Uruk-hai attack, followed by 

:chm, as you climb another set of 
lairs.The archers are elusive and can 
Jtlict more damage on Frodo. Use 
J•er, then rush the archers. When you 

..itch them, a few strikes kill them. 

Go through the archway and up a 
mg flight of stairs, where you must kill 

•1ore Uruk-hai and archers. Pick up the 
1111, replenish Frodo's health, and 
onnnue up the stairs. Frodo joins 

Legolas and Boromir, as the Winged 
'azgill flies overhead.Your control 
1rirches to Aragorn, who has defeated 
he Uruk-hai at the base of the 
nountam. 

ANOUiN 

Move past the bodies Frodo left 
behind as you race to rejoin the 
Fellowship at the summit. When you 
reach the top, Sam is rescued. It is time 
for the final showdown between 

razor-sharp teeth, and a powerfi.d tail 
that lashes out in all directions. Keep 
moving to avoid the fireballs, then 
charge in and strike the beast from close 
range. Eventually, the beast weakens and 
takes off to fight from the air. 

Climb to the top of the staircase and 
watch the Winged Nazgt.il as it circles. 
Shoot arrows at the beast each time 1t 
rounds the staircase, but be careful of 
the fireballs. When you connect, the 
Winged Nazgul weakens. As it climbs 
out ofAragorn's range, Legolas aims and 
drops the monster with a pe1fect shot. 
The Ringwraith dies, and Frodo is 
safe ... for now. The Fellowship arrives at 
the outskirts of Mordor, and Frodo can 
finally rest. But the Ring-bearer's 
advenmre is only just beginning! 
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Bilbo is throwing a party in the village 
to celebrate his birthday, and to 
announce that he is leaving on an 
adventure. Before Bilbo heads off, 
Gandalf reminds him that the Ring in 
Bilbo's possession must go to his 
nephew, Frodo.After some hesitation, 
Bilbo agrees, then sets off on his 
holiday. 

Gandalf informs Frodo that an Enemy 
named Sauron has arisen in the East. 
The Enemy is becoming strong, but 
lacks the thing he most desires-the 
One Ring, given to Frodo by Bilbo. 
The Enemy learned about the Ring 
from Gollum, who once pos essed its 
power. The Ring must be destroyed by 
being thrown into the fires of Mount 
Doom before evil claims it. 

Probgue 

Samwise Gamgee is caught 
eavesdropping on Frodo and Gandalf. As 
punishment, Gandalf proclaims that Sam 
must accompany Frodo on his quest to 
destroy the Ring, a prospect that excites 
the Hobbit. 

Gandalf quickly devises a plan to thwart 
the search efforts of Sauron's minions. 
Frodo is to leave Bag End and pretend 
he is moving to the far-off town of 
Crickhollow in the east of the shire. 
The deception allows Frodo to meet 
Gandalf later in the town of Bree. 
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Items Legend 

Q) Gold Coi11 

@ Bro11ze Coin 

@ Sa11d1vic/1es 

@ Silver Spoo11s 

@ Dried Lea11es 

@ Yellow Musliroom 

0 Cabbage 

@ Trader-Squib Fireworks 
(1BC), Dagger (1 GC), 
Sa11d111iches (1 BC) 

@ Willow Withies 



Home of Mr. and Mrs. Milo Burrows 

Home of Mr. Bracegirdle 
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·pion: Bag End, collecting the 
mants of Bilbo's treasure. Get the 
;er Spoons (@ ).As you leave the 
J1e, head left to find some D1-ied 
ires (@ ).The stairs in front of Bag 

1d lead to Hobbiton's main square, 
here many Hobbits go about 
eir daily acuviries, unaware of the 
rkmg evil. 

·Jp at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
1rrows to the lefr of the second set of 
.1r1. Check the room to the right of 
.r entrance to find Pippin (@ ), the 

·'urd member of your party. He joins 
·hen you speak with him. 

w memb<.'rs mak<' your band of 
venturers stronger, and you can 
rry more by spreading the items 
:W<'en them. De sure everyone has 
Dagger or a Stick so they arc 

y for battle later. 

Speak with Mr. Burrows (@ ) in the 
back of his home. He offers to make 
pipcweed if you bring him Dried 
Leaves. You should have these in your 
inventory, but if not, find them near Bag 
End (@ ).When Mr. Burrows asks what 
type of pipeweed you want, ask for 
Southern Star, which is considered the 
best by many Hobbits. You can't me the 
Southern Star pipeweed now, but it 
comes in handy soon. 

Don't pass up a chance for Southern 
Star pipeweed, or you'r(} forced to 
take a pouch of Old Toby pipcweed. 

Leave the Burrows' residence and head 
east. Enter the home in the hill to 
encounter Lobelia Sackville-Baggins 
(@ ). Frodo offers her the Silver 
Spoons, but she won't take anything 
from him without giving something in 
return. She trades Frodo a Stick for the 
Silver Spoons. Thi is your first weapon. 
Give it to one of your traveling 
companions and be sure it's equipped. 
You can't fight without weapons. 

Stop at the trader (@ ) in front of 
Lobelia's home. The trader has 
Sandwiches, a Dagger, :md Squib 
fireworks for sale. Buy the Dagger and 
the Sand\',iches. You'll need the 
weapon, which is more powerful than a 
Stick, and the Sandwiches. Never pass 
up food. It's hard to come by, so can-) 
as much as possible. Squib Fireworks are 
handy, but you don't need them no\v. 

enter the first home to your right. You 
meet Mr. BracegirdJe (@ ), who asks 
that you deliver a message to Amos 
Appledore. Agree to assist him, and pick 
up the letter. You won't see Amos 
anytime soon. so put this task m the 
back of your mind. 

After leav111g Mr. Bracegirdle's estate, 
head west until you come to a fence. 
Check the northwest corner to find 
Willow Withies (@ ). Down the road to 

the south is the home of Master Grubb 
(@ ).Give him the Willm\ Withies. He 
transforms them into a Walking Stick, 
which you can use as a weapon. 
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weapon, it's time to get combat 
experience. Head back to the north side 
of tO\Yll. To the west of the Burrows' 
residence, a trai l leads to a field. 
Therein lies Uandy Harfoot (© ). He 
allows you to practice combat on his 
scarecrow. 

lniriJte the battle by approaching the 
scarecrow in the field. It won't fight 
back, so this is an easy battle. When you 
finish , you're not only wiser, but Frodo 
also has gained a level. Raise his health 
points rather than his skill at first, so he 
lasts longer in battle. 

To lea\'e Hobbiton, follow the road to 
the southeast and into the countryside. 

Quests 
Pippin 

a room to the right of the entrance, 
you find Pippin ( @ ).He's been 
havmg extra elevenses with Mrs. 
Burrows, but he's ready to join in the 
ad\'enture. Your party grows stronger 
by the minute. 

Inside Bag End, you find a set of 
Silver Spoons (@ ) in the front room. 
Such a valuable item will come in 
handy. Visit Lobeha ~ackville-Baggins 
C@) after you l1Jve the Silver 
Spoons. She sees the spoons in 
your bag, and offers to trade a Stick 
for them. 

Southern Star Pipew.eed 

Visit Milo Burrows C@) before 
leaving Hobb1ton. He suggests 
making pipeweed for you if you 
bring him Dried Leaves (@ ). Return 
to Bag End and search to the left of 
the front door to find Dried Leaves 
on the ground. If you listened to 
Gaffer as you explored, you know 
that Southern Star pipeweed is by far 
the best. Ask Milo for the Soutl1ern 
Star pipeweed (the second choice). 

As you travel mto the Green Hill 
Country to the south, you encounter 
a woodsman who tells you that he's 
exhausted Iris supply of pipeweed. 
Give him the Southern Star p1peweed, 
and he gives you !us Dagger and a 
Bronze Coin. The Bronze Coin is a 
bonus for giving him such fine 
p1peweed. If you give him a lesser 
variety, you get only the Dagger. 

~ Bandy Harfoot's Scarecrow 

Talk to Alf Buckletoe near the E,m 
Road signpost. Alf -;uggem you speak 
to Uandy Harfoot C© ) before le~mng 
town. Uandy is in the field to the 
\vest. He worries about you leaving 
town and offers to let you practice 
fighting on his scarecrO\\. Wtlk towar~ 
the scarecrow to initiate a battle. 

Message for Amos Appledorr 

Talk to Mr. 13racegirdle (@ in his hou~ 
He needs to get a message to Amos 
Appledore. Agree to give the mes,age tl' 

Amos if you see hun on your travels. th 
pick up the message from the floor. 

The Willow Withies 

Pick up the Willow Withies (@ 
the west side of town. They gro\\ 
into a big willo\\ tree' Talk to MJ\l 
Grubb C@) in his house. Giw hrrn 
your Willow Withies, and he make 
you a Walking Stick. Talk to Ma1w 
Grubb a second time to give him 
your Willow With1es, then pick up 
your Walking Stick. 
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Green Hill Country 

Northwest 

(!) Trader- Old Toby (1 BC), 
Lo11gbotto111 Leaf (1BC), 
Stick (1BC) 

@ Cold Coi11 

@ Red M11shroo111 

@ Trader-Red M11sl1roo111 
(1BC), Bl11e M11slrroo111 
(1BC), Sa11d111iches (1BC) 

@ Trader- Small Leather 
An11011r (2BC), Fi11e 
Small Leather Am10111' 
(1CC), Sq11ib (1BC) 

@ Cold Coirr 

Green Hill Country Southeast 
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Leaving town, you encounter Dougal 
Brackenfast. He mentions that walking 
three times around the Three Farthing 
~tone (@ ) is supposed to make one 
lucky, but he doesn't feel luckier. 
Continue down the path to spy the 
stone Dougal wa talking about. Walk 
around it three times and you find a 
Bronze Coin hidden in the grass. 

Follov. the road south to come upon :i 
temporarily unoccupied house (@ ). 
Check the bookcases in the front room 
and bedroom. You find notes thJt 
mention fair singing in the hills .rnd 
something about the owner spying the 
f'air Folk. Perhaps you can locate them. 

follow the road east past the Three 
r=arthing Stone and up the hill. To the 
north. you find a trader (Q)) selling 
pipeweed and a Stick.You don't need 
this trader's wares because all three 
Hobbits have weapons. 

Head to the south along the road to 
bump into a woodsman (@ ) who h:is 
run out of pipeweed. Give him your 
pipeweed, and he gives you his Dagger 
in exchange. If you got the pouch of 
Southern Star pipeweed from Mr. 
Burrows, you also get a Bronze Com 
for delivering this pipeweed to the 
woodsman. 

Equip the Dagger on the Hobbit 
carr)ing a Stick. The Dagger is a 
better weapon. Weapons cannot be 
sold to a trader, so toss the Stick on 
the road; it is of no use to you now. 

With your new weapon in hand. 
continue 011 your way. When you chm 
the next hill, you have your first 
opportunity to use your nev,· \\'eapon. 
roaming Big Dog (@ ) attacks the part 
This is an easy battle for the three 
Hobbits, but save your game when ym. 
see the Big Dog. 

With that danger eliminated. folio\\ th 
road south. As you near the next 
homestead. you have your first encom' 
with a Ringwraith (@ ),one ofSaurc. 
minions searching for the One Rmg. 
The Hobbits hide from the evil R1dt 
and Frodo gains another level. 

Leveling up is based upon actioru 
rather than experience points. \Vb 
certain events occur, one or mort 
your characters become~ stronger 
Only Frodo has benefited from ti: 

' events, but your other characters 
will have a chance to grow. 
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tnf;wraith encounter to find the home 
·a trader (@ ) who is selling a variety 
healing items. Buy all that you can. If 

JU can't purchase anything now, return 
hen you have money. 

•O along the road to the south to 
idelard Took's house (® ). It is next to 
· 1e pomt where you spotted the 
ilingwraith. Mr. Took asks you to deliver 
message to Sancho Proudfoot in 

1obbiton. It isn't a far walk, so accept 
1e JOb and go to town. Sancho is in one 
iBag End's backrooms. For delivering 
~1e message, you get a Gold Coin. 

lerurn to Green Hill Country and 
,,ad southwest from Mr. Took's home 
~find a trader (@ ) selling basic armor. 
he armor is expensive, but buy 

then south. Check the woods to the left 
to encounter an Elf named Gildor (@ ). 
He suggests that your party gather with 
his companions in the woods later that 
evening. He plays a special rune for you: 
low note, high note, medium note, 
medium note. The sequence of notes is 
important; don't forget it. 

To the left of Angrisa Boffin, near the 
north side of the area, is a set of stairs. 
At the top of the stairs waits a trio of 
nasty Big Dogs (@ ). If you fight the 
dogs in order, you find a Gold Coin 
and a Red Mushroom, but this is a 
difficult battle; use caution. If you 
decide to fight, save your game first. 

~b]C'JGC 
nte house nortl1 of the meeting 

point has a Gold Coin in the 
bookcase. When you find the c:oin, 
collect it, and leave tlte house. Then 
go hack inside. Jn some versions of 
tlle game, the coin has re.1ppe r d. 
You can collect this coin over nd 
over again by exiting and re
entering the house. 

~~-71 ·hatever you can afford. Make sure any 
.nnor you purchase is equipped. 

When you're ready, head to the far 
southeast side of the area, where you 
find three stumps in a clearing ((!)). 
When you touch the tumps, they emit 
a musical note. Use them to play the 
tune Gildor gave you Oow, high, 
medium, medium). When you play it 
correctly, you summon the Elves out of 
hiding and they take you to their camp 
for the night. 

Gildor tells you to avoid the 
Ringwraiths at all costs. He also tells 
you not to lose faith u1 Gandalf, 
although he has not yet arrived. When 
the party wakes in the morning the 
Elves are gone, but Sam gains a level for 
ful£illing a lifelong dream. 
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The Three 
Farthing Stone 

Dougal Bracken.fast says that walking 
three times around the Three Farthing 
Stone (@ ) is good luck. When you 
spy rhe stone Dougal was talking 
about, walk around it three times and 
a Bronze Coin appears in the g~s. 

= 
You bump into a woodsman(@ ) 
along the road. He's out of pipeweed. lf 
you agree to give him some pipeweed, 
he gives you a Dagger. lf that pipeweed 
is the pouch of Southern Star that Mr. 
Burrows made m Hobbiton, you also 
get a Bronze Coin. 

A Message for 
Sancho Proudfoot -- ii1l 

• Yes • No 

Adelard Took (® ) asks you to deliver 
a message to Sancho Proudfoot in 
Hobbiton.You find Sancho in one of 
Bag End's backrooms.You get a Gold 
Coin for delivering the message. 

Gildor and the 
Musical Stumps 

Check the woods and you encounter 
an Elf by the name of Gildor (@ ). 
He plays a special tune with a 
sequence of notes you should 
remember: low note, high note, 
medium note, medium note. 

When you're ready, head do.,,vn to 
the far southeast side of the area, 
where you find three stumps in a 
clearing ((!)).Touch the stumps to 
make them emit a musical note. Play 
Gildor's tune, and the Elves come out 
of hiding and sweep you a\vay to their 
camp for the night. 



Home of 
Farmer Masgot 

~~ -
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(!) Bronze Coin 

@ Cabbage 

@ Blue M11sliroo111 

@ Red M11shroo111 

@ Gold Coin 
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You begin the day next to Maggot's 
Farm. Farmer Maggot is known for his 
vigil.mt protection of his fields, but if 
you follow the road to the south, you 
encounter another R.ingwraith . You 
have to pass through the farm's hedge 
maze to find another road. 

Don't just go past the farm; explore it. 
Don't pick the mushrooms in the fields. 
Don't take the Bronze Coin in the 
maze; old Farmer Maggot doesn't take 
kindly to thieves. Go inside the 
farmhouse and see if anyone is home. 

... 

Head into the room on the right side of 
the entryway. If you didn't steal 
anything on your way to the house, 
Farmer Maggot (@ ) is there. He offers 
you his assistance and allows you to take 
anything that might assist you. He also 
mentions that you should speak with 
Mr. Brockhouse in Stock, who is t 
holding a gift for your party. Pippin r 
gains a level for his good advice when 
you arrived at the farm. Check the 
rooms in the farmhouse and speak with 
Mrs. Maggot before you go. Raid the 
fields and collect those mushrooms that 
were taunting you earlier. 

Head south from the farm along the 
road to reach the next area. 

If you stoic from Farmer Maggot 
before entering his home, you have 
a different experience. No free 
1nushrooms, no Draught, no present 
waiting for you in Stock, and no 
new level for Pippin. Be honest ... 
or else . 

As you enter Maggot's Farm, Pippin 
suggests that you not steal anything 
from the farm. Heed his advice, and 
don't pick up anything until you talk 
to Farmer Maggot. You get se\•eral 
bonus items for being honest and 
Pippin gains a level. 



Home of Mr. Elm Tree 

Scock 
Items Legend 
(!) Old Toby (pipeweed) 

@ Trnder-B/11e M11s/iroo111 
(1BC), Sat1dwic/1es 
(1BC), Cabbage (1BC) 

@ Bro 11ze Coi11 

Home of Mr. Brockhouse 

Bucklebury Ferry 



At the end of a long road, you reach the 
town of Stock. There's plenty to see and 
do here before you continue on to Bree. 

F1r~t. locate Mr. Brockhouse to collect 
that present from Farmer Maggot (@ ). 
He is in a house on the town's east side. 
The gift is a Sling. It isn't the greatest 
weapon ever designed, but it's much 
better than a Stick. 

Next, visit the tavern in a small wooden 
building in the center of town. This bar 
is a favorite local gathering place. Speak 
with the man in the center of the tavern 
CQ)l and he mentions that he v.-ishes he 
had some pipeweed.You may or may not 
have some pipeweed on you already. If 
not. you can find some in the house on 
the north side of town (@ ).When you 
give him the pipeweed, he gives you a 
Cabbage. This is a useful reward. 

There's a trader (@ ) in the tavern. Buy 
the Sandwiches and Blue Mushroom if 
you can afford them. Never pass up 
health items. 

When you're done at the tavern, head 
south along the road to the ferry. Some 
Big Dogs C@l await you on the road, 
so be ready to fight. 

To use the ferry, hold down a S\Vitch on 
the shore (@ ).You need something 
heavy for the Job-fortunately, a 
Cabbage does the trick. If you don't 
have a Cabbage, go back into town and 
trade some pipeweed for one, or buy a 
Cabbage from the trader. 

Stand over the switch and drop a 
Cabbage onto it. This summons the 
ferry and holds it steady until you 
board. Do everything you \vish to do 
before boarding the ferry; there's no 
way back here after you leave. 

Qt1ests 
Maggot's Gift 

If you didn't steal anything from 
Farmer Maggot, a gift awaits you Ill 

Stock. Speak with Mr. J3rockhomt• 
(@ ) 111 a house on the east side of 
town, and lie gives you a Sling. 

Visit the small pub in the center of 
town. The man in the center of the 
bar (@ ) trades you a Cabbage for 
p1peweed. l'ipeweed is in the homl" 
011 the town's north side. 



Crickh0l10w 

(!) Gold Coin 

@ Stick 

@ Draught 

@ Sand111iches 

@ Reeds 

@ Bronze Coin 

0 Sand111icl1es 

@ Trader-Draught (1BC), 
Knife for the Dead 
(4BC), Boots (lBC) 



The ferry delivers you to Crickhollow, 
Frodo's new and false hometown . As 
you enter the town, you encounter 
Merry, the last of your Hobbit travel 
companions. He takes you to Frodo's 
new home. Explore the house and 
pick up items before heading into 
the village. 

The road to Bree is no longer safe for 
the Hobbits, so Merry suggests that 
they pass through the Qld Forest. A 
small bog blocks the pJth to the Old 
Forest. To cross it, you need Bog ~hoes. 
Look for a lady named Gaddy 
Marestail (@ ) above the path leading 
to the bog. She mentions that crossing 
the bog requires the me of her Uog 
Shoes, but she doesn't offer to give 
them to you. 

In the g"irden in front of the house on 
chi: south side of town ~row Reed'> 
(@ ). llog Shoes are m;de from Reeds. 
rake the Reeds to Gaddy so she can 
make .i pair of shoes for you . Continue l 
vour journey through the bog. 

Stop in the house to the northwest to 
meet Mr. Roundpall (@ ). He gladly 
purchases Cabbages from you for one 
Bronze Coin if you still have one in 
your inventory. 

You get one Bronze Coin from Mr. 
Roundpall. !)ell him as many 
Cabbages as you like, but he. only 
pays for the first one. 

Check the house next to Gaddv 
Marestail's. A trader (@ ) inside, sell\ 
fine equipment. Pick up the Kmfe for 
the Dead and the Draught if you can 

afford them. Together, they cost five 
Bronze Coins. 

Quests 
Mr. Roundpall 

Talk to Mr. R.oundpall (@ ) in the 
house ro the northwest. He'll trade 
one Uronze Coin for Cabbages 1f yuu 

have one in your inventory. Don't b 
afraid to do it.You won't need 
C1bbages from this point forward. 

Bog Shoes 

You must have Bog ~hoes m order t 
cross the bog to the Old Forest. LOi 
for some Reeds (@ ) 111 front of tht 

southern home. Take the Reeds to 
Gaddy Marestail (@ ) and she'll 
weave them into Uog Shoe~. N<m 

you may cross the bog. 
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HomeofTom Bombadil (Interior) 

(!) Red Mushroom @Bronze Coin 

@ Red Mushroom 0 WiL/0111 Wit/lies 

I@ Stick @Boots 

@Dagger @ Yellow Mushroom 
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@ Blue Feather @Gold Coin 

@ Sandwiches 

@Draught 

@Squib 

@Gold Coin 

@Cabbage 

Home of Acacia 

Willowthorn (Interior) 
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-:lie Old Forest is confusing. Paths go in 
. ·ery direction, and where they lead is 
0metimes a mystery. You must follow 
'ecific paths to reach particular 
Je1tinations and complete some of the 
,:oals. If you go the wrong way, you end 
up where you started, and one of the 
Hobbits mentions feeling as if he's 
walking in circles. 

When you start exploring the forest, all 
bur one path leads to the same spot. 
That's because a particular event creates 
the need for other paths. Head 
northeast two screens to find an area 
containing a stream. Explore farther to 

encounter Old Man Willow( @ ) that 
t<n't happy about your presence. Old 
Man Willow grabs Merry and Pippin 
. 1d holds them. You must rescue them 
;1efore you can go any farther. 

CJIO F0resc 

S19n] Toss a coin . hear a tune? 
V' 
•Yes •No 

Head to the south to reappear at the 
starting point( @ ). Head right one 
screen, then down a screen to find a 
well (@ ). Drop a coin in the well to 
hear a tune: note 1, note 2, note 3, note 
.J.. You have an idea of what this means 
from your previous encounter with the 
Elves. Head into the woods. 

Head right through three screens, being 
wary of enemies along the way. Save 
your game! At the end of the path are 
four musical stumps (@ ) similar to the 
ones used to summon the Elves. Using 
the stumps, play the tune from the well. 
Tom Bombadil bounds onto the scene. 
Tom says he can help free the Hobbits 
from Old Man Willow, but he needs 
you to find his feather first . 

Return to the starting point (@ ).Head 
left through t\l\IO screens to find Tom's 
home (@ ).Look for the Blue Feather 
(@ ) in the southeast corner. It's 
protected by a couple of spiders, whom 
you have to fight to get it. With the 
Blue Feather in your possession, head to 
the start and follow the same path as 
before to reach Tom (@ ). s'P 

[Tom Bombadil] Old wiUow beard's all 
e~~~h .:,ni~f:1'J"~~~ li~li~o~ies to 
e/ith1es anc plant .them nearby 

111 

When you return the Blue feather to 

Tom, he offers you advice for dealing 
with Old Man Willow. He suggests that 
if you can find some Willow Withies. 
you can plant them near Old Man 
Willow. That will please the tree 
enough to set the Hobbits free. 

From the start (@ ),head northwest 
one screen, then southwest two more 
screens. The Willow Withies (CZ)) are 
on a trail. Grab them, and go to the 
stamng point. 

To reach Old Man Willow (@ ),go 
northeast once, then northwest, then 
northeast again . Take the Willow 
Withies to the base of Old Man Willow. 
and they're automat1cally planted. You've 
made Old Man Willow happy. It releases 
the trapped Hobbies. Either get out of 
the woods, or look around. 
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If you choose ro look around , go 
southeast once, then northeast twice. 
This leads you to a pair of spiders 
guarding Boots (@ ) and a Yellow 
Mushroom (@)). 

Find Acacia Willowthorn (® ) by 
heading northwest once, southwest 
twice, and finally southeast. She's stuck 
outside her house, thanks to some 
spiders. Go inside and defeat the spiders, 
and she give you a Health Potion and a 
Bronze Coin . She also mentions the 
Willow Withies and how they can be 
used to free your friends. 

If you go northwest once, southwest 
twice, northwest again, and finally 
northeast, you encounter Hamor (@ ). 
Eight trailing plants have trapped him. ff 
you save him, he sings a tune: high 
note, low note, medium note, low note. 

Snl.'ak around the plants to the 
outh und reach Hamor without 

fighting. 

Travel northwest, southwest twice, 
northwest, then southwest to find three 
musical stumps (@ ). Use these to play 
Hamor's tune, and a Knife for the 
Dead appears. 

When..l:'...ou finish exploring, head to the 
start (® ) and go northwest until you 
reach Tom Bombadil's home (@ ). 
Check out his house Speak with Tom 
to level up Merry and Pippin. There are 
also items here and there. Pass through 
Tom's house to reach the valley. 

1 Quests 

Old Man Willow (@ ) traps Merry 
and Pippin when you explore the 
woods. To free them, you need WillO\Y 
Withies ((J)). From the start (@ ),go 
northwest once, then south\vest tv•ice, 
and take the Willow Withies to Old 
Man Willow. 

Tom Bombadil 

!Tom Bomb<Kl~ What? Old Man 
Willow? \.llh;ot s he bean ~ to? l'I 
sang his roots off if he don t beh 

Travel southeast through three screens 
to find musical '>tumps (@ ). Play 
them in this order: note J, note 2, 
note 3, note 4. Tom Bombadil 
appears and asks you to find his 
feather in return for information on 
how to free your friends. Return to 

the tart (@ ).and head northwest 
two screens to find Tom's home (@ 
Look for the Blue Feather (@ ) m 
the southeast corner. Return to the 
start and follow the same path to 

reach Tom (@ ). If you return to 
Tom's home after saving your friend 
and speak to him agam, he rewards 
you with items and a level-up for 
both Merry and Pippin. 

Acacia WillowthorJ1 

AcAC!a W'ilowthoNll I ha"" a na 
snug ~~~ but hofflble sPidef's m ave m<>VO!Q 11'1. 

Travel northwest once. southwe>t 
twice, then southeast to find AcaciJ 
Willowthorn (® ).Her home 1. 

overrun with spiders. Defeat the 
spiders and she gives you a Health 
Potion, a 13ronze Coin, and some 
helpful advlCe. 
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(Frodo) Thank goodness we're out 
of that Forest. It's straight-o-ver--~ the Barrow Downs to Bree now. 
Maiibe we'll meet Gandalf there. 

The path from Tom's home leads to a 
foggy area known as the Barrow-downs. 
Slip through the fog to reach the town 
of Bree, a short distance away. 

Check northeast of the first clearing to 
find Acorns (@ ) on the ground. They 
aren't food, but they're still useful. 

Enter the tunnel on the northwest side 
of the area. This leads you to a sealed 
door guarded by a Barrow-wight 
(@ ).After defeating the enemy, you 
find a clue for how to get through the 
door: "An oak drops it to the floor, only 
an acorn will open this door." Place the 
Acorns inside the hole in the waJI, and 
the door unlocks. Beyond the door you 
find a Bronze Coin (@ ) and a Small 
Shield(@ ). 

\12>'~\~ 
( the Small Shield to the Hobbit 
"h gets attacked the most. This is 
t sually Pippin. He's in the hot seat, 
b"<.am;&.> even when facing a single 

nemy, he's always in th,e enemy's 
hr e of fir&.>. 

Exit the tunnel and go to the second 
tunnel in the first area. This door 
leads to a room with doors heading 
left and right C@). Use the door on 
the right first. 

When you exit the tum1el, continue 
straight to enter another. Defeat or 
dodge the enemies inside and collect 
the Fine Small Leather Armour @) 
and a Sling ((J)) from the room in 
the back. 

Exit the tunnel and head northwest to 
find another entrance. Go inside and 
head left, following the tunnel around 
to find items you passed up earlier. 
When you've looped all the way 
around, defeat the Barrow-wight and 
grab the Reeds (@ ) from the corner 
before contim1ing. 

Past the Barrow-wights, is a door 
locked by a riddle (@ ) "Found by bog 
or stream, worked into shoes by the 
woodsman's weave." Sounds like it's 
talking about your Bog Shoes, which 
were made from Reeds. Put the Reed; 
inside the hole in the wall to unlock 
the door. Bree is a sprint away! 

Quests 

You must solve two riddles in this 
area. Both require the use of an item I 
to unlock a door. The first riddle (@1 
is: "An oak drops it to the floor, onk 
an acorn will open this door." This 
one is simple, because it says that an 
acorn opens the door. Use the Acorm 
CQ)) and the door opens. 

The second riddle (@ ) is: "Found by 
bog or stream, worked into shoes by 
the woodsman's weave." You know 
that Bog Shoes are made from Reed1. 
Find the Reeds (@ )southwest of th, 
door and use them to open it. 



Bree 

(!) Small Helmet 

@ Trader-Old Boot (1 BC), Squib 
(1BC), Yellow M11shroo111 (1BC) 

@ Sli11g 

@ Trader-Sa11d111iches (1 BC), Sli11g 
(JGC), Fi11e Sword (JGC, 2BC) 

@ Trader-S111all He/111et (1 CC), Old 
Boot (1 BC), Sa11dwic/ies (1 BC) 

@ Bro11ze Coi11 

0 Dagger 

@ Draught 

@ Trader-Leatl1er Ar111011r (2BC), S111all 
Leather Ar111011r (2BC) 
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\1 you enter Bree, visit the house on 
our left to find Amos Appledore (@ ). 

In Hobbiton, Mr.13racegirdle gave you a 
message to deliver to Mr. Appledore. 
Hopefully, you've held on to it. Do so 
nd you're rewarded with one or two 
evels for Pippin. 

In the next part of town, a trader (@ ) is 
:n the first house on the left. He's selling 
Old Boots, a Squib, and a Yellow 
\lushroom. A second trader (@ ) in a 
house on the northeast side of the square 
!s selling Sandwiches, a Sling, and a Fine 
~word. Buy the Yellow Mushroom, the 
Smdwiches, and the Fine Sword. The 
Hobbits can't use the sword, but you'll 
meet someone who can. 

Head to the northwest section, and visit 
the trader (@ ) on the northwest side of 
the square. He 1s selling Sandwiches, a 
Small Helmet, and Old Boots. Get 
those Sandwiches even if you pass on 
the other items. 

Look for The Prancing Pony on the 
southwest side of the square. Inside, you 
meet Barliman Butterbur (@ ), the inn's 
proprietor, and learn that a room awaits 
you. If you talk to everyone, you also 
meet Aragorn, also known as Strider. 

Enter the southwest room. Talk to the 
Dwarf named Rali (@ ) in the corner, 
and he tells you how he lost a boot. lf 
you bo~t the Old Boor from the 
trader ~) to the north ofThe 
Prancing Pony, speak to Rali a second 
time. He accuses you of stealing the 
boot, but if you give it to him you earn 
a Gold Coin and Sam goes up a level. 

Bree 

When you're ready, head through the 
northwest door and enter the second 
room (@ ),the Hobbits' sleeping 
quarters. Aragorn enters the room 
unannounced and asks to jom your 
party. You also receive a letter from 
Gandalf apologizing for not meeting 
you at Bree and suggestmg you 
continue on to Rivendell and speak 
with Elrond. Aragorn mentions taking 
the upstairs rooms, but there's nothing 
left to do in The Prancing Pony, so head 
back outside. 

Aragorn come equipped with Narsil 
as his weapon. It would be powerful 
if it wc.ren't broken. Replace it wlth 
the Fine Sword, which can be 
bought from a trader. Ar;igorn is not 
effective in combat with a broken 
weapon. 

Head to the northeast part of town 
where the second gate is located. Stop 
at the shop on the northwest side of the 
square.Jacob Forge ( @ ),a blacksmith . 
informs you that he has been asked to 
make you armor. Pick up both sets of 
armor if you can afford them. Get the 
Leather Armour for Aragorn; he takes 
most of the damage in fights to come. 
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To leave Bree, vou must solve a riddle 
(@ ): "Tv.:o ey~s, a nose, and a gaping 
mouth. forged by fire, square or round." 
If you talked ro everyone in The 
Prancmg Pony, you know that the 
answer is a helmet. Put one of your 
hdmet\ in the hole next to the gate; 
you'll lose the helmet, but you have 
no choice. 

_ ___. --

Message for Amos 
Appledore 

If you got the message for Amos 
Appledore (@ ) in Hobbiton, deliver 
it. Find him inside the first house on 
your left as you enter town.Your 
rev.rard for delivering the letter is two 
levels for Pippin. 

Y~eet a Dwarf named Rali (@: 
in the southwest room ofThe 
Prancing Pony. He's lost a boot-or 
rather it was stolen while he ~lept. 
His missing boot is the Old Boot the 
trader (@ ) in the north part of the 
square is selling. Buy it, then speak 
with Rali. He accuses you of stealing, 
but if you give it to him, you earn a 
Gold Coin and Sam goes up a level. 

The Exit Riddle 

The northern exit( @ ) is locked. 
and you must solve a riddle to open 
it. The riddle is: "Two eyes, a nose. and 
a gaping mouth, forged by fire, square 
or round." The answer is a helmet. 
Place one of your helmets 111 the hole 
next to the door to unlock it. 



ffii6gewo..cer ma.rshes 

Road East of Bree 

@Atl1elas 

@ Trader-Fine Small 
Leatlrer Armour (1GC), 
Small Shield (1 CC, 
2BC), Dagger (1 CC) 

{!) Atlrelas 

@ Yellow M11slrroo111 

@ Yellow Mushroom 

@ eek/ace 

@ Small Slrield 

@ Red M11.sl1room 

@ Red M11s/iroo111 

@ Gold Coin 

@ Small Sl1ield 

@ Leat/1er Armour 
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As you leave Bree, you come to a split road 
(@ ). Aragorn suggests that you pass 
through the Midgewater Marshes, 
because the Ringwraiths are searching 
for the One Ring. The path to the 
marshes is straight ahead, but another 
road runs to the right. 

You meet two groups of bandits. The 
leader of the group to the south is 
angry with his brother (@ ),the leader 
of the group to the north, for stealing 
his mother's necklace. The leader of the 
group to the north (@ ) claims that his 
brother stole their father's necklace. 
Perhaps you can help. 

Head south to find a trader(@ ). Buy 
the Fine Small Leather and Small Shield 
if you need them. The Dagger isn't 
worth purchasing. If you need money, 
there are some I31g Dogs nearby 
t.'liarding a Gold Corn (@) and 
athclas (@). 

l ig D~; hits Aragor.'.' For•4tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~ 
A pack of Big Dogs(@ ) blocks the 
southern path. If you defeat them, 
Aragorn gains a level. 

Go to the north and look for a path 
going through the trees to stairs leading 
to a cave. Enter the cave and go 
upstairs. Fight the spiders to get a 
Necklace(@ ). 

Return to the bandits in the north (@ ) 
and show them the Necklace. The 
leader gives you a Bow in exchange. 
Return to the marsh entrance . 

.. 

Cross the marshes to encounter an old 
woman (@ ). She asks you to defeat a 
wight causing trouble in the area. Find 
the Barrow-wight (© ) to the west. 
Defeat it and return to the old wom.m 
for a Gold Coin and a Fine Sword. 

Head back to find three switches (@ 
on the ground that control four stone 
blocks in the water. Press the swicclm 
to raise the blocks and cross safely. Hit 
the two switches on the left and nghr 
of the stone path. Leave the one in the 
center alone. 
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ffii6gewo..cer ffio..rshes 

ontinue through the marsh to find a 
ond switch puzzle (@ ). Hit the 

~ht switch, the bottom switch, then the 
op switch. 

ross the blocks, and head northwest to 
nd a puzzle with five blocks (Q)). This 
ne requires speed. Hit the top right 
1irch, then run to the left switch. 
nrinr onto the bottom right switch 

JJd angle to the top right switch. If 
ou arc fast enough, the path is stable. 
ow you can reach the treasure on the 
:her side. 

Backtrack to look for the last puzzle 
(Q)) to the northeast. Press the top left 
button, then \Naik over the top right 
button. Next, trigger the button on the 
bottom left, then the one on the 
bottom right. Press the top left button 
to finish. Your reward for solving all the 
puzzles is a new level for Sam. 

Quests 

You face two groups of bandits . The 
leader of the northern gang (@ ) is 
angry with his brother. the leader of 
the southern group, because he 
claims his brother stole their father's 
necklace. The leader of the gang to 
the south (@ ) is lying. Look for a 
path through the trees to the 
northeast that leads to some stairs up 
to a cave. Fight the spiders inside the 
cave to get the necklace (@ ). 
Return the necklace to the bandits 
in the north, and the leader gives you 
a Bow. 

The Noisy Wight 

[Old Woman! I wish someone would 
rid the Marshes of that noisy old 
Wight. He's be"n annoying me for 
years! 

An old ~111 (@ ) in the marsh 
asks you to defeat a wight in the area. 
The Barrow-wight (© ) ts to the 
west. Defeat it .md return to the old 
woman for your reward: J Gold Coin 
and a fme Sword. 

You must solve several switch puzzles 
ro cross rhe marsh. The solutions are 
as follows: 
Puzzle #1 (@ ): Left, right 

Puzzle #2. (@ ): Right. bottom. top 

Puzzle #3 (Q) ): Top right, left, 
bottom right. top nght 
(must be done quickly) 

Puzzle #4 (Q) ): Top left, rop nght. 
bottom left, bottom 
right, rop left 

Complete all the puzzles and Sam 
gains a level. 
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Items Legend 
@ Bro11ze Coi11 

@ At/zetas 

@ Athelas 

@ Athelas 

@ Sword 

@ Bro11ze Coin 

0 Small Dwarf Chai11 Mail 

@ Fine Sling 

@ Elve11 Dagger 
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5i:"6'tfi~~ 6~~~Fa a~i-~:1.~it0 B~~ge? 
•No 

The path through the marsh leads to a 
~1ountain. Use the stairs to climb to the 
first tier, and enter the cave at the top 
of the steps. A dwarf named Wick.Ii 
R.ainshield (@ ) is inside. He asks you to 
uke a message to his brother at Last 
Bridge, and warns you of trolls ahead. 
Accept this task. 

Exit the cave, and head around the 
mountain to the sou th east. A switch 
@) is on the ground. Step on it to 
open a door below you.You can't reach 
this door because a Ringwraith is 
roaming that area. 

Go up two more tiers, using the two 
1raircases above the switch. Follow the 
:nountainside to the southwest, to a 
descending staircase. At the bottom, 
locate a cave containing a Sword (@ ) 
and a Bronze Coin (@ ).The Sword isn't 
worth picking up. 

lDeo..cherccp 

Quests 
I Message for Bikli 

.. 

I Rainshield 
[Aragornl There is ht tie shelter or 
ceFence nere , but Fire will serve For I 

. both. We must camp here ..-

Go up the staircase outside the cave 
and around to the east. Use the 
ascending stairs to reach the top of 
Weathertop (@ ). Aragorn suggests that 
you camp here. To set up camp, walk to 
the center of the mountaintop. 

' 
The camp is attacked by Ringwraiths, 
and Frodo is wounded by one of their 
swords. Such a cursed wound is lethal 
if left untreated, but the curse cannot 
be broken by normal means. If Frodo 
is to survive, the party must search for 
a cure. Aragorn mentions finding 
Athelas, which you have, but using 
this item heals only some of Frodo's 
health points. Only a magical cure 
breaks the curse. 

Head to the bottom of the mountain, 
then go to the east. The door that was 
blocked by a Ringwraith is now 
accessible; so hit the switch (@ ) on 
the way down. Inside, you'll battle 
spiders and find some Small Dwatf 
Chain Mail ((V), a Fine Sling(@ ), and 
an Elven Dagger (@ ).When you've 
collected and equipped the items, head 
out of the cave to the east. 

5i:"6'tfi~~ 6~~~Fa a~i-~0:1.~stf B~~ge? 
•No 

Look for a dwarf named Wickli 
Rainshield (@ ) in the first cave in 
the mountain. He asks you to take a 
message to his brother at Last Bridge. 
When you find his brother, Bikli 
Rainshield, he gives you a couple of 
Squib Fireworks and Frodo's level 
increases. 
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Items Legend 
@ Hazelnuts 

@ Bronze Coin 

@ Trader- Sandwiches 
(1BC), Wtitercress 
(1BC), Cabbage 
(1BC) 

@ Red Mushroo111 

@ Yellow Mus'1roo111 

@ Troll's Curse 

@ S1111star 

@ Fine Dagger @ Boots 

@ Tr·ader-Spider Slicer 
(2GC), Fine Dagger 
(JGC, 1BC), Troll's 
Curse (2GC) 

@ Elfstone 

0 Wtitercress 

@ Gold Coin 

@ Gold Coin 

@ Atlielas 

@ Trader-Squib (1 BC), 
Su11Star (JGC), S111all 
Shield (1 CC, 2BC) 

@ Yellow Mus'1roo111 

@ cold Coin 

@ Trader- Boots (1 BC), 
Small Helmet 
(1 CC), Pitre Bo111 
(1GC, 2BC) 

@ S111all Leatl1er Ar111our 

@ Hazelnuts 

@ Fine Sli11g 

@ Hazelnuts 

@ S111 all Shield 

@ Elve11 Dagger 

@ cold Coin 

@ At/1elas 

@ Bronze Coi11 

@ Cabbage 

@ Watercress 

@ Red Mus'1roo111 

@ small Helmet 

® cold Coi11 

@ Blue Mushroo111 

any d•ys later . Frqdo •nd his companions 

couple of Squib fireworks, and Frodo's 
level increases . 

•• 
eaohed .the Last Bridge over the River II 
oar well ~ ..., 

The party reaches Last Bridge after r I 
several days of travel. Frodo's condition 
has not improved, but perhaps they can · 
find someone who knows of a cure. Visit the house on the north side of 

Check the east side of town to find a 
trader (@ ) selling weapons. They're 
expensive, and you don't need them 
all, but you should get the Troll's 
Curse. It's useful Y.:hen you face trolls. 
If you want to wait, you find one of 
these swords soon. 

Enter the building above the trader. 
Search upstairs to find Bikli Rainshield 
(@ ), Wickl1's brother, and give him 
WKkli's me'isage. He gives you a 

town to find another trader (@ ). If you 
can afford it, replace that helmet you 
lost in Bree. 

Stop at the house in the south corner. The 
woman (@ ) inside offers to create a cure 
for Frodo if the party gives her Stream
beard and Bush Bells. Find the Bmh Bells 
(Hazelnuts) (Q)) behind the i1m. Purchase 
the Streambeard (Watercress) from the 
trader (@ ) inside the inn.You can get the 
Streambeard free ((V) after crossing the 
river, if you want to wait. Bring the items 
back to the woman. She cures Frodo and 
gives you a Health Potion. 

You only need one Hazelnut and 
one Watercress, but you can find or 

' purchase three. Drop any extras; 
of they take up inventory space. 

Leave the town heading southeast, and 
enter the Trollshaws. Trolls are n;u,t) and 
powerfi.1l, so avoid them.You don't ga111 
experience from battles and can't loot 
corpses, so there's no reason to fight 1i 
you don't have to. 

Locate the large Troll footprints (@ 
on the ground as you cross the bndgr 
Follow them to the rocks in the cencer 
Go around the left side of the pillar, 
then follow the tendril on the right. 
This unlocks the door to the north. 

Pass through the door with caunon. 
You'll encounrer your first Troll i1udr 
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Eliminate the Troll, then explore the 
nJJll cave to find three Mushrooms and 

l Troll's Curse ((!})). 

Connnue southeast to the next area. 
Tlus is the heart of the Trollshaws. so 
~~ep up your guard. Follow the stairs 
.1p the mountainside, and enter the cave 
at the top. Go up the first staircase. The 
plth splits. Find the Hazelnuts and 
Watercress to cure Frodo if you haven't 
Jready. and kill a few Trolls to find 
other items. 

Head down the right staircase. Use the 
m1rcase outside the cave on the left, 
then head we-.t to find a Hazelnut (@ ). 

Defeat the fro @ • t the cave 
ebind the sto and Aragorn 
rains a level. 

Backtrack up the stairs and through the 
cave to the first split. Head upstairs and 
around until you are outside the cave. 
To the muthwest, locate a trader (@ ) 
selling Fireworks. Buy any goods you 

Ca.sc BriOge 
need. then descend the stairs to the east. 
A Watercress (@ ) is at the bottom, 
guarded by a Troll. 

J I 

l 

You've made it through the mountain, 
but one last Troll stands in your way. 
Defeat it. Make sure you've done 
everything you want to do here; you 
can't return. 

Check the sides of the path for items as 
you head northeast. At the road, you 
run into several R.ingwraiths (@ ). 
Frodo flees as his companions try to 
hold the enemy back, but the 
Ringwraiths give chase. Only the power 
of magic can save Frodo. 

uests 
Message for Bikli Rainshield 

Search the upstairs of the large 
budding before the bridge to find 
13ikli Rainshield (@ ), brother of 
the Dwarf stuck in Weathertop. Give 
him his brother's m<:!ssage and ht! 
gives you a couple of Squib 
Fireworks. Frodo's level aJso increases. 

Bush Bells and 
Stream beard 

Sp<:!ak with the woman (@ ) in th<:! 
south<:!rn house, and sh<:! offers to cure 
Frodo if the party finds some 
Streamb<:!ard and Bush Bells. To 
complete this quest, pick up the 13u ·h 
Bells (Hazelnuts) (Q)) from behind 
the inn and th<:! Streambeard 
(Watercress) (0 ) after you cross the 
river. Return th<:!m to the woman, 
and she cures Frodo and g1v<:!s you a 
Health Potion. 

Treasure Cave 

Notice the Troll footprints ( @) on 
the ground past the bridge. Follo\\ 
the footsteps to th<:! rocks in the area's 
center, passmg them on the left and 
the right tendril. This unlocks th<:! 
Troll's cave at the end of the tracks. 
Battle the Troll in the cav<:! to tak<:! its 
treasure: three Mushrooms and a 
Troll's Curse(@ ) sword. 165 
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@ Leatl1er Ar111011r 

@ Normal Sl1ield 
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The pJrty reaches Rivendell intact and 
find' Gandalf waitmg for them. He 
welcomes them to the Elven city and 
asks them to join the Council. 

Jom the Council in the room to the 
northwest (@ ).Speak with Elrond, 
and the meeting commences. The 
decision:The One Ring must be 
destroyed. But who will take on this 
dangerous task? Gandalf, Legolas, Gimli, 
and Boromir join Frodo and company. 
Together the nine heroes vow to take 
the One Ring to Mount Doom and 
cast it into the fires in which it was 
created. The meeting is adjourned and 
the new heroes go to the city's exit to 
Jwait Frodo. Explore the city; there's 
plenty to do before you leave. 

Go up the staircase inside the Council 
chambers. Locate a bedroom at the top, 
wherein you discover Bilbo Baggins 
@ ).The old chap is happy to see 
Frodo. and presents him with his Mithril 
Coat and St1ng, his legendary sword. 

RiveN6ell 

Next. speak with Elrond (@ ). He 
offers to create a healing potion if you 
bring him an Empty Phial((!)) . Check 
the staircase in the room to the 
southeast of the main room. Bring the 
Empty Phial to Elrond to get 111iruvo1: 

To the southwest of the main room, 
you find the beautiful Lady Arwen 
(@ ).She has a gift for Frodo, but says 
that it must be earned and brought back 
to her. Cros the main room to the 
room on the northeast side. Speak with 
Lindir (@ ),and he sings a tune for 
you: note I, note 2, note 3, note 2, note 
4. Go into the main room and use the 
door on the southeast side to find four 
musical flowerpots (@ ).Play the tune, 
and Lady Arwen's Amulet appears on the 
floor. Take the amulet back to Lady 
Arwen, and Frodo gains a level. 

? 

Speak to Glorfindcl (© ) in the room 
southeast of the main chamber. He 
lost an Elfstone near Last Bridge. If 
you found the stone at Last Bridge, 
hand over the stone, and Pippin goes 
up a level. 

Find Gimli near RivendeU's exit (@ ). 
He's upset because some of the Elves 
stole his axe. You have to find it and 
return it to him before you leave 
R.ivendell. Go to the Council chamber, 
and enter the door in the northeast 

' wall. Speak with Arndir (@ ).He says 
he will return the axe, if you show him 
a blade that stings. He's talking about 
Sting, Bilbo's legendary weapon, which 
you have. If you don't, find Bilbo (@ ) 
above the Council chamber, then return 
here. Bring the axe to Gimli.You may 
leave at any time. 

167 
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Bilbo's Present 

Visit Bilbo Baggins (@ ) in the 
room above the Council chambers. 
He presents Frodo with his legendary 
s\vord, Sting, and his Mithril Coat. 

Elrond's Task 

Speak with Elrond ( @ ) in the 
Council chamber, and he offers to 
create a healing potion if you bring 
him a phial to put it in. Check the 
staircase in the room to the southeast 
of the main room to find an Empty 
Phial( (!) ). Bring it back to Elrond, 
and get Miruvor in exchange. 

i= 

Speak to Lady Arwen (@ ) in the 
room southwest of the main room. 
She mentions having a gift for Frodo, 
but says that it must be earned and 
brought back to her. Cross the main 
room to the room on the northeast 
side, and speak with Lindir (@)) to 
hear the tune: note 1, note 2, note 3, 
note 2, note 4. Go into the main 
room and use the door on the 
southeast side to find four musical 
flowerpots(@ ). Play the tune, and 
Lady Arwen's Amulet appears on the 
floor. Return the amulet to Lady 
Arwen. Frodo gains a level. 

The Elfstone 

Tf you have the Elfstone in your 
inventory, speak with Glorfindel (® ) 
in the room southeast of the main 
chamber. He mentions having lost an 
Elfstone near Last Bridge. Hand over 
the stone and Pippin gains a level. 

Gi mli (@ ) is angry because some ol 

the Elves stole his axe.You can't leave 
Rivendell until you find it. Enm the 
room to the northeast of the Counci: 
chamber. Speak with Arndir (@ ). 
He gives you Gimli's axe if you sho11 
him a blade that stings. He means 
Sting, which you should already have. 
If you don't, go find Bilbo(@ ) 
above the Council chamber and then 
return here. Take the axe back to 
Gim.li, and you may leave when 
you wish. 



@Health Potion @R1111eE @Chain Mail 

@Fine S111ord @R1111el @Bro11ze Coi11 

@R1111eF @Health Potio11 @Leather Armour @Small Slzield @Ore Liquid 

@R1111eN @R1111el @R11neR @R1111e l @Ore Liquid 

@Squib @Squib @S111ord @Helmet 

@Ore Biter @ Gold Coi11 @ Yellow Mushroom @Ru11e l 
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The party tnes to reach its dest111at1011, 
but is forced to head for the Mines of 
Moria. The legendary Dwarf city is 
hidden from ordmary travelers, but 
Gandalf locates its entrance. Don't pass 
through the doors until you're ready; 
there's no turning back. 

~prcad out your gear among your 
n w allies. You don't want anyone 
using substandard gear when you 
h something better in your 
backp ck. Aragorn's sword, Nar ii, 
has been re forged and is as good as 
new-or bctt r. It is now c llcd 
Anduril. 'E'quip it! 

Moria is a maze of tunnels and bridges 
blocked by gates and protected by 
runes. Collect runes \vhile exploring, 
then decide where to use them to reach 
your goal. Some doors needn't be 

• opened. others need be. Use the maps 
and this walkthrough to help you 
decide. Open the necessary doors first, 
then open others to pick up n·easures. 

Ores and Goblins heavily guard the 
halls. Save often, and conserve your 
healing items. You need them. Combat 
is generally optional, so find ways 
around battles. 

Use a Rune E to open the gate in the 
northwest wall. Enter the room to find a 
Rune N (@ ),an Ore Biter(@ ). and 
Squib fireworh (@ ). 

Pa~s through the southeast door and 
onto the ledges. Take the southwest 
stairs to a group of Ores guarding a 
rune (@ ) and Squib (@ ) fireworks. 
Collect the Rune I after the battle and 
continue down the path to the 
soutl1\.vest to find more items. 

Backtrack up the stairs to the ledge 
above. FollO\Y it around to the east, the~ 
use the stairs heading southeast. When 
the stairs split, take the southwest set. 
They lead you to another encounter. 
Enter the next room and climb the 
stairs to find a Rune R (@ ).Head 
down the opposite side, and challenge 
the Goblins to find a Rune E (@ ) and 
a Yellow Mushroom. 

Near the Goblins, locate an arched 
doorway. Pass through to find a Rune I 
(@ ) next to a broken bndge. Grab the 
rune and go back the way you came. 
Use a Rune F to open the gate on the 
east side of the room. and pass through. 
A Rune R opens another gate that 
takes you to the final room. 

This room has two gates and one 
gigantic Troll. Go up the stam and use. 
Rune I to open the gate. Pass through 
and be ready for another battle. Use the 
door behind the Ores, then head up chc 
stairs and through a gateway. Do 
everythmg you want to do 111 this 
section before passing through the doc! 
You won't be able to return. 
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(!) R11ne R 

@S1111star 

@Sq11ib 

@ Sq11ib 

@ Health Potion 

@Helmet 

0 S1111Star 

@ Health Potion 

@ Gold Coi11 

@ Fi11e Bow 

@R1111eR 

@R1111eE 

@Bronze Coi11 

@ Spider Slicer 

@ El11e11 Leather 
Ar111011r 

@R11neN 

@ Squib 

@ Fi11eAxe 

@R1111el 

@ Sq11ib 

@ El11e11 Bow 

@R1111eE 

@R1111el 

@ small Eille11 
Leather Ar111011r 

@RuneD 

@ Fiud Small 
Leather Ar111011r 

@ R1111eF 

@ Health Potion 

@ Ore Liq11id 

@ Ore Liq11id 
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Pick up the Rune R ((!)) from the 
southeast corner of the room. Use 
Jm rune to open the door on the 
northwest side. Pass through the door, 
then follmv the hallway south. You 
pass through several room ; you can 
'ee treasures that are out of reach for 
the moment. 

On the far south side of thi area 1s an 
L-shaped hallway. You can go west to 
find a Helmet (@) .md a Health Potion 
© ),but you need to fight four Ores to 
reach them. If you're victorious-or if 
you'd rather pass-go to the east end of 
the hall and through the door. 

The next room has three doors. Enter 
the 1111ddle door and step on the 
switch (@ ).Backtrack to the previous 
room and enter the door on the far 
nght. which the swuch opened, to find 
mrne treasure. 

Go through the middle door and travel 

north to find a second switch (@ on 
the floor. Stepping on it unlocks one of 
the g.1tes in the room where you began 
this section of Moria, which is through 
the north door. Before you go, check out 
the west \\all. Use :i l~une I to open the 
west door; you reach a room containing 
a couple of treasures. Use the southwest 
door 111 the previous room to find a hall 
v.1ith two smaller rooms off to the side 
contaimng treasure. 

FollO\.\ the hall muth. This takes you to 
the room with three doors on the north 
wall. Use the middle door, and step on 
the second switch (@ ) to go through the 
north door you passed earlier. This puts 
you in the starting room. The s\vitch 111 

the previous room has unlocked the left 
door on the north wall. 

Pass through that door, 1gnormg the 
switch (@ ) on the floor fr)r now. In the 
next room, there are five doors on the 
north \\all. Go through the two doors 
on the east side of the room, and trigger 
the switch (@ ) behind them. Backtrack 

... ... 

to the previous room and trigger the 
floor switch (@ ) to close the east doors 
and open the west ones. Enter the west 
room, and trigger the floor S\vitch (@ ) 
inside. Ati:er you activate both switches 
(@ ) (@ ) m the room with five doors, 
the middle door opens. 

The path ahe:id leads to a switch puzzle 
(® ) similar to the ones you solved in 
M1dgewater Marshes. Solve the puzzle 
by stepping on the middle-right switch 
twice, followed by the middle-left 
switch, then the right switch, and finally 
the left witch. When you solve the 
puzzle, Merry gams a level. 

Cross the bndge. check out the west 
room. and take the stairs down. At the 
bottom of the stairs, enter the cast door. 
You're in the starting area. The th1rd 
door in the north wall 1s now open. 
Save your game and enter the middle 
door. You may need to battle Ores m 
the:: path ahead, but the door behind 
them leads you to the next section of 
the Mmes. 
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(!) Sli11g (Z)Ru11eF @Sq11ib @Small Cliai11 Mail 

@Ru11eA @Ru11eR @R1111el @Health Potio11 

@ Axe @R1111eR @ Normal Shield @Ore Liquid 

@ Chai11 Mail @ Elf Fou11tai11 @Red Mushroom @S1111Sfar 

@Ru11eF @ Elven Dagger @ Yel/0111 Mushroom @Elf Fou11tai11 

@Ru11eR @squib @sq11ib @Fine Sli11g 

@Ore Liquid 

@Ru11el 

@R1111eR 

@Sli11g 

@R1111eR 

@R1111eE 

Items Legend 
@R1111eR 

@R1111eR 

@Troll's C11rse 

@R1111el 

@R1111el 
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This section is different from the 
previous two in that there are two exits, 
one to the north and one to the south. 
The northern exit takes you to the 
fourth part of the Mines of Moria; the 
southern exit takes you to an extra 
crypt area. You can use only one of the 
two exits. Choose the northern exit to 
skip the crypts. Choose the southern 
exit to go to the crypts first, then the 
fourth section of Moria. Use the 
northern exit to skip ahead, and the 
muthern exit to get extra items. This 
walkthrough assumes you use the 
southern exit. 

Head upstairs at the start to find a Rune 
(@ ) on the floor next to a Goblin 
group.1gnore the Goblins, but grab the 
rune before heading through the east 
door. The next hole contains a Troll, but 
you can avoid this battle, as well. 

Enter a hall containing four doors, one 
on each side. The door to the north 
leads to the northern exit. Go this way 
to collect treasures. The east door is 
blocked, so the only alternative to the 
north door is the south one. 

find two Runes on the ground. U\e a 
Rune R to open the door in the west 
wall and get Chain Mail (@) for one of 
your characters. Usmg a Rune F to open 
the south door is a waste. After you get 
the treasure, go through the east door. 

Pick up the three Runes from the floor 
and enter the south door. Head west. A 
couple of Runes are in the next room. 
Backtrack to the previous hallway and 
use the east door. 

The south door in this room is the e::\'it, 
but a gate blocks it. Avoid the Goblins 
in the center of the room ,md use the 
door on the north side. There are 
several doors in the next hallway, most 
blocked by gates. One has three Rune 
symbols on the floor next to it. Use 
three Runes to open the gate and get 
some good items. 

Enter the door on the far nght side of 
the north wall. Get the Rune from the 
floor and go through the door to the 
north. Follow the hall west and go 
through the door at the end. A Troll 
blocks the next door on the west side 
of the room. If you meak around it, 
you're delaying an unavoidable battle on 
the way back. 

the next room, and up the west stairs. 
At the top is a floor S\\ itch (@) .Tim 
controls the gate blockmg the southern 
exit. When you step on the switch . you 
can either continue through the door to 
the west or backtrack to the south exit. 
There's more to see, so wander around 
before leaving. Don't go through the 
north exit. 

If you head west instead of 
backtracking, you find a Troll and 
two Ores in the next hallway. Dcfo t 
them all, and Boromir gains a I v I. 
They nlso guard a stash of items. 
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Items Legend 
© S111all He/111et 

@Healt/1 Potion 

@R11neF 

© Healtli Potion 

@ Nor111al Sliield 

@RuneR 

0 Red Musliroo111 

@Red M11shroo111 

@Rune F 

@ Normal Sl1ield 

@ Healtli Potion 

@Ore Biter 

@R1111eN 

@Rune I 

@R1111eD 

@) Gold Coin 

@ Elven Dagger 

@RuneR 

@Rune 0 

@Bronze Coin 

@He/111et 

@ Ore Liquid 

@Healt/1 Potion 

@Fine Sling 

@ Bronze Coin 

@RuneR 

@ Bronze Coin 

@ Gold Coin 

@)Gold Coin 

@RuneR 

@Borv 

@Durin 's Axe 

@Rune F 

@RuneR 

T 
Six crypts line this area's walls. Each 
requires a Rune's use to gain entrance. 
Inside the crypts are the occasional 
enemy and great treasure.Visit the top 
crypts, one by one, then head down the 
stairs to the lower crypt and exit the 
area.You need a Rune D (@ ) to open 
the gate. 

Enter the far right crypt on the north 
wall. Inside is a rare R.w1e 0 (@ ). 
which you need to fully explore this 
area. Inside the left crypt on the north 
wall are three Rune symbols (@ ) on the 
floor. Three rtunes to open a single door 
may seem costly, but a unique treasure 
wait> behind the gate. Durin's Axe (@) 
makes Gimli one of your stronge5t 
warriors, and this i> your only chance to 

get it. 
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Items Legend 

@ R1111eA 

@R1111eF 

Q)R1111e I 

@Ore Liq11id 

@Squib 

© Pirre Chai11 Mail 

@R1111eR 

©Health Potio11 

0 Yellow M11shroo111 

@R1111eG 

@ Elf Fo1111tai11 

@ Red Mushroom 

@RurreN 

@ Ore Liquid 

@ Ore Liquid 

@ Small Dwarf 
Chain Mail 

@ Rune/ 

@ Etve11 Bow @ Bl11e Mushroom 

@ Small Divmf 
Chain Mail 

You've reached the final part of the 
Mines of Moria. Tt's a short run to the 
end along a straight path. A few 
enemies are along the way, but you 
can push through. 

Go up the stairs and through the door 
at the top. You can work your way 
around the Goblins there without 
'tarting a battle. On the other side is 
the grave of Balin, on of Fundin, 
Lord of Moria(@ ). 

Continue through the north door and 
follow the path until you reach a large 
room. Save your game. Many enemies 
lie in wait, and some battles are 
difficult. 

Use the door in the east wall to stand 
on a rocky ledge with a skinny stone 
bridge running over a huge pit (@ ). 
Cross the bridge and a Balrog enters 
the room behind you. Gandalf gives 
his hfe so that the rest of the party 
may escape. 

Take nything of vah.1e (healing 
item and weapons) from Gandalt 
before cro !dng the bridg . You do1 t 

need Runes any longer, o dump 
them "fyou need room. 

You can explore many other rooms 111 

this area before crossing the bridge, but 
after you cross the bridge, you're done 
here. Check out everything before you 
trigger the final event. You should have 
plenty of Runes to open all the doors, 
and it's worth checking them out for 
some decent items. 

To open the second door in the final 
room, you need a rare Rune G (@ ). 
Find 1t by going from the gravesite 
through the door to the west. Defeat 
the Goblms and look for the Rune in 
the room beyond. 

•I . 
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Items Legend 
(D Atltelas 

@ Red M11sltroo111 

@ Red M11sltroo111 

© Acom Necklace 

@ Silk Cocoo11 

Having escaped the Mines of Moria, 
the Fellowship is in a clearing where 
strange stones are laid out in a circle. 
Inspect the center stone (@ ) to find a 
message-"Three circles make: First for 
Elves, next for Dwarves, la t for Men." 
This clue will help you discover the 
ecret of the stones. 

(i)Red M11sltroo111 

@ Lem bas 

@Bro11ze Coi11 

@ Lem bas 

@ Mal/om Seed 

@ Silk Cocoo11 
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Select Lcgolas and, follow111g the path 
;iround the central stone, walk a 
complete nrclc. Switch to G1mli and 
w.ilk another complete circle. Finally, 
switch to either Aragorn or Boromir 
,111d walk <lround the circle one last time. 

o pr vious p gc for th p 

In response to your actions, several 
Elves appear from the surrounding 
woods. Their leader, Haldir, orders you 
to visit Caras Galadon and speak with 
Lord Celeborn and Galadriel, the Lady 
of the Golden Wood. 

Head north to encounter an Elf(@ ) 
who offers to sing a tune for you. The 
tune is: high note, high note, medium 
note, low note, high note.You need ch11 
tune to reach the city in the trees above. 



Return to the south, then look to the 
east to find a ladder leading up to one 
of the Elven buildings. Three musical 
stumps (@ ) are in front of the ladder. 
On the stumps, pla) the tune you 
learned, and the Elf in front of the 
ladder moves out of your way. 

Pass through the building and down the 
next ladder. Head north two screens, 
ignoring the Elves in the area for now. 
They need items that you don't yet 
have. Climb the ladder. In the next 
room, you meet Galadnel (@ ).She 
tries to help your party by giving you 
111ir11vor, a strong healing potion. 

Travel two rooms south and speak with 
the solitary Elf(@ ). He mentions that 
a plague of spiders is makmg life 
difficult m the \VOods. A reward is yours 
if you eliminare them. Go to the north, 
where Galadriel is, then through the 
west door. The ladder here leads down 
to a small clearing with five prowling 
spiders (© ). Ddeat them, then r1:turn 
to the Elf for your reward: an Ore Biter. 

C0chl6rieN 

Pass through the next three rooms to 
the south and find Celeborn (@ ).He 
informs you that a strange creature has 
been spotted roaming the woods. 
Locate the creature, and you'll be 
rewarded. Keep this task in mind, but 
for the moment, there's more to do. 

Go back one room and use the ladder. 
Travel north to find Galadnel waiting 
for you. Follow her to a strange mirror 
(@ ) in a clearing. When you peak to 
Galadnel, Frodo sees a frightening 
scene. Grab the Silk Cocoon (@ ) 
from behind the mirror and go to the 
south. Pick up the Mallorn Seed ( @ ) 
and use the ladder to return to the city 
in the trees. 

Cross to the west room and use the 
next ladder to go into the woods. A 
Silk Cocoon ({4)) is below the ladder. 
Travel west andr11eet an Elf((!) ) who 
can create Elven Cloaks from the Silk 
Cocoons. 

To the west of the tailor is a.norher Elf 
(@ ) who can teach you a tune for one 
Gold coin. Pay him to hear the 
following: Low, High, Medium, High. 
Low. Use this to get to the woods in 
the \vest, where you started. 

Walk north and talk to the Elf(@ ) on 
the trail. He rewards you with an Elven 
Cloak and a Lembas for bringing him a 
Mallorn Seed. If you didn't get the 
Mallorn Seed @ ), it's south of the mirror. 

Go to the west and play the tune g1v1:11 
to you on the nearby stumps (@ ).The 
Elf blocking the ladder moves away. 
Travel up the ladder and down the 
opposite side. Go west 0111: '>Crecn, then 
north. As you enter the northern ,lrt'a, 
you spy Gollum (@ ) running through 
the forest. This matter must be brought 
to Celeboro's attention immediately! 
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Travel to Celebom @) and tell him 
about Gollum. For discovering the 
identity of the strange creature, Celeborn 
rewards you with the Bow of Galadriel. 
This is the best bow available in the game. 

You're ready to depart from Lothl6rien. 
Head to where the mirror is, then travel 
east to find boats (@ ) waiting to take 
you to the Falls of Ramos. When you 
tell the Elf waiting by the boats that 
you're ready to leave, Galadriel and 
Celeborn appear, bearing gifts for the 
ad\·enturers: PbiaJ of Galadriel and 
Sam's Box of Earth. Collect them both, 
.md you're on your way. 

You exit the Mmes of MoriJ. <llld arrive 
near .1 clearing full of rock>. On the center 
'tone (@ ) is a mess;ige: "Three circle> 
make: Fmt for Elves, next for Dwarves, last 
for Men." 

Seh~ct LegoJa, and \\alk a complete mcle, 
foll01nng the path around the central stone. 
Swm:h to Gimli and waJk another complete 
circle. Switch to either Aragorn or 13oronur and 
walk around the mcle one last rime. Sewral 
8ws .1ppcar and take you to Lothl6mn. 

To the north of the start is an Elf(@ ) 
who sings you tlm tune: high note, 
high note, medium note, low note, high 
note. Return to the south, then look to 
the east to find a ladder leading up to 
one of the Elven buildings. 

Play the rune on the three musicaJ 
sn1mps (@ ) in front of the ladder. The 
Elf in front of the ladder moves away. 

One of the Elves mentions that spiders 
have overrun the woods. Go to the 
north to where GaJadriel (@ ) is and 
go through the west door. The ladder 
here leads down to a small clearing 
where five spiders (® ) wait. Defeat 
them and return to the Elf, who rewards 
you \Vith an Ore Biter. 

Grab the Mallorn Seed south of the 
mirror near tht· cast side of the forest. 
An Elf(@ ) 1s on the trail to the west 
(through the cittl: If you give him the 
Mallorn Seed (Q.9), he rewards you 
with an Elven Clo.lk <Uld a Lembas. 

------r,1,; ... 

An Elf ((.i)) stands in a clearing to the 
south in the forest's middJe. The Elf 
offers to make Elven Cloaks from any 
Silk Cocoons you find. There are two 
cocoons in the forest. 

Strange Creature 

Celeborn (@ ) mforms you that a strange 
creature has been spotted roaming the 
woods. If you find rhe creature, Ccleborn 
will re\\"Jrd you. Look for an Elf (Q)) 111 

the woods who offers ro teach you a 
rune for a coin. The tune goes like this: 
Low, High, Medium, High, Low. 

Go west and play rhe rune on the 
musical stumps ( @ ).The Elfblockmg 
the ladder moves out of your way. Travd 
west, then north. As you enter the 
northern area, you spy Collum (@ ) 
runmng through the forest. 

Travel to Celeborn and tell him that 
rhe strange creature is Goll um. Your 
rt•ward is the 13ow of Galadriel. 
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Q) Ye/10111 M11sliroo111 

@ Yellorv M11sliroo111 

@ Yel/0111 M11sliroo111 

© Health Potio11 

@ Squib 

@ Red M11s/iroo111 

0 Dagger 

@ Red M11sliroo111 

@ R1111el 
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As the party hits shore, a horde of Ores 
charges forward to block the path. 
Sneak around the south side of the trees 
to avoid this battle. Otherwise, be ready 
for a tough fight.Your frontline fighters 
should go into battle with no less than 
15 health points. 

After the battle, give all of your best 
equipment to Frodo. He needs Sting, a 
Small Shield, a Sm.all Helmet, Boots, 
and Bilbo's Mithril Coat. Fill his 
mventory with your best healing items, 
preferably Ore Liquid, and a Rune I. 
The Rune saves you trouble later. 

As you move down the trail, Aragorn 
stops the party. Frodo must climb Amon 
Hen, and fight, alone to determine the 
Fellowship's next action. Save right 
away. This won't be easy. 

Head to Amon Hen. Avoid fighting. 
Frodo must win at least one fight 
alone, and it may require all his healing 
supplies. If you insist on exploring, 
check the map for items and be aware 
that you encounter wargs in every 
cave. You can find healing items, but 
you don't need them if your inventory 
is full. lf you go after them, sneak past 
the wargs. 

'Ihcre's no rea~on to fight the 
wargs. Skip them and move on. The 
items they're protecting aren't 
worth the risk. 

When you're ready to climb Amon 
Hen, head southeast, down the long 
trail, and enter the door in the side of 
the mountain. After you enter the door, 
you can't exit the mountain, so be 
ready. Head up the stairs to locate a 
rune symbol on the floor. If you already 
have a Rune I in your inventory, use it 
to open tl1e gate and proceed. If not, 
you must find one in the mountain. 

If you don't have the rune, pass 
through the southeast door and find a 
Goblm standing in front of a rune. 
Defeat the Goblin, grab the Rune I 
(@ ).and return to the symbol in the 
previous room. Open the gate and pass 
through it. 

Climb the stairs.You're confronted by 
another Goblin. Fight your way past, 
and climb the stairs to the top of Amon 
Hen.Your task may be complete, but 
your quest is far from over. 



~lNcerview 
Prima: Thott\ands of pe_ople 
experienced the world ofJ.R.R. 
Tolkien for the first time in a movie 
theater. How would you entice 
them to revisit The Lmf c?f t/1e Ri11,~s: 
T11c Fclloll's!llp c!f rhe Ri11g in a video 
game based on the book? 

Alan Patmore, 
Surreal Software CEO: As most 
people are aware, most movies that 
are based upon a book often stray 
from the book in many ways. 
Unfortunately, elements of the plot 
and even great characters are left 
out for various reasons. The 
Fe/10111s/zip of the Ring video game 
was designed from the beginning 
to stay as true to the books as 
possible without worrying about 
fitting into a two-hour story. The 
game is able to fill in many of the 
small gaps the movie left, and 
people will come away with a 
better understanding of T71e 
Fcllow~hip of the Ring. Many of the 
characters that were not in the 
movie make appearances in the 
video game and strengthen the 
Tolkien experience. 

"~~271 • Patrick Moynihan ofWXP: 
Video games allow the player to 
virtually experience the adventures 
of the characters they are based 
on. This alone allows video games 
to be far superior to movies when 

• interpreting a written work. 
Players can actually take in the 
experience first-hand and at the 
pace they see fit. There has never 
been a movie lasting 30-40 hours, 
while video games commonly 
tend toward these large blocks of 
time, giving the players the 

personally involved in the story 
they are participating in. The 
Fellowship ef the Ri11g has been 
adapted into a video game with 
this in mind, providing the player 
with plenty of characters that have 
come alive with attitudes and traits 
onJy hinted at in the movie. 
Players will feel like they really are 
in the Middle-earth they read 
about in Tolkien's novels. 

Prima: What was your favorite 
environment in the video game, 
and \vhy? 

Patmore: I would have to choose 
Moria as my favorite environment 
in the game. Everything from the 
grand scale of the structures to the 
atmospheric lighting helps to 
create a replica ofTolkien's vision 
for Moria. 

Moynihan: The Shire has some 
strong appeal. The adventure is 
about to begin, and Frodo is 
assembling the Fellowship. The 
Shire gives players a chance to 
familiarize themselves with the 
characters that Frodo has grown 
up with, giving them a glimpse of 
what life is like for the Hobbits of 
Middle-earth. Still unaware of the 
terrible forces that threaten the 
world, Frodo and the player are 
introduced to the struggle a little 
at a time. 

opportunity to really get oP 

Prima: Which environment was 
' -
Tthe most difficult to create, 

and why? 

Moynihan : Moria, with its vast 
size and deep history, was truly an 
undertaking to create. This is no 
dungeon fi.-om a typical fantasy 
game, but rather an underground 
empire long inhabited by the 
Dwarves. The Fellowship travels 
through a mere portion of the 
gigantic cave system, while other 
areas to be explored are hinted at 
in the literature. Deciding on 
which of these locations to flesh 
out was tough. 

c 
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Prima: Can you give our readers 
a profile of the strengths and 
weaknesse~ of each main 
character-Frodo, Aragorn. and 
Gandalf? 

Patmore: Frodo's greatest strength 
is his possession of the One Ring, 
which allows him_ to sneak around 
potential foes with ease. Frodo is 
also fairly agile, which allows him 
to jump and grab onto ledges. 
Frodo's biggest weakness is his lack 
of combat skills and weapons. 

Aragorn is by far the best of the 
three at conventional combat. He 
is both a master swordsman and 
excellent marksman with his bow. 
Aragorn has no real weakness. 

Gandalf is the master of sorcery 
and is able to put on an impressive 
show! If Gandalf finds himself with 
little or no spirit he is very 
vulnerable because of his less-than
impressive melee weaponry skills. 

Moynihan: Frodo and his Hobbit 
ilk are people of the earth. They live 
beneath the soil they so fondly love 
and care for. Frodo enjoys the simple 
things in life, like good food or a 
good story. He idolizes his Uncle 
Bilbo and fantasizes about Bilbo's 
adventures. Frodo is intelligent, 
curious, and nimble--all traits that 
would aid him in the coming 
adventure. He prefers not to fight, but 
when he is forced, he can endure 
combat with cunning and skill-and 
of course the One Ring. 

Aragorn is a juxtaposition of 
characteristics. While being of noble 
blood, he prefers the life of a Ranger. 
Though he is a fierce fighter, he is 
also a gentle and respectful person. 
Aragom aligns himself with the plight 
of Frodo and would easily give up his 
life to aid the innocent Hobbit. 

Gandalf is an enigma, an oracle, 
and a father figure to the Fellowship. 

lNcerview 
He is mysterious, wise, and ominous. 
The Fellowship relies upon his 
knowledge to help them seek the 
right path in the long journey. 
Gandalf wields powerfol magic and is 
adept at swordplay as well. However, 
his weakness lies in the fact that he 
must rest or rejuvenate his spirit after 
casting several powerful spells. 

Prima:What charactensncs set 
Frodo apart from other Hobb1ts? 

Patmore: One could call Frodo a 
reluctant hero and leader. The 
other Hobbits are defiantly valiant 
and brave in their own right, but 
they generally need the guidance 
of a leader. 

Moynihan: Frodo differs from th.e 
other Hobbits and follows in the 
footsteps of hi Uncle Bilbo. The 
common Hobbits see the 
Bagginses as outsiders and 
somewhat fear them. Frodo 
actually has the gumption to leave 
the comforts of his homeland, and 
he sets aside his personal joys in 
order to do the greater good. 
His bravery is unrivaled 
amongst Hobbits. 

Prima: For the first-time player, 
how hard is it to complete tlw entire 
game without using the Ring? 

Moynihan: The game actually 
encourages the player 1101 to use the 
Ring tlirough implem.entation of 
corruption. Each situation may 
be completed without the use 
of Sauron's evil Ring. When 
Frodo uses the Ring he shifts to 
an ethereal plane, and in doing so, 
becomes visible to the evil forces of 
the enemy. The use of the Ring is 
not limitless, and by continued use 
Frodo will fall under the power of 
darkness and fail in his quest. 

Prin1a: Where would users most 

1
"" Iikely invoke the Rmg, .md wh)? 

Moynihan: The Ring can be used 
to briefly pass through certain 
solid surfaces, allowing the player 
to enter long-forgotten secret areas 
filled with exciting combat and 
rewarding treasures. These areas are 
not critical to explore; however, to 
experience all that the game has to • 

offer players will want to seek 
these places out. 
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Prima: How many different types C... Prima: Moria is the darkest and Prima: It's very easy to h3te Ores 
• of Ores are m the game, and wlut °""' most e. ·hausting part of the game, ~in thi , game, but the Elves have a 

can you tell us about each breed? with a pervasive feeling of death special grudge against th1,;m. Can 

Moynihan:There are many 
different types of Orcish 
opponents; even Goblins are 
classified as such according the 
style guide provided by Universal's 
hand-picked Tolkien experts. 
Goblins are expendable cannon 
fodder appearing in mass numbers 
beneath the Misty Mountains; they 
swarm their foe fighting with the 
weapons of their fallen victims. 
The Ore of Moria are designed 
to live in the blackness; with flat 
faces and large black eyes, they 
seem to smell where their 
opponent are rather than relying 
on sight. Amongst the Ores of 
Moria there are several types 
designed for specific combat 
'itrategies. Armored me lee Ores 
wield axes and deliver a lot of 
damage, while ranged archer Ore 
remain in the distance firing 
flaming arrows at their targets. The 
Uruk-hai of Mordor are the 
strongest, smartest, and mo t 
powerful of their kind, designed 
long ago by Sauron. The Uruk-hai 
of Isengard were recently created 
by Sarurnan the wizard and have 
new combat innovations. 

and sorrow m e\'ery corner. What you tell us how these two races are 
can you tell our readers about the related? 
history of Moria and what it 
stands for? 

Patmore: Moria is the name of an 
underground city, mines, and 
connected tunnels that run 
through the central Misty 
Mountains. For three Ages of 
Middle-earth, a flourishing Dwarf 
community created the greatest 
city ever known. However, by the 
end of the Third Age, at the time 
of the events of The Lord of the 
Rings, Moria had become a dark 
and cursed place. Dwarves no 
longer inhabited the m~agnificent 

city. Eventually only Ores, Trolls, 
and other evil entities considered 
Moria their dwelling. 

) 
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Patmore: Ores are thought to 
have arisen from the corruption of 
the earliest existing Elves. 

Prima: Without revealing 
Gollum's unusual part in the game. 

- can you give us a httle history on 
this pitiful cre;ture? 

Patmore: Gollum has not always 
been the pitiful creature that he is 
now. In fact, he may have more in 
common with Fredo than an Ore. 
He is a reminder of the allure the 
Ring holds and the possible 
consequences of abusing its power. 

Prima: Can you give us a glimpse 
at what we might expect in the 
next game, which will be based on 
The Til'o Toll'<'rs? 

Patmore: The next game will 
remain just as true to Tolkien's 
vision as The Fellowship of the Ring. 
The gameplay expands on the 
experience found in the first game 
of the series, so the player takes 
control of the different characters 
in The Ti110 Towers as they embark 
on their quest to destroy the Ring 
and battle the forces of Sauron. 
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